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IAEA Technical Co-operation Projects on "Enhancement of
Availability and Safety of WER Type NPPs"

A. KOSSILOV
Division of Nuclear Power
International Atomic Energy Agency

Background

In order to improve availability and safety of existing nuclear power plants the
Czechoslovakian nuclear utilities had approved a reconstruction and innovations of the
plants with WER type reactors. The working groups established on the basis of the
Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute (NPPRI), Trnava, Energoproject, Prague, and
Skoda Concern had prepared a reconstruction strategy in the following areas: engineered
safeguards systems, electrical systems instrumentation and control, fire protection system,
construction engineering. It was expected that a reconstruction will be implemented
during 1993-95.

Electrical equipment of nuclear power plants and particularly station service
electrical equipment has a close influence on the nuclear reactor safety and reliable
electrical power generation as well. The long term average numbers of EE failures from
all reported failures in the CSFR are around 15%. The EE reported failure contribution
to all failure electric energy generation loss is even more demonstrable: over 30% at
Bohunice units of older design and over 16% at Dukovany NPP.

TC Project Budget

The IAEA TC project CZE/4/004 on "Enhancement of Availability and Safety of
W E R Type NPPs" was approved for implementation in 1993-95 on the basis of the
proposals submitted by Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute, Heavy Current Electrical
Department, Trnava. The project is a part of the reconstruction in electrical systems and
instrumentation and control upgrade. The main part of the budget for the project to be
supplied by the Government and the utilities.

The objectives of the project are:

To improve NPP availability and safety by means of reconstruction and
upgrading of electrical and power supply systems

To develop for this purpose the information monitoring system of plant
electrical equipment and power supply system behaviour.

The following budget from the IAEA was originally approved:

- 17-



Project CZE/4/004

Year

1993

1994

1995

Experts (US$)

20700

21600

22800

Equipment
(US$)

65000

45000

-

Fellowships
L(US$)

18000

12600

-

Total (US$)

103700

79200

22800

Total 205,700

In January 1993 all on-going TC projects of the former CSFR were divided
between Czech Republic and Slovak Republic. For the project CZE/4/004 it was done in
the following manner:

Project SLR/4/003 (Slovak Republic)

Year

1993

1994

1995

Experts (US$)

10350

10800

22800

Equipment
(US$)

65000

45000

-

Fellowship
(US$)

12000

9450

-

Total (US$)

87350

65250

22800

Total: 175,400

Project CZR/4/004

Year

1993

1994

1995

Experts (US$)

10350

10800

-

Equipment
(US$)

-

-

-

Fellowship
(US$)

6000

3150

-

Total (US$)

16350

13950

-

Total: 30,300

- 18 -



Proposed workplan and schedule of the projects activities

1993: 1. Development of the proposals for upgrading of power electrical trains for
safety related systems (safety pumps, diesel-generators, invertors, batteries,
valves, electrical and I&C systems, protection systems etc.

2. Design of electrical parameters monitoring systems (EPMS), development
of the assessment methodology on the basis of existing experience.

3. Training of personnel (seminars, scientific visits, fellowships)

1994: 1. Design of advanced power electrical trains for safety related systems.

2. Development of the software for EPMS, implementation of the system.

Training of personnel (seminars, scientific visits).3.

1995: 1. Implementation of the advanced power electrical trains and the EMPS at
the NPPs and further developments.

2. Seminar on the results obtained and further developments.

Expert Missions supported by the IAEA

Task No.

1.

2.

Field

(a) Seminar on experience in power plants
electrical equipment operation

(b) Assistance on creating of plant important
electrical equipment state information
systems and relevant database.

(a) Seminar on fault analysis of power
electrical trains for safety related systems

(b) Assistance on software methodology and
techniques

Starting Date

March 1993

September 1993

- 19-



Task No.

3.

4.

5.

Field

(a) Seminar on abnormal nuclear power
plant transients impact on electrical supply
systems

(b) Assistance on methodology of electrical
transients plant analysis and man-machine
interface

(a) Seminar on protection approaches in
power electrical trains for safety related
systems

(b) Assistance on electrical protection issues
and system improvements for complex
faults

Seminar on the results obtained and further
developments

Starting Date

March 1994

September 1994

October 1995

Fellowship/Scientific Visits supported bv the IAEA

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Field

Fault analysis of electrical systems of NPPs

Electrical system interactions at NPPs

Protection of power electrical systems of
NPPs

Electrical measurements in nuclear
engineering

Fault analysis of electrical system at NPPs -
hardware and software problems

Duration (m)

2

2

2

2

2

Total 10 m/m

Long-term Impact

It is expected that the project will enhance the safety and operational reliability of
W E R reactors in nuclear power plants in the Czech and Slovak Republics.

prqjcze4
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BASIC ISSUES OF WER-440 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT UPGRADE

J. Dopjera, G. Psenkovâ, NPPRI Trnava

Issues of upgrading of electrical part of WER-440

nuclear power plants (NPP) operational and under

construction have been the subject of very serious concern

of Czech and SLovak specialists who work in the fields as

follows:

A - research

B - design

C - development and manufacture

D - construction and mounting

E - startup of operation, operation itself, maintenance

F - monitoring of operating and fault working conditions

I - legislative documents production

J - nuclear safety regulations.

A large number of essential and also less significant

measures is the result of permanent effort of specialists in

the area of NPP electrical equipment upgrade. These

measureshave been applied or are prepared for application in

NPP in operation (WER-440) in Jaslovské Bohunice, Mochovce

and Dukovany. A number of weihty measures is being

implemented at construction of Unit I and Unit II in

Mochovce. New design conceptions have to be found for Unit

III and Unit IV.

When engaging the issues of NPP electrical part

upgrade, main attention is devoted to:

21



1. Station service load power supply

2. NPP power output and connection to off-site grid

3. Problems which are common for the above mentioned

systems.

The following spectrum of electrical equipment issues

is considered:

1.l Station service load diagram

- Dividing - of loads into cathegories - classes

according to their importance and power supply quality

- Design of distribution diagram of load connection in

all voltage levels

- Design of diagrams and sort of power supply sources:

preferred, alternative, emergency and their automatic

switching - over, aiming at minimalizing of number and

magnitute of dynamic transients, since these can cause

failure of some functions and so undesired loss of

important technology functions.

- Operating conditions of power supply sources.

At present, main attention is devoted to modifications

of service load power supply diagram of NPP V-l and within

them to:

- Safety system forming and requalification of

electrical equipment referring to classes, which are defined

by European standards

- Solving of safety systems' seismic resistance.

Implementation of modofications of loads of the

Cathegory I of the System IV in NPP V-2 and Dukovany has

been started.

22



1.2 Station service load protections and control

C - Prevention against thermal, insulation and mechanical

degradation, caused by electrical fauts, i.e. maximal

elimination of fires, which can have impact on nuclear

safety is the objective of advanced ways of protecting.

- Solving of different particular approaches to philosophy

of protecting of safety systems and of electrical

equipment, which need normal operating qualification.

- Automatic control of power supply sources: preferred,

alternative, emergency. NPP operating conditions

automatics.

B - Analyses and innovation proposals in the area of

alternative power supply transfer automatics with

intention to eliminate undesired transients and

operation functions deterioration.

- Protections of power supply sources, supply distributions

and 6 kV loads

- Protections of supply distributions on level of 0.4 kV ac

and 220 V dc.

- O.4 kV load protections.

A - Use of protections with higher evaluating sensitivity

and high reliability of discrimination of character

and place of fault, protections with high reaction

rate.

- Protections of•distributions and emergency power supply

sources. At present, significant modifications are being

implemented in protecting and control systems of power

supply sources, distributions, load and their control on

NPP v-i.
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Inovation of protections of 6 kV loads, calculation

re-evaluation and related innovation of protections of

distibutions and loads of 0.4 kV are under consideration.

Solving of new conceptions and means of protecting of low

voltage source and load systems, ensuring higher sensitivity

and quick suppression of faults accompanying minimal values

of fault currents, caused by non-galvanic shorts. It is

necessary to analyze suitability of application of flash

protections and differential protections using thoroids for

reading of currents in low voltage systems.

1.3 Switching stations and distribution boards

- Switching instruments of 6 kV, 0.4 kV and 220 V dc

- Fire safety

- Flash protections.

At present, modifications of the existing switching

stations are solved. The modifications are aimed at

increasing of insulation degree of live parts, spatial

separation of busbars cabling and electrical components. To

achieve fire safety is the objective.

Problems concerning unsatisfactory quality of switching

instruments of 6 kV and 0.4 kV remain.

1.4 Insulated conductors of 6 kV and cable distribution

- Life time of the equipment used

- Fire safety

- System of fire signalling.

At present, troubles with quality assurance of

conductors remain.

insulated
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Confrontation of fire safety requirements and using of

non-flammable cables should be reasonable as well as sort of

cabling from the point of wiev of fire resistance,

contruction and technology ways of cables laying.

2.1 Diagram of power output and NPP connection

to off-site network

- Economicality and reliability of power output from NPP

into adjacent power system in static and dynamic operating

conditions

- Connecting of alternative power supply sources of station

service load

- Choice of main power electrical equipment and switching

instruments.

At present it is being solved:

- replacement of bushings of unit transformers

- replacement or integration of generator switches.

It is necessary to pay attention to protecting of high

voltage and medium voltage systems against overvoltage by

means of use of protections - limiters.

2.2 System of control and protections of power

output equipment

- Protections of generators and transformers

- Protections of superior power system

- Forming of input signals for NPP operating conditions

automatics

- Means for automatic controlled

switching-over in voltage level of 6 kV
power sources
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There are actual proposals as follows at present:

- Use of modern comparative protections and protections

operating on wave principles in high voltage systems

- Application of protections working at deteoration of

dynamic stability in the adjacent power system

- Ensuring of generator load angle tracking.

2.3 Control and information systems

- Analysis and monitoring of stationary and non-stationary

transients of alternating and direct current energy

- System of inspections of electrical equipment (scope,

methodology and procedures, technical devices)

- System of permanent checking of operating electrical

parameters

- Minitoring, recording and evaluating systems with

continuous operation for documenting of steady states,

dynamical and fault transients

- System of operation signalling

- Information system of deterioration of operation values -

prediction of undesired fault states

- System of fault signalling

- System of checking of switching instrumentation operating

conditions (quick recording of transients at switching

- off/on processes, aiming mainly at overvolfcage arising)

- Organized measurement, assessment and logging of modes of

electrical configurations, which are supposed by the

design

- Forming of particular support information systems.
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3 .1 Preventive diagnostics electrical.

equipment maintenance, inspection tests

- Systems of preventive diagnostics of electrical equipment:

Scope, methodology drawing-up, technical devices,

documenting and utilizing of preventive diagnostics

results

- Electrical equipment maintenance organization:

Producing of procedures and instructions, technical

devices, check documentation drawing-up

Contemporary solving of these issues:

Drawing--up and unification of methodology for utilizing of

results for determination of equipment life time and

making more accurate of scope and interval of preventive

diagnostics and maintenance.

3.2 Documentation:

Drawing up of qualified groundworks basing on

calculations. Analyses of real transients experience and

lessons learned for drawing up of:

- proposal for modernization of operating procedures and

modernization of technical specification of electrical

equipment operation

- procedures for fault conditions

- specific procedures for designing

- quality assurance programmes

- standards

- laws and decrees.
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Conclusion

As reported Mr. Kossilov for support of the above

mentioned effort IAEA approved technical co-operation

project "Enhancement of availabilitity and safety of

WWER-type reactors" devoted to electrical equipment upgrade

of the NPPs. The project is set up for support of solutions

of issues of operation reliability of NPP power electrical

equipment related to its control, protection, information

systems and adjacent superior power system.

The project is also aimed at performing of physical

analyses of electrical transients in laboratory and

operation conditions. Basing on them, qualitative measures

can be specified. Application of European criteria standards

and required quality assuring nuclear safety for W E R NPPs

are the objectives of the project.

Large, detail give-and-take experience and lessons

learned among nuclear operators, respective research

institutes and electrical engineering organizations is one

of the main intentions of this project.

Other intentions are as follows:

- Detail drawing up, assessment and utilizing of technical

experience from electrical equipment operation in

connexion with utilizing of international co-operation

ensured by IAEA

- Developments of new advanced design conceptions of new and

innovated electrical systems of reactor units

- Drawing up and integration of theoretical and practical

applications of national standards and regulations of

regulatory authorities for nuclear energy.

Some examples of approaches and ways of ensuring of

operation reliability for NPPs will be covered in the

forthcoming presentations.
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to detect, identify and localise electrical failures
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4.2 Identification of short circuit,
earth fault and other failures
4.3 Localisation of the faulted equipment
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1. Basic design

The basic design philosophy for the Swedish NPPs' internal
electrical power supply system is that a component failure should
not influence the operation of the power plant and from the safety
point of view the single failure criteria should be fulfilled for
all foreseeable accident scenarios.

1.1 Redundancy

To minimize the risk for common mode failure the internal power
supply system is first divided into two major parts named "A" and
"B". Any one of them is sufficient to deal with any of the design
basis accidents (DBA) and of course is enough for normal operation.
Each of the.m has separate rooms for switchgears (breakers,
disconnectors etc.), separate relay rooms and cable culverts.
Process equipment such as pumps, valves, fans etc. are in different
rooms for the "A" side and for the "B" side. "A" and "B" has no
common equipment inside the plant, they "meet" first at the 4 00 kV
level.

To further increase the availability of the process equipment the
"A" side is subdivided into "A"-and "C"-subs and the "B" side into
"B"-and "C"-subs. At the newest plants Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3
any one of these four subdivisions alone is sufficient to support
normal operation and is enough to handle many of the design basis
accidents. The older plants have no complete 4 fouled redundancy
even though there are four devices installed of most of the
equipment.

The advantages with such a system are:

* only a few motors, valves etc. are affected with the failure of
an electrical equipment (e.g. breaker, disconnector, cable, fuse
etc.)

* electrical (galvanic) separation of the redundant systems,
physical separation is easier to achieve

* the size of the rooms containing the switchgears are limited

* simple partition of the redundant equipment (pumps, valves, fans
etc.)

* logical structure and easy oversight

Three safety levels:

To improve the availability and increase the safety three safety
levels are introduced. The internal power supply system is divided
into three parts :

- power supply system for normal operation

- diesel secured power supply system

- battery secured power supply system
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Power supply system for normal oper.atj.on

This system is fed from the 400kV or 130 kV grid through the
respective transformers. The availability of this system is
somewhat lower than that of the grid and therefore equipment
demanding highly reliable electrical power supply cannot be
connected to this system. Also the quality requirements on the
voltage and on the frequency is not the highest in this system.
However this system has a high back up power (short circuit power)
and therefore large motors can be connected there without any
special provisions.

Diesel secured power supply system

During normal operation this system is connected to the normal
power supply system. With disturbances the two systems are
disconnected from each other and the diesel generators are started
and connected to this system. Maximum 30 seconds elapse until an
equipment connected to this system is not supplied with power. This
system is a very reliable power source, also the quality of the
voltage and frequency stability is very good. Due to the capacity
of the diesel generators only a restricted number of motors of
limited size can be fed from this system-

Battery secured power supply system

This system is normally fed from the diesel secured power supply
system. At the loss of power there the batteries of this system
take instantaneously over to supply without interruption the
equipment connected to this system. When the diesel secured system
is energized the rectifiers start charging again the batteries to
full capacity. The availability of this system is very high and the
quality of the voltage and frequency stability can be adjusted at
the converters to the requirements of the equipment connected to
this system. This system is relatively little and therefore the
number and size of the equipment connected to this net is strictly
limited.

1.2 Separation

In the newest plants Forsmark 3 and Oskarshamn 3 all the four
trains "A","B","C" and "D" are totally and completely physically
separated with thick fire retardant walls. Also they are
"geographically" separated, e.g. the four diesels are located at
the four different corners of the reactor building. The older
plants have the same degree of separation only between the "A" and
"B" trains. While the separation between "A" and "C" is arranged
with shielding and distance, the arrangement between "B" and "D" is
similar.
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2. Fire protection

2.2 Protective equipment

2.2 Fire detection

2.3 Fire localisation

See separate information
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3. Electrical protection

The electrical protection is in practice performed by the relay
protection.

Earthing of the electrical systeri

Earthing has two purposes. One is to create a reference potential
to compare with the voltages in each phase of the three phase
system. The other is to limit the consequences of a fault (short
circuit to earth) . Unfortunately if an earthing method is chosen to
limit the damages caused by a fault it is difficult to detect a
fault.

The two commonly used methods are:
* Directly earthed system
* Trough impedance earthed system

In Sweden the 4 00 kV and the 13 0 kV grid is directly earthed.

Inside the plant the 400 V system is directly earthed. All other
systems are earthed through impedance, resistance and/ore
reactance.

Relay protection

Relay protection is a group or system of relays which can detect
faults and disconnect the faulty object of the electrical system.
The relay protection usually consists of a measuring part, a
comparing part and an acting part.

The measured values are current and voltage. The relays are fed
from measuring transformers such as current transformers and
voltage transformers. The specific protection is named according to
the value which actuates it.

Overcurrent protection

Overcurrent protection is applied to protect an equipment from
excessive heating. Excessive current can be caused by overloading
or by short circuit. Over current protection can have constant time
characteristic i.e. each fault will be disconnected after the same
time delay or can have an inverted time characteristic which means,
the higher current the shorter disconnecting time. Short circuit
protection is an overcurrent protection used exclusively to
disconnect short circuits.

Overvoltage and undervoltage protection

Motors, transformers and other equipment can work satisfactorily
and without being damaged only within a limited voltage range. This
protection will disconnect them when the voltage is outside the
permitted range.
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Impedance protection

In a network, with low short circuit power, near to the location of
a fault the voltage drops so much that the current will not
increase -enough to activate the current protection device. This
problem is avoided by using relays measuring the impedance i.e. the
quotient of the voltage and the current (Z=U/I) . This relay is
sensitive for low impedance regardless how the voltage behaves.

Differential protection

This protection is used to protect generators, transformers and
sometimes cables. The principal is that the amount of current
flowing into an equipment should be equal to the amount leaving i t .
Such a measurement is relatively easy to arrange for generators and
cables, but for transformers one has to compensate for the
different number of windings on the primary and secondary side.
Common for the different types of this protection is that they are
al l very fast. A fault is detected in 20 ms (20 milliseconds) or
less.
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3.1 ProiecLion of the individual equipmcnl

Here examples will be given of the combination of the above
protections to protect individual equipment.

Transformer protection

The most important and fastest protection is the differential
protection. This initiates the immediate disconnection of the
breakers surrounding the transformer.

As a reserve for the differential protection there is a constant
time delayed overcurrent protection on the high voltage side of the
respective transformer.

At some transformers overpower protection is applied as a constant
time delayed overcurrent protection.

The 400 kV transformers are equipped with earth fault protection.
This is arranged as a Zero Sequence Current protection which is
measuring in the 400 kV windings earthing connection. As a matter
of fact this protection contains two separate parts, one is
interlocked when the 4 00 kV breaker is open and the other is an
inverted time protection.

The 20 kV side of the*transformer is protected differently
depending on if the generator is connected to the grid or not. When
the generator is connected to the grid the generator's zero point
protection keeps the system under surveillance, when the generator
breaker is disconnected a constant time delayed overcurrent
protection which measures in the zero point of a three phase
condenser battery connected to the 20 kV bus bars protect the
transformers.

In addition there is a gas protection. With slow degradation of the
isolation gas bubbles appear in the oil which initiate this
protection, with fast transients the heat generated will cause some
flow in the oil which actuates this protection.
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Generator protection

The most important and fastest protection is the differential
protection. This reacts in less then 30 ms (milliseconds) in case
of an internal fault in the generator.

The under impedance protection measures the current on the zero
point side of the generator and the voltage on the generator's
phase side, and out of those values calculates the actual
impedance. If the impedance is to low the protection works in two
stages. At the first stage the 400 kV breaker is disconnected after
1.2 seconds then the generator breaker is disconnected and the
turbine is tripped after 1.6 seconds. This means that this
protection serves as reserve for the line protection at the first
instant and as a reserve for the differential protection in the
second instant.

Earth fault protection contains two sections. One is measuring the
voltage on the zero point side of the generator, this protection is
delayed 1.5 seconds, the other is connected to the voltage
transformers on the generator's phase side, the delay time is 0.4
seconds. Both protections senses faults also in the 2 0 kV system.

Over voltage protection is some time called protection against
excessive voltage. The purpose of this protection is to protect the
generators and transformers connected to the 20 kV system against
excessive which can endanger the isolation and cause harmful
heating.

Under voltage protection is activated when the voltage in the
internal power supply becomes to low due to decreasing voltage on
the 4 00 kV grid. At about 85% and lower of the nominal voltage the
motors cannot supply full power to the pumps and fans and other
equipment. Therefore operation with reduced voltage can continue
only under a limited period. Afterwards-this protection will
disconnect the 400 kV breakers so that the unit can continue in
house load operation and the voltage will be restored to its normal
level.

The protection contains four voltage levels with different time
delays. To return from any stage without activation, the
requirement is that the voltage is restored to more than 85% of its
nominal value. This protection takes measurements at the 20 kV
generator bus bars and disconnect only the 4 00 kV breakers.

Protection against the loss of field current (magnetisation
current) . When the magnetisation current is lost or the voltage
regulator is malfunctioning stability problem can arise in the grid
or in the generator because the rotor field becomes so week that
its synchronisation capability is partially or totally lost. In
such a case the generator must be disconnected before it can cause
a serious stability disturbance in the grid.

This protection contains a directional power measuring relay, when
the reactive power flowing into the generator is to much,
simultaneously with decreased voltage at the generator bus bars,
the protection is activated. The time delay is a combination of
constant time and inverted time.
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Protection against negative sequence current. Negative sequence
current arises with failures which affects"the symmetry of the
system. For example negative sequence current arises with the break
of one line in a three phase system or lightening failure in one or
two phases in a three phase line. At an earth fault negative
sequence currents in combination with zero sequence currents arise.

Negative sequence currents damage the generator because they create
a field in the stator with reverse rotational direction compered
with the normal field. In the rotor a field is induced with twice
of the grid frequency which causes increased eddy current losses
and consequent heat up. Therefore it is important to disconnect the
generator before the rotor is damaged.

The negative sequence current protection is an overcurrent
protection which is fed through a filter where only the negative
sequence current can pass. This protection has two levels, the
lowest gives only alarm the second is activated with a time delay
which is a combination of constant time and inverted time
characteristics.

Under frequency protection. This protection disconnects the plant
with grave disturbances in the grid. With such disturbances the
plant's safety and auxiliary functions can be also be disturbed,
therefore the plant will be disconnected from the grid and instead
house load operation will commence and continue until the
disturbance is eliminated and the plant can be reconnected to the
grid. The reason for such a disturbance can be for example the loss
of an important transmission line or the loss of a great amount of
generating power in the grid.

The under frequency protection is adjusted to act if the frequency
is less than 47.5 Hz in more than 10 seconds. There is an
additional step with 45 Hz which disconnects the generator breaker
with unsuccessful transfer to house load operation.

Protection against malfunctioning breakers. In a plant connected to
the 4 00 kV grid huge short circuit currents can arise and if a
breaker does not disconnect serious damages can be caused at the
generator or in the grid. Therefore a protection is installed to
check that the order to disconnect is really fulfilled. This is
achieved with a fast overcurrent protection which is activated by
the disconnecting order to the breaker. The disconnecting impulse
will be sent immediately to the breaker's second disconnecting
magnet where it arrives 30 ms later than the first one.

If the breaker -or any of its poles if it is a single pole type-
did not change its position after 250 seconds, disconnecting orders
will be send to all the surrounding breakers so that the failure
can be disconnected. From the generator breakers protection against
malfunctioning disconnecting orders are send to the nearest 4 00 kV
and 6 kV breakers.

Reverse current protection



Protection of the 6 kV motors and transformers

Normally the motors are protected with overcurrent protection with
momentarily actuation, thermal overpower protection fitted to the
worming up characteristics of the motor and earth fault protection.
In addition some motors have also as an other overcurrent
protection high voltage fuses in separate cabinets.

The overcurrent protection is adjusted to a somewhat higher value
than the motors' starting current which is usually 7-8 times higher
than the nominal value.

The earth fault protection is fed from the current transformer at
the feeding cable to the motor.

There is an overpower- protection in each phase and it is usually
adjusted to 110% of the nominal current. The protection measures
the power delivered by the motor and has relatively steep inverted
time characteristics.
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.2 Prelection of ihe Iransmission lines and ihc bus bars

Line protection

For the 400 kV lines there are two protections working parallel to
achieve redundancy. They are called Sub 1 and Sub 2 respectively.

The Sub 1 protection contains two relay protections: a distance
protection and an earth fault protection. The distance protection
is using an impedance relay as starting relay, but it can also
start with a negative sequence current protection. The distance to
the failure is measured with an impedance measuring relay,
depending on the distance the actuation is momentarily or is done
with two different time delays. This protection can detect only
two- and three phase short circuits and therefore it is completed
with an earth fault protection. This earth fault protection
contains five "distance levels".

The Sub 2 protection is a combined distance- and earth fault
protection and it starts with over current for both the distance-
and the earth fault protection. The distance is measured with an
impedance measuring relay with short circuit faults as well as with
earth faults.

The distance protections through special devices can activate the
distance protection at the other end of the line.

The communication between the protections is through a high
frequency transmission in the line proper, and is divided into two
functions. One of them is the so called Hf-supplement which extends
the reach of the protection. The other function is a so called
activation channel which compels the breaker at the other end of
the line to disconnect when a disconnecting impulse was sent to the
"own" breaker.

Protection of the bus bars

This type of protection is often realized with usual overcurrent
protection for bus bars with a .system voltage up to 4 0 kV. With
higher voltages a special bus bar protection is applied which is
based on a current summation principal, i.e. the sums of the
currents (with the signs taken in consideration) to the bus bar
should be zero. This kind of bus bar protection is used both in the
4 00 kV and the 13 0 kV switch yard. The measuring time for this
protection is very short usually less than 30 BIS. The protection
for the 400 kV switchyard utilizes the same channel as the distance
protection to achieve momentarily disconnection at a bus bar
failure.



2 0 kV- and 6 kV bus bars -

The protection of the 20 kV generator bus bars is described under
the headings of the differential- and earth fault protection of
the generator and the transformer.

The 6 kV bus bars are equipped with a simple bus bar protection in
the form of a three level overcurrent protection at the feeding
terminal to the bus bar. This protection must be selective in
relation to the protections applied to protect the objects
connected to the bus bar, therefore the bus bar protection has a
higher current setting and its first level can be interlocked. I.e.
the object protection can interlock the first level of the bus bar
protection when a fault occurs at the object, thus the bus bar
protection serves as a reserve of the object protection. However
when a short circuit occurs at the bus bar the bus bar protection
reacts very fast.

There is an earth fault protection which measures the zero point
potential, this gives an alarm so operation can continue a limited
time with a fault on.

6 kV cables

Here is described the protection of the cables which connect the
different 6 kV cables.

High voltage cables are protected with over current- earth fault
and in same cases also with over power protection. The over current
protection can be the multiple level type with interlocking from
the lower levels to achieve time selectivity.

The earth fault protections are fed from a cable current
transformer which surrounds the cable in the terminal cabinet. The
cable current transformer measures the sum of the currents in the
three phases, if the system is faultless the current in the cable
current transformer is zero.

When there is an over power protection applied to protect a cable
it is made as a constant time protection because a cable has a
relatively short warming up time.
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3.3 Selectivii.y

Selectivity can be defined as "the capability to identify a faulty
equipment and disconnect i t with only negligible influence on
neighbouring equipment". Selectivity is usually achieved with two
different ways:

* Absolute selectivity
The relay protection singles out the faulty object and disconnect
it with the nearest breaker.

* Time selectivity
Each and every relay protection senses the fault (excessive)
current and start the time count down, however the protection
nearest to the fault has the shortest time delay and disconnect the
nearest breaker towards the source of the feeding.

These two types of selectivity is often combined. For example the
differential protection of the generator or a transformer is an
absolute selectivity protection. Over current and over power
protection works with time selectivity.

The current and time settings of the relay protection is often
presented graphically or in tables as a selectivity plan.



4. Diagnostic aids
to detect, identify and localise electrical failures

4.1 Fault indication in the control room

4.2 Identification of
short circuit,earth fault and other failures

4.3 Localisation of the faulted equipmeni

See separate information
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Abstract

Performance data of Czech and Slovak as well as other

WER-440 nuclear power plants document that faults and

failures of electric -equipment should be the subject of

large care. The aim of research and development (R & D)

effort in Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute (NPPRI) in

this area is implementation of advanced technical systems

for plant safety and reliability related electric components

and systems, including power supplying systems of

instrumentation and control (I&C), monitoring and

assessment. Some results of R & D effort in NPPRI in the

field of obtaining of high quality and complex electric

equipment data are given in the paper.

1 - INTRODUCTION

Electric equipment of nuclear power plants (NPP) and

particulary station service electric equipment (EE) has

close influence upon nuclear reactor safety and reliable

electrical power generation as well.

For example, long-term average numbers of EE failures

from all reported failures in Czech and Slovak NPP are

around 14 to 16 %. The EE reported failure contribution to

all failure electric energy generation loss is even more



demonstrable. Long-term average value is , over 30 % at units

of older design (V230 type), over 16 % at units of V213 type

[1,2].

The significance of this information is obvious, but

another fact can be even more compelling. From the set of

the most safety related problems during all operating time

of Czech and Slovak NPP, roughly a half concerned EE.

Similar situation could be demonstrated in other

countries with WER-440 plant in operation on the basis of

the latest available information from IAEA Incident

Reporting System (1RS), Nuclear Power Plants Equipment

Quality Information System (original acronym in Russian was

ISKO AES), established and operated • by former

Interatomenergo Moscow or information from WANO.

For example at station in Kozloduj, Bulgaria they have

long-term average number of EE failures from all reported

failures around 26 %, while the EE failure contribution to

all electric energy generation loss is about 34 %. The same

values in Ukrainian NPP Rovno are about 14 % (58 % ) , in

Russian NPP Kola - V230 about 25 % (12 % ) , Kola - V213 about

19 % (15 % ) . The same values in Hungarian NPP Paks are about

11 % (16 %) [3].

2 - R.ESEÄ.K.CH ÄISTD DEVELOPMENT

EFFORT OBJECTIVES

Basing on above mentioned' WER-440 NPPs performance

facts, the aim of R & D effort in NPPRI Trnava in this field

is implementation of advanced technical devices for plant

safety and' reliability related electric systems and

components monitoring and status assessment.

In further enhancing computer based information

systems, more explicite diagnosis and prognosis about the

dynamical processes and the components/systems are important

task. During power operation, one of the most important task

is to diagnose a process in terms of initial deviations from
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the normal state [4]. This is also one of the goals of

integrated electric disturbance monitoring/assessment system

that is being developed in NPPRI [5]. Personnel of control

room as well as technical staff-electricians should be

informed about a developing fault before reaching the first

thresholds of conventional alarms. Thus they are assisted at

an early stage to recognize and understand the meaning of

fault and to give them sufficient time to decide on

appropriate measures.

3 - ESSENTIAL ISSUES

We consider following issues essential at present [6] :

- reactor unit safety and reliability related EE parameters

monitoring, including overcurrents, schort-circuit

currents, voltage excesses/drops, vector and frequency

analyses and overall functional ability assessment in

anomalous situations

- development of information system concerning the status of

selected EE, fitted and suitable for operative evaluation

and immediate decision making on the base of exact methods

- up-dating of relevant operating procedures, plant techni-

cal specifications and limiting working conditions

- automatized database (archive) of important electric

transients and physics of dynamic changes of selected EE

and protections.

4 - R. & D EFFORT APPLICATION

In Czech and Slovak NPPs in operation, there are

measurement and monitoring centres (MMC) for EE status

analysing set up. The MMC are built on the same floor in

neighbouring rooms of control rooms. All important

electrical quantities are led into these centers which are

now prepared for further enhancing (Figure l).

The MMC serves as integrated electric steady states
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/disturbances of EE monitoring/ assessment system in period

of reactor unit commissioning, as well as in its operation.

They enable us to carry out exact measurements,.assessments,

periodical logging of steady state alternating 50 Hz

electrical quantities and automatic record of transients.

5 - CONCLUSIONS

Permanent monitoring of selected alternating electrical

quantities, binary functions, their automatic recording in

anomalous operating conditions of power EE in all voltage

levels enable us to get valuable graphic/numeric

information. The information on course of disturbance and

its "prehistory", on sequential initiating/actuating of

selected electric components can be of help for competent

decision making [7]. This concerns operation recovery,

decreasing/increasing of reactor unit power and relevant

backfittings acceptance, based on analysis of disturbance

cause. That is why this kind of information should be

presented to plant men in charge.

6 -

The involvement by NPP Bohunice operating personnel in

the early stages of this project is gratefully acknowledged.

~7 - ACRONYMS USED IN THIS

EE - electric equipment

EHV - extra high voltage

EPSP - electrical power system process

EPT - electrical power train

ESF - engineered safety feature

HV - high voltage

I&C - instrumentation and control

LV - low voltage
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MMC - measurement monitoring centre

MV - medium voltage

NPP - nuclear power plant

NPPRI - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute

R & D - research and development
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EXPERIENCE OF NPP WER-440 (V-230, 213) ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
OPERATION IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

J . A. PETROV, LIAEPS - S t . P e t e r b u r g

On the teritory of three republics of the former Soviet

Union in the seventieths, there were three NPPs with

WER-440/230 reactor type constructed:

In Russia: Novovoronezh - Unit 3 and 4

Kola - Unit 1 and 2

In Armenia: near Jerevan, Unit 1 and 2.

Concerning both the Russian NPPs

about 80 reactor-years (since

operation time of Armenian NPP

(since 1974 to 1988). There

constructed in Germany (Nord), in Bulgaria (Kozloduy), in

Slovakia (Jaslovské Bohunice V-l, Unit 1 and 2).

all the operation time is

1972 to 1993). All the

is about 25 reactor-years

were NPPs of V-230 design

In the eightieths, there were 4 units of V-213 reactor

type constructed in the former Soviet Union: NPP Kola, Unit

3 and 4, NPP Rovno, Unit 1 and 2. NPP V-2 in Jaslovské

Bohunice, NPP Paks in Hungary and several units in NPPs

Kozloduj and Nord have been constructed.

All the operation time of power units of V-213 reactor

type at Kola and Rovno up to 1993 is about 40 reactor-years.

Différencies in the concepts of 'safety in V-230 and V-213

designs are known, as well as différencies in electrical

diagrams and station service load electric equipments for

normal operation conditions and for safety systems:

- in V-230 design, a principle of inseparate power unit

service load equipment with shared components and systems

for two units is implemented: the alternative power supply

sources for 6 kV and 0.4 kV switchboards (transformers),

vital power sources of the Cathegory II (dieselgenerators),
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uninterruptable power supply system sources of the

Cathegory I (motor-generator sets), power supply sources

of the 220 V dc system (batteries)

- in V-213 design, a principle of galvanic separation of

safety systems is implemented. That means the idea of

common alternative power supply sources and common control

circuits for the alternative power source switching-on for

safety systems is no more used.

During operation of the above mentioned plants in the

former Soviet Union, there were several charakteristic

disturbances of electric equipment recorded, which became

the initiators for within design accidents arising. The

faults were caused by both external events (atmospheric

disturbances, earthquakes, water flood of electric equipment

rooms) as well as by faults of the electric equipment

itself.

On the basis of disturbance analyses, both in the past

and at present, some measures are being taken, which concern

backfittings of some electrical and technology systems of

station service load, aiming at excluding fault reccurence.

Another objective is to improve reliability of NPP operation

within the designed service life time up to the beginning of

decommissioning period of NPP.

The recommendations of Ministry of nucler energy are

taken into account in the backfitting plans. These

recommendations and instructions consider accident situation

analyses in NPP of other types, or necessity of complying

with requirements of new standard documents and guides for

designing and safety of NPPs.
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The following experience which we have obtained from

operation of electric equipment in accident situations, the

experience of personnel working courses are no guarentee of

statistical completness of events. I want to give you also

some information on backfitting programme at NPP Kola, that

is a prototype of NPP Bohunice, Dukovany and Mochovce.

1. Accident situations at NPPs of WER-440. The most number

of operation faults of electric equipment have been recorded

at NPPs of V-230 type during the last 20 years.

1.1 Armenian NPP

At the beginning of the eightieths, a complete loss of

power supply occurred due to spurious actuating of foam fire

extinguishing system in cable room under the control room

and due to flooding with the foam condensate of all the 6

kV, 0.4 kV and 220 V dc distribution boards, housed beneath

the control room. The event was caused due to one common

cause failure. The alternative supply of power was restored

after 3 hours.

As a consequence of this accident,there was a change of

anticipated replacement of fire fighting system in cable

rooms under the control room (gas system) by water system at

NPP Kola.

At unit 2 of Armenian NPP, fire of the main unit

transformer arose due to short circuit after fire fighting

pump switching-on. The operator repeated closing the switch

of the pump several times, that caused a thermal

degradation of the cable and fire arising in a cable room

followed. An inadvertent closing of the generator switch

occured at the cabling fire, which brought about the 220 MW
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generator into condition of failed asynchonous startup, that

caused a damage of the generator.

The unit was in condition of blackout for about 3

hours. A makeshift alternative supply of power was assured

from the neighbouring unit by means of operational laying of

cables. Ministry, of atomic energy recommended designing

additional system of alternative power supply, located

outside the nuclear steam supply system building by laying

of cables for feeding individual loads of safety systems.

The cable routes are separate from the point of fire view

from the -essential cabling. This additional system of

electric power supply is designed for emergency core cooling

of V-230 Unit 1 and 2 longterm complete loos of power supply

for 6 kV and 0.4 kV distribution boards from preferrable and

emergency sources of power in extreme accident situations.

The additional alternative power supply system is oriented

towards the existing alternative sources of power

transformer 1TR as well as towards the existing emergency

power sources - dieselgenerators IDG, 2DG, with possibility

of their selection depending on their readiness and on

damage point of cabling. The additional alternative power

supply system comprises 6 kV and 0.4 kV distribution

boards, 6/0.4 kV 1000 MVA transformers, two transformers of

63 kVA for feeding 220 V dc control circuits in the 6 kV and

0.4 kV distribution boards through UKP-380 rectifier and for

feeding the service load distribution board of the

alternative power supply system (Fig.l).

Control of core cooling drives in condition of

utilizing of the additional alternative power supply system

is performed from control panels housed in the building of

the additional system.
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In normal operation mode, the additional alternative

power supply system is in the conditions as follows:

- 6 kV and 0.4 kv switches are open and they are in test

position

- the alternative power cables from busbar sections 10RB2,

10BNN are laid and connected to the busbar sections. The

second ends of these cables have the heads mounted, but

they are not connected to drives or distribution boards of

the core cooling system.

When putting the additional alternative power supply

system into operation, it is necessary to:

- connect cables to the drives and dieselgenerators

- switch on the prelubricating oil pump DG-1600, fed from

the battery of this DG or from the auxiliary DG of 25 kW

through rectifier, which was necessary for integrating

into the design at NPP Kola

- start DG-1600 and assure feeding of the all station

service loads and the additional alternative power supply

building via transformer of 63 kVA

- close the inlet switch of 10RB2 busbar section.

For getting the additional system configuration ready,

a time interval from 1 to 2 hours is. supposed.

As shown by experience, this time interval is allowable

for the reactor safety. Neither the reactor nor individual

fuel assemblies were demaged.

Another variant is using at mobile dieselgenerator

station PAE-2500 for connecting to 6 kV busbar sections

10PB2, serving for feeding the loads as follows:

- emergency charging pump 1 to 3, 4 to 6

- fire fighting pump

- essential service water pump
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- emergency feedwater pump

- R-l system fans (three of five)

- reactor coolant system charging pump

- discharging turbine oil tanks pump

- spent fuel storage pool cooling pump

- boron condensate pump

- distribution boards for valve drives feeding

- alternative system for neutron flux automatic control.

1.2 Disturbances in 220 V dc system of power

supply at NPP Kola

Fault of dc voltage source GP-150-1500 of motor-

-generator set OP-150, manufactured in 1973 year (MG-1,

Unit 1).

Service life time of this motor-generator set was

extended up to the end of 1993 year. The fault occurred on

17th November 1992.

The course of the fault:

- short circuit of rotor winding to the frame, which was

induced by insulation damage, conductive parts melt in

point - of the short - in rotor winding front parts from

side of the collector, disconnecting of supply connection

melted, partial damage of fire connections

- permanent connection of rotor winding to the frame.

That means arising of doubled connection of the rotor

of the GP-150-1500 source to the earth. On GP-150 collector

a strong sparking arose - a fire along all the

circumpherence. At the same time as signalling of "MG fault"

in central control room, V-2 switches in reactor protection

system panels opened (see the diagram in Fig. 2).
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Opening of the switches brought about the reactor

protection (HO I) actuating due to loss of 220 V dc voltage

in the panels of the reactor protection system. Due to HO

I protection actuating, a command to start dieselgenerators

was given (DG1, DG2 and the alternative DG started up). The

prelubricating oil pumps of the dieselgenerators were

switched on. These pumps are fed from the unit distribution

board 1BRSS 220 Vdc.

Due to increasing of the summary current (the current

of GP-150 short circuit and the current of dc distribution

board including startup currents of prelubricating pumps), a

nonselective opening of V-AB switch occurred in supply of

the unit dc distribution board. V-MG1 switch in the dc

distribution board was opened manually by the operating

staff. The voltage was given on.the unit dc distribution

board in about 20 minutes from side of the common ORSS dc

distribution board.

The dc voltage system fault arose at the Unit 1 which

was not connected to the off-site grid of 3 80 kV at that

time. The scheduled maintenance had been carried out on the

equipment of the unit. Turbine generator No. 2 had been

prepared for balancing. The fault of dc voltage system did

not induce any emergency for the unit.

Analysis of causes and conseguencies of the fault

showed that:

- inadvertent opening of V-2 switches occurred

- V-MGl switch did not open.

The cause of V-2 switches actuating has not been

clarified. It might be influence of an overvoltage due to

GP-150 fault including possibility of doubled voltage

arising in reactor protection system panels, which are fed
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via diode switch from two batteries through the unit and

common dc distribution boards. The similar diagram is in

panels of the main reactor coolant pumps automatics, but

disconnecters instead of switches are used here. The panels

of automatics remained liva from the common dc distribution

board.

Backfittings:

1. To assure selectivity of V-MG actuating by accurate

adjustment of the current release and to add secondary

protection, sensitive to current "fire along all

circumpherence" to GP-150.

2. To modify diagram of supplying of 220 V control circuits

for 6 kV busbar sections (of dieselgenerators) in such

a way that simultaneous loss of 220 V voltage be

excluded on both the busbar sections, as obvious from

Fig. 2.

3. To assure replacement of motor-generator sets of OP-150

type by more modern sets of MG-150 M type.

1.3 Faulty interruption of NPP Kola s operation, connected

with complete shutdown of all the power plant units due to

a common cause - loss of stability of the energy system,

caused by break of very high voltage (330 kV, 150 kV,

110 kV) conductors and by many shorts in switchyards which

were brought about by stormy wind (hurricane) at night to

2nd February 1993.

The speed of the wind amounted to 35m/sec. Strong

storm, lightning and rain accompanied in parts the hurricane

at air temperature from 0 to 2°C. The site of the NPP
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belongs to the second degree according to PUE-86 rules and

it is characterized according to the table No. 3.4.1 by the

data as follows:

At a height of 15 meters above the ground, speed of wind of

25 m/sec occurs once in 10 years, speed of wind 30 m/sec

once in 15 years. In accordance with the standard, for

calculation of lines from 6 to 330 "kV, the occurance of once

in 10 years is accepted.

That means, that at night on 2nd February 1993 there

were extraordinary (noncalculation) conditions, which occur

once in 30 years. In 330 kV switchyard it did not come to

any damage, but in the off-site grid and switchards some

multiple disturbance were recorded.

The forethoughts of IAEA s recommendations in quide No.

50-SG-D7 to NPPs safety were confirmed in points 3.2 and

3.3. They sound, that independently on number of high

voltage lines connecting NPP with the off-site electrical

energy system, there is a certain probability of

interruption of work of all the lines simultaneously.

Some nature events, for example hurricanes and

earthquakes may cause all the NPP connecting lines being out

of service. Furthermore, all the lines and switchyards in

electrical energy system are interconnected. That is why

that a failure of a basic part of this system will induce

with the highest probability the follow-up failure of larger

part of the system or, the system as a whole.

Désignes of some NPPs are supposed to decrease load

when opening the connecting line and follow-up decrease of

power of the reactor and electrical power of the generators

up to the value, which is needed only for station service

load without shutdown of the steam generators and the

turbine generators. The ability of the successful transfer
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from the rated load to the station service load is a very

important charakteristic of NPP unit.

1.3.1 NPP status before the failure.

At night, 2nd February 1993 at NPP Kola there were all

of eight turbine generators in operation at load about 200

MW. The main diagram was configurated with connection of

three lines of 330 kV (see Fig. 3). The line V-Chibiny was

switched off a short time ago for scheduled maintenance. The

alternative transformer 1TR was connected to 110 kV line the

alternative transformer 2TR to line of 154 kV. All the

dieselgenerators were in hot stand-by condition for

automatic startup. Station service load equipment was fed

via the branch transformers (BTVS) by the basic diagram.

1.3.2 The failure description

At 02:27 some changes of voltage occurred on 330 kV

busbars within 310-380-395 kV (see Fig. 4), which were

accompanied with increase of frequency up to 52 Hz. A

signal from system emergency automatics brought about

decrease of power by switching - off the generators 2,4,6

and 8 by the generator switches of 15 kV (see Fig. 5).

Immediately after that, the generator No.l was switched

off and the Unit 1 was tripped by the reactor protection HO

1 due to increase of frequency up to 52 Hz. The generator

No. 7 and the Unit 4 were shut down by the operator due to

the same cause. The generators No.3 and No.5 remained in

duty with rather large load changes for about 1.5 hour.

The persistent changes (decrease, increase) of load

induced hunting of power in .both the primary as well as

secondary circuit of the Unit 2. Due* to that the pressure of
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the steam before the turbine No.3 decreased, emergency

valves closed and trip of the unit by reactor protection

followed. The disconnected generators No.l to No.4 remained

in run-out condition together with station service load

generators GVS1 to GVS4, which feed the busbar sections IRC

to 4RC for interval of 110 sec. The individual busbar

section then turned over feeding from the alternative busbar

RA by closing the switches of the alternative supplies.

The generator No.5 and the Unit 3 were tripped by

actuating of the reactor protection "trip of 4 reactor

coolant pumps from 6" due to sudden decrease of frequency up

to 49.6 Hz. This induced sudden drop in voltage on the 330

kV switchard busbars up to the vaue of 120 kV. The generator

No. 7 was unsuccesfully connected by the operating

personnel to the grid when it was again switched off due to

decrease of the steam before the turbine. The changes of the

voltage on station service load switchboard busbars of 6 kV

amounted to values from 100% of nominal voltage up to

30% Un. The drops in voltage to low values brought about

actuating of the reactor protection "loss of voltage in

supplies 1 and 2 for reactor protection system panels". Due

to that, the dieselgenerators DG1, DG2 at the Unit 1, DG3,

DG4 at the Unit 2 and the alternative dieselgenerator RDG

starded up (dieselgenerators of DG1, DG2 and RDG started up

twice, but they were not able to be connected to busbar

section 1RB2 or 2RB2 because voltages from side of the

service load transformers 21T, 22T were on these busbars.

After elapsing 1.5 minute the dieselgenerators stopped the

operation in accordance with the algorithm of startup

automatics signal "unaccomplished startup".

The operation mode of automatic turning of the

dieselgenerators by pressured air followed. At that time,

due to lasting of the reactor protection signal HO 1, the
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signal to repeated startups of the dieselgenerators DG1, DG2

kept on as well. This induced opening of the solenoid valve

and inadvertent discharging of air from startup air pressure

vessels. Because of low capacity of the startup air

compressors it was not possible to get the required pressure

of air in the startup air pressure vessels and at the moment

of complete loss of station service load electrical power

supply at the Unit 1, at 06:15 o clock the dieselgenerators

failed to start. The Unit 1 had been in the blackout

condition for 30 minutes, only the 220 V dc system and the

380 V uninterruptable power supply system of the Cathegory

I were available.

At the Unit 2 the dieselgenerators DG3 and DG4 started

the first time after trip of the unit by reactor protection

signal HO-I and after elapsing 1.5 minute the

dieselgenerators stopped the operation due to signal

"unaccomplished startup". The dieselgenerators started the

second time at 04:12 o clock due to decrease of voltage in

the 330 kV grid below the value of 70% Un and the signal

"loss of voltage in the supplies 1 and 2 for reactor

protection system panels". Both the dieselgenerators

connected themselves to their respective 6 kV busbars and

they worked at load of 0.8 MW and 0.5 MW respectively until

06:15 o clock, when at unsuccessful closing the line to

Karelia, switching-off the 110 kV line occurred and the

transformer 1TR lost supply of power. At the same time a

leap of load increases at DG3 and DG4 occured and they were

switched off by actuating of the overcurrent protection. The

parallel work of DG3 and DG4 with the 1TR transformer was

the cause of this event. The alternative supplies of 3RB-2

and 4RB-2 busbars were switched on at 05:15 o clock.

This operating condition was enabled only because the

operating personnel did not turn locking of the alternative
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supply from the transformer 1TR over 3RB-2 and 4RB-2

busbars, where the dieselgenerators were connected to.

At the Unit 3, after switching the TG-5 off and after

voltage drop on the unit 6 kV busbar sections to 4 to 4.5 kV

(see Fig. 6), the operating personnel of the Unit 3 manually

opened the isolation interconnecting switches of the busbar

sections 3BV (W,X). The automatic startup of the 3QV (W,X)

dieselgenerators followed. In about 18 to 20 sec, that means

at 04:13 o clock the dieselgenerators were connected to the

respective busbars and in accordance with the load sequencer

algorithm, the drives of three safety systems mechanisms

were switched on. The dieselgenerators were shut down by the

staff: 3QV at 09:45, 2QW at 10:35, 3QX at 10:50 o clock.

After unsuccesful attempt of the staff of the Unit 4 to

start TG7 up and to put it into operational mode of station

service load power supply separately from the off-site

electrical system, the whole unit was switched off the 330

kV switchard at 03:59 o clock. Loss of voltage became on all

the 6 kV busbars. The 4QV (W,X) dieselgenerators started up,

they connected themselves to the respective busbars and the

drives of the mechanism were being .. started up according to

the load sequencer algorithm. The dieselgenerators were shut

down by ther staff at 07:40 o clock.

In conditions of mass deterioration of normal

electrical equipment operation and at doing a large number

<~f manipulations in station service load systems, in

conditions of extraordinary deviations and changes of

voltages, frequencies and nonsynchronous switchings of

electric power sources, some interdependently related faults

of electrical equipment as follows were recorded:
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- At the Unit 3-breakdown of two thyristors and the

respective fuses in the thyristor switch TP-B and shutdown

of the MG-5 motor-generator set at opening its switch

- At the Unit 3-opening of the contactor in the circuit of

excitation of exciter of the generator No. 3 at actuating

of the exciter overvoltage protection due to uncontrolled

function of the surge excitation of the exciter. The

electric drive of the emergency feedwater pump 3 HENC-1

did not start due to faul of the controlling switch.

- At the Unit 4 - the drive of the 4HENC-1 pump did not

start due to fault of the valve terminal switch in

recirculation loop, whose contact is wired in the switch

closing circuit of this pump.

1.3.3 Outage times of the units and loss

of electricity production.

Unit Outage time Loss of production

1 61 hours 4 min.

2 105 hours 17 min.

3 25 hours 22 min.

4 15 hours 27 min.

29.1 million kWh

49.5 million kWh

11.3 million kWh

6.4 million kWh

Total 92.7 million kWh

1.3.4 Conclusions

1) At the Unit 1 and 2, conditions of (normal) safety

operation were deteriorated due to imperfect algorithm

of functions of automatic switching the emergency power

supply sources (dieselgenerators) on, operating

personnel errors and due to deficiencies in the 6 kV

alternative power supply diagram with connecting of the

alternative inlets to busbar sections 1RB2, 2RB2, 3RB2,
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4RB2 of the vital power supply system of the Cathegory

II.

2) At the Units 3 and 4 deterioration of conditions of

safety operation did not occur. Safety related

electrical systems worked in accordance with the design

basis accident procedure.

3) NPP with V-230 and V-213 types of reactor confirmed an

ability to cope with disturbances in operation of

electrical equipment at longlasting loss of supply of

power for station service load without any

deterioration of fuel assemblies safety barrier.

Translation of the text information in figures

Obr. 1 Doplnujüci system rezervného napâjania

Fig. 1 Additional system of the alternative power supply

ovl. nap. 220 V - control voltage of 220 V

Obr. 2 Schéma rozvodu jednosmerneho napätia 220 V

Fig. 2 220 V dc voltage distribution diagram

PRÎV0D - inlet

spolocny - common

Panely SOR - reactor protection system panels

do R 6 kV - into 6 kV switching station

Obr. 3 Elektrickâ schéma JE Kola

Fig. 3 Electrical diagram of NPP Kola

Sever - North

Obr. 4 Napätie v rozvodni 330 kV
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Fig. 4 Voltage in 330 kV switchyard

hod. - time

Obr. 5 Vykony generâtorov

Fig. 5 Power output of the generators

hod. - time

HO 1 - reactor protection signal

SA - system automatics of power limitation

TG-l odstaveny HO 1 ...TG-1 tripped by HOI

TG-2 odstaveny SA TG-2 tripped by SA

TG-7 odstaveny operâtorom . . . TG-7 shut down by the operator

Obr. 6 Napätie na sekciâch 6 kV 3. blök

Fig. 3 Voltage on 6 kV busbars - Unit 3

hod. - time

04:47 - loss of voltage in 330 kV switching station

04:51 - trip of the working and the alternative supplies of

6 kV busbars

05:17 - switching the alternative inlets of 3BD and 3BB

busbar on

05:53 - switching the alternative supplies on

06:15 - switching V-396, V-148 off (supply of power to 1TR)

Obr. 7 Napätie na sekciâch 6 kV 4. blök

Fig. 7 Voltage on 6 kV busbars - Unit 4

hod.-time

Vyp. prac. privodov 4BA, 4BB - AZR

Switching the alternative supplies 4BA, 4BB off - automatic

transfer of power

Zapnutie prac. privodov 4BA, 4BB, Vyp. sekcnych vypinacov

Switching the working supplies 4BA, 4BB on

Switching the busbar interconnecting circuit breakers off

Vyp. rez. privodov

Switching the alternative supplies off
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Obr.l. Doplnujuci system rezervneho napajania
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U [kV]

400 -

300

200

23:00 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 [hod.]

Obr.4-. Napätie v rozvodni 330 kV



I = 52 Hz

200-

200

200

TG-2 odstaveny SA

TG-7 odstaveny operâtorom 1 ä51,5 Hz

200- TG-8 odstaveny SA

1:00 2:00 2:27 3:00

HOI - ochrana reaklora

SA - systémovâ automatika cbmedzenia vykonu JE

Obr.5. V^kony generatorov

4:00 [hod.]
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RECONSTRUCTION OF SERVICE POKER SUPPLY SYSTEM
AND EMERGENCY POKER SOURCES AT THE HPP V-l

Viliam AUGUSTIN. EBO, Jaslovke Bohunice
Josef BRODEK. EBO, Jaslovske Bohunice

abstract.

Modifications of the service power supply system and emer-
gency power sources made at the NPP V-l Units I and II during the
period of the small reconstruction. Modifications that are being
prepared for the period of the NPP V-l essential reconstruction.

Î . INTRODUCTION

Deficiencies of the NPP V-l service and emergency power sup-
ply systems were analysed and reviewed by different expert
groups :

- Siemens RG experts,
- Imatran Voima Oy experts,
- The Czechoslovak Atomic Energy Commission,
- Autrian experts.

The analyses resulted in the conclusion: neither the emer-
gency power sources, nor the service power supply system complies
with the present-day requirements from the point of view of both
the number of required independent trains and their reliability.

2. BASIC DEFICIEiTCIES

2.1. 1st Category Emergency Pover* Supply Sygt.iain

It comprised thyristor breakers, AC switchboards, motor-ge-
nerators. DC switchboards and accumulator batteries. The essen-
tial deficiency of this system consisted in one DC switchboard
and one accumulator battery common to both the reactor units
- see Diagram No. 1.

2.2. 2nd Category Emergency Power Supply Systeta

It comprises three diesel generators, two 6 kV branches, two
transformers 6/0.4 kV. two 0.4 kV branches and sub-distribution
boards per each reactor unit. The basic deficiency consists in
that there are not two independent trains available per each re-
actor unit, because the sources and switchboards are neither
electrically, nor fire-protectively, nor geographically separa-
ted. In addition to couplings among power sources, the 0.A kV
emergency power supply switchboards are interconnected with the
0.4 kV service power switchboards within one reactor unit. Addi-
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tional deficiency is represented by interconnect ions between po-
wer supply systems of Units I and II - see Diagrams No. 2 and 3.
All the mentioned power source and switchboard deficiencies af-
fected both the safety system drives control system and the die-
sel load sequence automatics. There is a single I & C system and
a single diesel load sequence automatics pre one reactor unit.

3. PROPOSED DESIGNS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

It is a very demanding process to make preparations for
a reconstruction and apply them. The present-day status in the
area of codes and standards related to the NPP design is insuffi-
cient in the Slovak Republic. Neither the codes, nor the stan-
dards are practically available. That is why our specialists fol-
lowed the guides and recommendations, published by the IAEA
(e.g. IAEA - Safety Guide No. 50-SG-D7. etc.), as much as possib-
le. Valid documents, published the Czechoslovak Atomic Energy
Agency, were, naturally, respected, too. The German KTA Standards
were taken into consideration as realisation standards.

3.1. 1st Category Emergency Pover Supply System Design

The design was aimed at the establishing of a couple of in-
dependent trains per one reactor unit - see Diagram No. 4. A new
switchboard and a new accumulator battery were installed. Thus,
the aim was met. A large amount of work related to cabling had to
be done. All the original common switchboard outgoing feeders we-
re grouped, separated and assigned to corresponding reactor unit.
The new design improved the reliability essentially.

3.2. 2nd Category Emergency Power Supply System Design

Following basic tasks resulting from the analysis had to be
solved:

- to improve the system reliability by means of splitting it
into two trains as far as the sub-distribution boards le-
vel ,

- to increase the power source output in each of the trains,
- to optimise the diesel load • sequence automatics diagram
related to the safety system drives, to install both the
diesel start up automatics and the diesel load sequence
automatics for each of the trains, to optimise the diagram
of the automatic transfer to back up drives,

- to remove interconnections between the reactor units.

It was very difficult to carry out these tasks; 2nd category
emergency power supply system was essentially rebuilt as for po-
wer sources, distribution system, control and automatics.

The power sources design - see Diagrams No. 5 and 6. Two ba-
sic diesels were originally available per a reactor unit; one ad-
ditional reserve diesel could be switched over between both the
reactor units. The new design provides a couple of diesels (2
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x 1,600 kW), being permanently connected to each of the branches.
Another new diesel (3,050 kW) was installed in a new building and
connected to a branch at Unit II. In this way, the power source
output was doubled. Each train is capable of covering all the sc-
cidents that can occur at a reactor unit. The trains are both
fully electrically independent and geographically separated. All
the electrical interconnections between both the trains and reac-
tor units were removed.

The diesel load sequence automatics (APS) and control of
dri ves. Each train comprises a couple of new APS sets. The APS
input signals are independent. The power source output having be-
en increased, the requirement to activate two safety injection
pumps during the APS functioning can be met. As the safety system
technological drives can not be identically separated into two
trains, some additional criteria had to be applied to the drive
automatics. For instance, the automatic transfer to a back up
dr
ive supplied from the back up power supply train must be pos-
sible to carry out, but only in case that the diesel load sequen-
ce automatics (APS) is not functioning. The automatic transfer to
a back up drive supplied from the operation power supply train
must be always possible to carry out.

Hew automatics of the basic safety systems vrere designed and
installed. Of course, essential reconstruction of technological
sensors from both the redundancy and safety criteria points of
view resulted from this.

The realisation of the NPP V-l modifications provides essen-
tial improvements in its nuclear safety.

4. PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO APPLY DURING THE PERIOD OF THE HFP
V-l ESSENTIAL RECONSTRUCTION

4.1. The Security Systems Design

A couple of security systems will be completed per each re-
actor unit which provides 2 x 100% redundancy. New security sys-
tems will be located outside.the main production building. They
will be operated from the both main and emergency control rooms.
Of course, the anti-seismic construction requirements will be
met.

A security system will comprise:

- a 6 kV diesel.
- a 6/0.4 kV transformer,
- section switchboard supplying motors, valves and accumula-
tor battery rectifiers,

- a 220 V accumulator battery, sized for 120 minutes,
- power inverters,
- 220 V DC/24 V DC converters,
- switchboards and 24 V (AS V) accumulator bat ter ies .
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The security system branches can receive either operation
supply (from the service power generators), or reserve supply
(from the service power transformer), or emergency supply Cfrom
the diesels), or service supply (from the new diesel installed
during the MPP V-l small reconstruction period). Both geographi-
cal and fire-protective separations between the security system
trains are considered, including cabling in compliance with the
IEC 331 and 332 standards. Requirements on strict independence
between the reactor units must be observed .

All the nuclear safety related consumers must be supplied
from the new security system trains. Electrical equipment
installed within the hermetic confinement must be qualified for
the conditions that are supposed to oeoure in case of the
design-based accident. They must not be endangered by the broken
pipeline effects etc.

Quick acting valves and safety valves must not be driven by
electric drives. Proposals have been made to improve the possibi-
lities of supplying the station service power consumers from the
external grid by means of installing generator switches.

•4.2. Modifications of the Existing Equipment

The existing electrical equipment will ensure the technolo-
gical equipment operation safety and reliability in the following
operation modes:

- normal operation,
- supply from reserve power sources,
- blackout - complete loss of supply from both the operation
and reserve power sources.

The existing electrical equipment will not play any role in
the nuclear safety assurance. The necessity of using the
turbo-generator run-out mode will be re.viewed, both the existing
1st and 2nd category emergency power supply systems will be modi-
fied.

The motor-generator set will be'fitted with new rectifiers
and inverters or its operation mode will be modified. The relia-
bility of both the service power system protections and 0.4 kV
switchboards will be improved.

The N'PP V-l essential reconstruction preparations achieved
a very advanced stage. The application has been scheduled for the
years 1994 - 1997.
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P r e k l a d pppisnêho j'e:<Lu. na obrâskoeh. :_

Obr-. 1 = .

SYSTEM ZAISTENÉHO NAPÂJAHIJV !.. KATEGORIE. -

1 s t CATEGORY EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM

Ofar. 2 ••

5^VEDENIE__VYK0H_U _A_ .HAPÂJANIE VLASTMEJ SPOTREBY _JE._V_-_1. ..l..__BLOK
(STAVAJUcf STAV)

NPP V - l : POWER DISTRIBUTION AMD SERVICE POWER SUPPLY
SYSTEM UNIT 1
(EXISTING STATUS)

O b r . 3 :

PREy_IAZ_ANOST_ BLOKOV -

INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN UNITS

Obr-. 4 :

SYSTÉ» ZAISTENÉHO HAPflJAMIA 1 . KATEGORIE PO REKOHSTRL'KCII -

1st CATEGORY EMERGENCY POWER SUPPLY SYSTEM FOLLOWING
RECONSTRUCTION

Obr. 5 :

3.E „VJ:_1_. ± Ji A.PÂ J AN IE ROZVADZACOV 6 kV II. KATEGÖRI E_Z_P_IE_S_ELGENE -
RATOROV -

NPP V-l = 2nd CATEGORY 6 kV SWITCHBOARDS POWER SUPPLY
FROM DIESELS

Obr. 6 :

VYVEDEHIJE _VYKO!LU.^..^A^ .JE _V-1_ J_:. BLOK
(PO REKONSTRUKCII)

NPP V-l: POWER DISTRIBUTION AND SERVICE POWER SUPPLY
SYSTEM UNIT 1
(FOLLOWING RECONSTRUCTION)
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE NPP V-l SAFETY SYSTEM CONTROL

Peter Pavlâsek, SEP - EBO, Jaslovské Bohunice

Abstract

Reason for reconstruction, task for the design, change

of control algorithms, co-operation of the nuclear operator

with the designer at designing, programme of tests at

realization of the reconstruction.

I. Reason for the Reconstruction

At the beginning of 1992 year, some reviews and

missions were carried out. Analyses and assessments of the

present status of the technology equipment, the way of

operation and the way of organization of all activities

related to the NPP V-l operation were the purposes of these

events. The first mission reviewed the safety DOSART

mission and drawn up a document titled "Technical notes" in

SEP-EBO. After having performed all missions in all V-230

units operational, there were reports drawn up in IAEA.

"Technical notes" related to SEP-EBO NPP V-l were formally

revised and the report was issued under marking WWER-SC-037.

The summary uocument which was compiled from all the

missions is marked as IAEA TECDOC-640.

On the basis of these missions as well conclusions of

Czechoslovak reviews, regulatory authority (former

Czechoslovak Commission for Atomic Energy) issued "Decision

Act No. 5/1991", resulting in further operation of NPP V-l.
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In order to be NPP V-l operational also after 1992 year

(maximally up to 1995 year), the accepted backfittings have

to be carried out by the end of 1992 year, taking account of

real terms of campaign finishing.

Operation of NPP V-l after 1995 year will be authorized

only under condition that level of the plant nuclear safety

will be increased to European standard by further stage of

the reconstruction.

II. Task for the Design

The measures as follows have ben accepted by Decision

Act No. 5/1991 in part "Power Electrical Systems":

1) To minimalize number of protections of dieselgenerators,

resulting in their shutdowns.

2) To lay alternative cables for safety systems power

supply.

3) To separate cable routes of multiple mechanisms of safety

systems.

4) To separate 220 V dc supplying of the two units and to

install new battery for each unit".'

5) To optimize the emergency load sequencer, to install it

for each channel, to install dieselgenerator startup

automatics for each channel and to optimize diagrame of

automatic power transfer to back-up drives. To complete

signalling of unlocking of automatics.

6) To increase capacity in both channels of the vital

emergency power supply system of the Cathegory II, by

alloting of the alternative dieselgenerator and of

another new dieselgenerator.

7) To improve possibility of station service load supplying

from the off-site network.
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8) To modify electrical diagram in £=uch a way that only two

reactor coolant pumps could be connected to busbar "a".

9) To improve realiability of the vital emergency power

supply system of the Cathegory II (two systems up to

level of main distribution boards).

Accomplishment of the above mentioned points 5, 6, 9

was assigned to outage time period for "Minor

reconstruction". Unit II from 14 November 1992 to 6 March

1993 and Unit I from 15 February 1993 to 6 May 1993.

The following will be ressults of the accomplishment:

- Electrically separate two systems of uninterruptable power

supply of the Cathegory II in parts of dieselgenerators,

6 kV distribution boards, main distribution boards of 0.4

kV and control boxes.

- Sufficient system power source assurance at single fault

(failure of one system).

One system has to meet the requirements as follows:

a) It has to cope with the maximum design accident, i.e.

a break of the pipe of 100 mm in diameter at complete

loss of station service load power supply.

b) Systems of one reactor unit are not allowed to have any

electrical couplings up to level of the 0.4 kV main

distribution boards.

c) Systems of reactor Unit 1 and Unit II are not allowed to

have any electrical couplings between each other.

d) When the reactor unit operational, one system is allowed

to be in fault during maximally for 8 hours.
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e) From the point of power supply view, the systems must be

fully equivalent to each other for the following basic

loads :

- Emergency charging pumps

- Emergency teedwater pumps

- Service water pumps

- Cooling down pumps

- spray pumps

- Ventilation system V-2, R-l

- Pumps of reactor coolant pumps component cooling and

control rod drives'component cooling systems

- Normal charging pumps

III. Main Principles of Instrumentation and

Control System Design

The main principles which had to be solved in I&C

system in the field of safety systems automatics as well as

of important technology assemblies are as follows:

- Single failure criterion, i.e. single failure must not

result in more than one drive being out of service.

- Redundancy, i.e. independence of the system up to level of

sensors.

Application of these criteria in the new design results

in reliability increasing of system actuation in the event

of on initiator occurance. At closer view on individual

automatics we can find out that only emergency systems -

emergency charging system and sprinkler system have been

completed by some functions which have not been impemented

before. Other technology systems have only been separate on

principle. They will operate in system-by-system way

according to algorithms only barely modified. The 1st system

will be placed in board of relay panels in the original
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panels and the 2nd system will be housed in control room, in

panels 2DE1, 2DE2, P50. The automatics will be designed on

the basis of relay technology with elements of Czechoslovak

or Japan manufacture, which will also considerably result

to realiability improvement and simplifying of circuits

maintenance.

IV. Modifications in Control Algorithms

The most important modifications in emergency systems

automatics which we require to be performed:

- automatic switching-on priority over manual switching-off

- possibility of switching-off while conditions for

switching-on do not last

- possibility of manual closing when locking conditions from

the emergency load sequa.ncer disappear

- signalling of unreadiness to automatic start of the

system.

In addition, in spray system where there will be

a double delivery route of pumps, two valves will be

completed which will have a new interlock interdependently

and with the original pumps. It will lock closing from

underpressure in compartments of steamgenerators of < 10 kPa

at operating pumps and also their opening will be locked by

mode of "test" of SS system at operating pumps. Further,

each of the delivery routes has recirculation with a valve

in relation to pumps and delivery valves.

Another modification in comparison with the present

state is, that lock of SS pump opening by suction pressure

decrease in operating conditions will be cancelled. The lock

will be functioning in the mode "test", wherupon the mode

will be cancelled autmaticly at real signal to operate.
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Startup of pumps in HD system by technology origins in

each system is worth mentioning. The signals were extended

by decrease of pressure in reactor coolant system under 9

MPa by 2 out of 3 logic. The protection can be unblocked by

press button provided with a lock when reactor coolant

system pressure is lower than 10 MPa. When the pressure

increases over 10 MPa, the blocking is automaticly put into

function. The reason for including of this parameter into HD

pump startup is the fact, that the pressure of 9 MPa

corresponds to saturation temperature of 300°C. This ensures

startup of the pump, at saturation pressure in hot legs of

reactor coolant system and thus, reactor coolant system

charging also at untightness of the pressurizer steam part,

when the signal of low level in the pressurizer (the signal

for HD pumps startup) is not being arisen.

Startup of pumps at loss of electrical power supply of

station service loads is another difference. Then, the

startup of the second HD pump is being conditional on

connecting of the second dieselgenerator to busbar of the

Cathegory II.Common delivery of individual trio pumps will

be completed by another valve where the second valve will

have the same locks as the original one.

The valves in HD pumps delivery will have locks

modified in such a way that closing impulse by switching-off

state of the pump is cancelled after 60 seconds and the

valves can be opened.

Thus, in emergency event there will be a possibility of

charging of water into reactor coolant system by emergency

pumps from the neighbouring reactor unit.

In emergency feedwater pumps system, besides dividing

into two systems, the most significant modification of the

apgorithm is the simultaneous startup of both the pumps at

water level decrease in any steamgenerator.

Service water pumps were controlled from one unit and

their automatics were also placed at the same place. Within

unit/system separation process, the automatics will be
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divided into to units and into two systems in each the unit.

The pumps will be controlled from their control room. The

alternative pump, switched on instead of both the working

pumps and that could be connected to both the busbars will

be firmly assigned to one busbar. Its switching-on from the

second busbar will be possible only by means of manual

operations.

Change of dieselgenerator and emergency load sequencer

startup system is the most essential change. According to

the project task, there have been two completely

independent systems shaped. Each the system comprises two

trains, which perform all functions parallelly.

V. Design and Realization

The order for work according to points 5, 6, 9 of the

Decision Act, No 5/91 of the former Czechoslovak Commision

for Atomic Energy in part "Electrical Systems" was set to

firm EZ Electrosystems Bratislava. The design works have

been in progress since 1991 year. The designers are in

permanent connection with operating personnel of the plant.

There are meetings of reconstruction management control

group convened, av: which the tasks are made more accurate,

corrected and changed and worked into the design.

Design realization, that will be carried out during

reactor unit outages will have to be done in close

co-operation with the plant operator since the plant's

technical specifications will have to be followed also

during the outage. That is why some makeshift or provisional

arrangements will have to be performed.
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MODERNIZATION OF UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER
SUPPLY SOURCES OF NPP V-2

Jozef Kolesik, SEP-EBO, Jaslovské Bohunice

Abstract

Innovation reasons, drawing up the project task, choice

of equipment manufacturer and work supplier. Co-operation

sections with supplier at the design work at making of

precomplex trial and complex trial programmes.

According to the design of NPP V-2 of W E R 440 type

with V-213 reactor, as a source of uninterruptable power

supply system of the Cathegory I, there is ABP 1500 set

used. According to the design of LOTEP firm, the set for NPP

V-2 consists of a controlled thyristor rectifier 220 V dc,

1200 A, a batery of 220 V/1440 Ah, an inverter of PTS 125

type with sine wave of output voltage (for instrumentation

feeding) and an inverter of PNT 150 type with non-sine wave

of output voltage (for feeding of motors of selected drives

of the primary circuit).

The mentioned equipment of the former Soviet

manufacturing had, acording to technical specifications, the

projected life time of 25000 operation hours for the Unit

III and of 50000 operation hours for the Unit IV. After

elapsing of these time periods the reccommendations as

follows were given by the Soviet side:

a) Thorough inspection of the equipment attended by the

chief designer of the equipment shall be done and

after the inspection, the life time of the equipment

could be prolonged by one calendar year.
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b) Replacement of the equipment for new one.

The life time of the ABP - 1500 sets was prolonged

step-by-step according to point a) since 1986 to 1989 year.

In regard to failure rate increase of the ABP 1500 sets, in

particular at the Unit III, it was necessary to come to

realization of the point b) of the recommendations.

A study of ABP 1500 sets replacements for

a corresponding new equipment has been ordered at

Energoproject Prague. Energoproject Prague has drawn up the

study of ABP 1500 sets replacement using bids for equipment

of five firms: SIEMENS, GUTOR, VARTA, AEG, SOVIET EQUIPMENT.

After selection basis proceeding, attended by design

organization of Energoproject Prague, Electromounting works

Prague, NPP v-2 operation section staff, NPP V-2 technical

section staff and NPP V-2 investment section shaff, an

equipment from production of AEG firm was chosen. The

equipment met strict technical criteria, criterion of

seismic resistance and acceptlable price relations. In

addition, AEG firm was able to submit all documentation,

which was necessary for approval of equipment installation

in NPP V-2 for regulatory authorities (Czechoslovak

Commission for Atomic Energy, Slovak Authority for Labour

Safety).

After finishing of the equipment manufacturer selection

basis proceeding, mounting works of the new equipment

supplier selection basis proceeding followed. Three supply

firms participated at the announced tender: Electromounting

works Bratislava, Electromounting Prague and Electrical

design research institute Nova Dubnica.

After investigation of the individual bids and after

verification of economic possibilities and supplier ways,

the firm Electromounting works Prague was chosen as supplier

of the mounting works.

Considering the fact that the replacement works on ABP

1500 sets can be carried out only when general repair of the
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reactor unit is being performed, the whole action has been

scheduled keeping line with outage progamme of NPP V-2

units.

As the first three equipment of the 3rd safety system

of the Unit IV was replaced during the general repair in

1992 year. At mounting and startup works we met various

troubles which we managed successfully due to common effort

and good co-operation with the supplier. It is necesary to

point out that besides ABP 1500 sets, system distribution

boards fed from the original inverters were replaced at the

same time. This was quite a complicated task -replacement

of 16 cubicles of switchboards, which contain automatics of

the reactor coolant system.

At all the works which were taking place at the action,

besides workers of operation section also workers of

investment section participated efficiently, which

effectively solved the arisen problems and they operatively

ensured the realization of the action as for part proceeding

as well as mounting.

In this year, innovation of the equipment of the Unit

4, the 3rd system of the uninterruptable power supply system

of the Cathegory I, and of the Unit 3, 2nd safety system of

the uninterruptable power supply system of the Cathegory I

has been done.

In further stage, there is . a replacement in all the

uninterruptable power supply system of the Cathegory I in

NPP V-2 scheduled until the end of 1994 year.

The equipment of AEG firm which was installed, was

successfully tested and if works reliably at both of the NPP

V-2 units if the diagram of uninterruptable power supply

system.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO RECONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME
OF ELECTRICAL PART OF WER 440 NPPs

J. A. PETROV - LIAEP St. Peterburg

Drafting of W E R 440 nuclear power plant (NPP)

electrical part reconstruction programmes for both V-230 and

V-213 designs with a view to enhancement of reliability and

safety of operation began in 1984 year. Whereupon, it was

not a separate programme but it was a part of the complex

programme of technology system reconstruction.

There had been two technical-economic justifications

drawn up for the V-213 design in LIAEP together with

a design of safety systems reconstruction, that assumed

building up three safety systems similar as in V-213 design.

That means three safety systems comprising emergency core

cooling system pumps, spray, pumps, essential service water

pumps, confinement retention system equipment concerning

reactor coolant system integrity failure. Further, three

efficient dieselgenerators and new trains for the

uninterruptable power supply systems for loads of the

Cathegory I and II (batteries, uninterruptable power

generating sets, distribution boards of 6kV, 0.4kV 220V dc)

which would have been housed in new constructed buidings for

safety systrems and in alternative dieselgenerator stations.

In so doing it was assumed the existing emergency power

supply systems would have served as unit systems of

uninterrupteble power supply of normal operation.

This project has not been approved by Ministry of

Nuclear Power Engineering because of high amount of

necessary investment, long time space needed for,

implementation and difficulties with achieving of final

result in rooms of the existing V-230 reactor facility.
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There has been a line chosen for enhancement of

reliability of individual technology system, electrical

systems and instrumentation and control system. The line is

based on technical upgrade and modernization of equipment,

i.e. those are measures, which can be implemented during the

scheduled outages for repairs, maintenance and refuelling.

This conception was definitively formulated after IAEA

inspection mission at NPPs Novovoronezh and Kola in 1991

year:

1. V-230 design

1.1 To upgrade uninterruptable power supply systems of the

Cathegory I, including 220 V dc systems by replacing

obsolete electrical equipment with elapsed life time:

reversible motorgenerator sets, batteries, 220 V dc

distribution boards and 0.4 kV distribution boards. To

separate dc voltage distribution in accordance with

reactor units., to install two batteries for each unit.

1.2 To complete the third system of uninterruptable power

supply for service loads of unit 1 and 2 with utilizing

an additional alternative supply system installed in

advance and with integrating new electrical equipment

train of the Cathegory I /uninterrupable power

generating set ABP 1500, battery and dc distribution

board).

1.3 To carry out refurbishment of the existing alternative

dieselgenerator station, to design and to install

additionally one compartment with a dieselgenerator of

1600 kW capacity or more for each unit. Each of the
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dieselgenerators shall be connected to

alternative supply system.

the additional

1.4 To carry out refurbishment of unit electrical protection

system of the 1st construction stage.

1.5 To accomplish modifications of 6kV service load

distribution boards power supply configuration in such

a way that inlets of alternative supply have not been

connected to busbars of uninterruptable power supply

system of the Cathegory II (emergency dieselgenerator

busbar sections) but to linking .up 6 kV busbars of

normal power supply.

1.6 To modify (to perfect) forming of signals "complete loss

of unit power supply" and "partial loss of unit power

supply".

1.7 To carry out modifications of generator switch control

schémas with aim of excluding their inadvertent closing

(V-230 and V-213 designs simultaneously).

2. V-213 design

2.1 To carry out calculations of cable cross sections and

to adjust circuit breaker protections in station

service load power supply distribution of 0.4 kV in

regard to new criteria of selectivity, protection

redundancing and fire safety (heating of cables by

short-circuit electrical current).

2.2 To carry out upgrading of electrical protection systems

of generator-transformer units, protections of

preferred and alternative 6 kV station service loads

power supplies with utilizing new types of protections
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according to "Obligatory technical documentation of

Atomenergoprojekt Institute".

2.3 To exclude artificial forming of service loads power

supply loss mode at actuating of reactor technology

protection HO-I, when voltage on 6 kV preferred power

supply busbars is being mainteined.

3. Recommendations to programme of reconstructions which

have been accomplished by now:

3.1 In 220 V dc power supply systems and 0.4 kV alternate

power supply system of the Cathegory I:

Definite schema of secondary protections in inlets from

batteries, reversible motor-generator sets and

thyristor switches.

First stage of upgrade and modernization of

uninterruptable power supply system of the Cathegory I,

replacement of motor-generator, type OP-150 with type

150 M, installation of new contactless switches UTK

400/380 and replacement of A 3100 circuit breakers by

TKEO-250/380 contactless switches.

New motor-generators MG-150 M according to technical

specifications TY 302.05.009-91-:

GP-150-1500 YXL4+SM-10-39-4YXL4

VYP-G-150+10 kW 220-380 V D-175+20 kW 380+20 V COS=0.9

Inv-D-150+20kW 190-150 V G-120+lOkW, 400+10 V COS=0.7

Mean time to failure is more than 10 000 hours.

Availability coefficient is more than 0.998. The life

time is more than 15 years.

Air temperature of working environment from +10°C to

+40°C. Maximum environment air temperature is +45°C.

Seismic resistance of MP3, 9 degrees of MSK-64

according to GOST 17516.1 - 90 (state standard).
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3.2 Replacement of all the batteries of SK type of four NPP

units (outdoor design in glass containers) by new,

closed, seismicly resistant batteries by SN-16-1152

type whith use of seismicly resistant racks according

to drawing 2087598 - EP18 /for both V-230 and V-213).

3.3 Definite project of reconstruction of electrical part

of units 3,4 (V-213) service load, aimed for an

increase in reliability and fire safety of cabling. The

project comprises two parts:

3.3.1 Checking calculations of 0.4 kV cable network of the

station service load according to the new

Atomenergorpoject s criteria which ensure fire safety

of cables by use of redundancing of circuit breakers

in individual outlets of 0.4 kV distribution by

circuit breakers in supplies or by protections of

transformer on 6 kV side. Check of 0.4 kV cable cross

section according to conditions of heating at short

circuit, check of protections at two - phase shorts on

6/0.4 kV transformers of station service load for

ensuring of thermal and fire resistance of cables,

sensitivity of basic and .back-up protections. The

calculations have been done for four types of outlets

from 0.4 kV switching station:

- For feeding of 0.4 kV drives the checks as follows

were done:

insensitivity of circuit breaker protection to

drive s startup current with requirement of

assurance of safety coefficient K=2.0 for circuit

breakers with electromagnetic release and K=1.43 for

circuit breakers with electronic release,

resistance of cables according to coefficient

sensitivity Kc=1.5, Results of the check have been:
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increased cable cross sections of replacement of the

circuit breaker so that necessary coefficients can

be reached.

For feeding of subdistribution boards with connected

valve drives the checks as follows were done:

sensitivity of basic protection for single phase

short circuit impedance limiter at requirement that

Kc=l.2,

temperature rise of cable at selective circuit

breaker actuating (minimal cable cross section Al

95 mm 2).

Results of the check have been: increased cable

cross sections to 95 mm2 for temperature rise

limitation at selective circuit breaker actuating,

increasing of cable cross section for reaching

sensitivity of circuit breaker releases at shorts

behind impedance limiter.

For feeding of 0.4 kV subdistribution power boards

the checks as follows were done:

dynamic resistance of the circuit breakers of the

subdistribution board (three-pole short circuit

current without considering an arc must not be

higher than 10 kA).

sensitivity of basic protection Kc=1.5

temperature rise at selective circuit breaker

actuating in 0.4 kv distributing station (minimal

cable cross section 95 mm 2).

Results of the check have been: increased cable

cross section to 95 mm2,increasing of cable cross

sections for reaching sensitivity of circuit breaker

releases of distant redundancing, decreasing of

adjustment of circuit breaker current release for

assurance of basic protection actuating.
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- On outlets from subdistribution power boards the

following checks were done:

insensitivity of protections to startup currents and

sensitivity to single-pole short circuit currents

Kc=l.5,

sensitivity of back-up protection (circuit breaker

in busbar section 0.4 kV, single-pole short circuit

current must not be higher than adjustment of

temperature release of circuit breaker.

3.3.2 Use of additional protections of generators and

outdoor 330 kV distributing stations in accordance

with obligatory technical documentation of

Atomenergoprojekt "Design of principal relay

protection diagram of NPP electric turbine

generator-transformer units of 220 to 1000 mW power

by relay apparatus" No. 292 901.036.21051.01 Moscow,

1989 year and "Relay protection of station servica

load 6.3 kV and 0.4 kV components of plants with

turbine generators" No. 192713.036.02955.01 change

1.1989. Protection system of generator has been

completed by protections as follows:

a) protection against asynchronous operation - by

three impedance relays (BRE 2801.27E2B)

b) protection against earth connection of stator

winding., the protection reacts to differential

voltage change of the third harmonic (BRE

1301.02)

c) the second differential 330 kV busbar protection

at all types of shorts on medium voltage side of

unit transformer and on 3 30 kV busbars

d) back-up protection at single-pole, short of 330 kV

system.
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Protection system of 25 MVA, 15/6-6 kV branch

transformer of station service load and main and

alternative supplies of 6 kV busbar sections:

e) replacement of the existing differential

protections of station service load transformers

which utilize decelerating relay RNT-565 by new

protection of DZT-21 type with higher both

sensitivity (Ip > 0.3 In) and speed of response.

DZT-21 relay is electronic device that enables

utilizing of time-impulse principle of

desensitization at magnetizing current, surge when

station service load branch transformer

switching-on. This feature together with

possibility of percentage braking and braking by

current of the second harmonic ensures

simultaneously insensitivity of the protection in

the event of increasing of differential currents

at short circuit arising outside the protected

section.

f) replacement of the existing overcurrent

protections with undertvoltage interlocking by

distance protection with current initiation, that

is installed on 15 kV side of branch transformer

and also on preferrable and alternative inlets of

6 kV distribution boards. The distance protection

ensures reliable redundancing of basic protection

at multi-pole shorts. The distance protection in

supplies of 6 kV distribution boards serves as

basic protection at multi-pole shorts on the

busbars and it serves as back-up protection at

multi-pole shorts in individual outlets from 6 kV

distribution board.
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The distance protection is designed with

utilizing of unit of three electronic distance relays

of BRE 2801 type which have a circle impedance

charakteristic with the centre in zero point. This is

optimum for keeping of selectivity conditions and

sensitivity for both 15 kV side protection as well as

protections in supplies of 6 kV distribution boards.

Use of the isolated BRE 2801 relay unit is supposed

for each branch of three winding branch transformer

of station service load.

Automatic closing of the alternative supply

(automatic power transfer) of the respective busbar

section is interlocked when distance protection of

the 6 kV inlet actuates.

g) Back-up protection at multi-pole shorts in

individual outlets from the 6 kV distribution

boards.

In connexion with the fact, that the distance

protections of supplies of 6 kV distribution

boards do not react to the shorts in the end of

long cable outlet, this protection is completed

by a set of back-up protection which actuates

when the protection against multi-pole shorts

fails or when switches of 6 kV long cable outlets

fail at shorts at their ends.

Increasing of sensitivity of this protection is

reached by means of its adjustment, that is lower

than currents of automatic self startup of drives

in the respective 6 kV busbar section. Actuating

of the protection in interlocked by a special

relay under these operation conditions.
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h) Differential protection of connecting busbars of

the alternative 6 kV power supply.

Use of the longitudinal differential protection is

supposed for each section of the connecting

busbars with actuating to open the switch of the

section supplying this busbar and &to open the

switches of the alternative supplies as well.

The differential protection is connected to

current fransformers of switches pertaining to

section of connecting busbars. The diagram of the

secondary winding wiring corresponds to wiring of

incomplete star. The differential protection

comprises two two-phase relays RNT-567/2.

i) 6/0.4 kV trasformer switch failure automatics.

The back-up protection of feeding inlets of the 6

kV busbar sections against multi-pole shorts does

not actuate when the switches of 6/0.4 kV

transformers fail at faults on 0.4 kv side. That

is why the automatics of 6 kV switch failure is

supposed to be used on all the 6/0.4 kV

transformers. Two relays RT-140 are used for

measuring of current. The relays trigger the

switch failure automatics at all short on 0.4 kv

side of the transformer. The automatics is

triggered by protection of the 6/0.4 kV

transformer.

j) Back-up protection of 1000 kVA transformer at

three-phase shorts in oulets from 0.4 kV

distributing station. The back-up protection is to

prevent arising of fire of cable in the event of

short circuit and failure of the respective

circuit breaker in an outlet from 0.4 kV
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distributing station. The back-up protection of

the working (preferrable) supply comprises two

current relays RST 13 with increased coefficient

of break, a power relay which actuates at a given

value of wattless power in direction towards 0.4

JcV distributing station, an auxiliary relay and a

time relay.

Increasing of sensitivity of the back-up

protection at three - phase shorts on cables is

reached by adjusting the protection. The adjustment

does not excède currents of automatic group startup

of the drives connected to 0.4 kV distributing

board, but the protection is interlocked by

multicontact relay of the automatics during the

automatic startup similarly as in point g.

3.4 Documentation of the change of the definite design is

worked. The documentation is aimed at excluding of

artificial forming of voltage loss operating conditions

on 6 kV and 0.4 kV distribution boards of the

uninterruptable power supply system and connecting of

dieselgenerators when reactor protection HO-I actuates

in such operating conditions, when the voltage on the

distribution boards is ensured from sources of normal

(preferrable) supplying.
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SOME ASPECTS OF USING NON-FLAMMABLE CABLES AT NPPs
FOCUSED ON OPERATED NPPs

Jifi ZÎTA, NPP Dukovany, the Czech Republic

Following questions are necessary to consider when making

decision to use non-flammable cables at a nuclear power plant:

GOAL - what goal is to be achieved by means of using

non-flammable cables ?

WHERE - in which buildings, rooms or technological systems will

new non-flammable cables be installed ?

WHICH PARAMETERS have the newly installed cables to meet ?

(degree of fire non-propagation, operability period,

smoke - rate, intoxicity level, incorrosivity of burning

gases)

SURVEILLANCE -r which cable quality documentation will be required

for the newly installed cables from both domestic and

foreign manufacturers by both the regulatory bodies and

the plant internal surveillance system

PURCHASE of cables in compliance with respective necessary types

and assortment provided by both domestic and foreign

manufacturers (special cables, i.e. cables for use

within the hermetic confinement, measurement and alam

cables of special construction - will have to be

imported)

SUBMISSION TERMS of realization. It is necessary to specify

relatively long submission terms in contradiction with

the existing practice. The terms should be approximately

6 months for domestic cables and 9 to 12 months for

imported cables with respect to both the tender dossier

and tests to prove the required parameters.
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The following is the simplified explanation of several

concepts used in the non-flammable cabling area during the NPP

Temelin design period. The concepts are derived from the IEC 332

and 331 standards translation.

Non-flammable Cables - generally, cables with reduced

flammability, without detailized technical data on cable

qualities from the points of view of fire propagation,

operability during fire, release of toxic gases while burning,

release of corrosive products while burning, release of optically

dark smoke making the orientation more difficult, withstand to

radiation, LOCA accident, long-term high temperature during

operation within the hermetic confinement, etc.

Non-fire-propagating Cables - cables which do not make fire

propagation over a bunch .of cables possible in compliance with

IEC 332-3A, B, C requirements. Cables of existing construction

commonly used in both the Czech industry and nuclear power plants

are tested in compliance with IEC 332-1 in order not to make fire

propagation over an individually installed cable possible. Non-

-fire-propagating cables are tested in compliance with IEC 332-3

requirements in order not to make fire propagation over a bunch

of cables possible. A bunch of cables is fixed to a vertical

ladder in the test chamber in compliance with the required

category A, B and C, i.e. 7, 3.5 or 1.5 litre of a non-metallic

material per meter of a ladder length respectively. A gas burner

is then ignited in the lower part of the cable bunch for

a specified period. After the gas burning has ceased, the cables

in the bunch must cease burning themselves. The scope of visible

damage to the cable sheathing must not exceed the specified

distance from the gas burner flame aplication point. The cable

operability is not reviewed during fire.

Fire-Proof Cables - cables that even keep their operability

both during and after fire in compliance with IEC 331

requirement. A piece of cable is subjected to tests. It is laid

in earthed metal rings. A gas burner flame with temperature of

approximately 750 °C is ignited under the cable within about 60

cm of the cable length for 3 hours. Electrical voltage is applied
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between the cable conductors during the whole test, the incoming

feeder is protected by "fuses. The cabel passes the test

successfully if the fuses have not been melted during either the

test or a specified period after it. Until recently cables tested

in compliance with IEC 331 standard, but with shorter flame

application times, e.g. 20 min., 30 min-, etc. had been used due

to technological difficulties with the materials and high prices

of cables. At present cables meeting fu'.ly the IEC 331

requirements, i.e. 180 minutes of the flame application time have

already been available, their domestic manufacturer being e.g.

KABLO Kladno. With 3 hours of burning, all flammable organic

materials are usually burned out along the given fire section.

Considerations are being made to make this test more

difficult by means of so called "Hammer Tests". A hammer test is

represented by defined hammer edge hits to the tested cable

during the flame application in order to simulate shocks and

mechanical stress existing during a real fire, e.g. loss of cable

load-bearing structures mechanical strength, etc. No reduced fire

propagation capability over a bunch of cables has been defined

for cables tested in compliance with this methodology.

Limited Smoke Release Cables - cables, burning of which is

accompanied by releases of a very low-dark smoke. Thus, both

sufficient visibility is kept for the intervention troops to

extinguish directly the fireground and possibilities of filling

the exit routes with smoke are reduced, etc.

Cables tested to intoxicity of gases released during fire.

Their material composition is halogenfree in comparison with

classic cables. Toxic compounds are released during classic PVC

cable fire that can result in severe damage to human health or

fatalities even in minimum concentrations.

Cables with limited corrosive burning products release.

Considerable amonuts of hydrochloric acid are produced during

classic PVC cable fire. The acid is especially dangerous to

sensitive electronic devices, but also to cable load-bearing
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structures, building load-bearing structures and affect adversely

both the fire fighting and fire consequences removing staff.

It is necessary to consider the goal that is to be achieved

by means of both non-fire-propagating and fire-proof cables

installations very carefully. Additionally specified requirements

that are to be met by both non-fire-propagating and fire-proof

cables installations can only be incorporated with difficulties

when the design activities have been running. Following

intentions can be considered:

- probability of the reactor core melting due to fire in the

cable corridors will be decreased,

- reliability of the plant service power supply will be

increased even in case of adverse failure conditions,

- reliability of the power supply to selected technological

equipment will be increased,

- necessity of spraying additionally installed classic

cables in rooms where areal spraying has been applied to

the existing cabling before will be removed.

Design documentation has obviously to be completed to find

answers to both "WHERE" and "WHICH PARAMETERS" questions. The

documentation will respect the process technological connections,

economical aspects and assumed future final solution of the

cabling assurance (safety systems, external cabling, AB-type

buildings, workshops).

From the point of view of expenses that are very high in

case of non-flammable cabling installation, the most suitable

approach appears to be that one which reviews the non-flammable

cabling installation benefit in accordance with the criteria of

reduced contribution to the reactor core melting due to fire in

cable corridors and rooms. This approach provides the relatively

most objective review whether it is rational to invest finances

to an area in which they contribute at the largest rate to the

reactor core melting risk reduction, i.e. generally, to the

nuclear safety improvement.
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Real facts related to the non-flammable cabling installation

are necessary to take into account when specifying the goal.

It is necessary to respect whether cables are to be

installed in a newly designed facility or in a nuclear power

plant in operation.

With nuclear power plants in operation, the question

is whether it is adequate from the nuclear power plant residual

service life point of view to install both the non-flammable and

fire-proof cabling. Greater diameters of both the non-flammable

and fire-proof cables lay higher requirements to both existing

cable penetrations, especially the hermetic penetrations into the

reactor hall, and to the cable corridors and rooms. It is

necessary to take into consideration permitted loads of the cable

structures, as well as permitted loads of the existing building

structures.

It is also necessary to take into account that it is

impossible or extremely difficult to remove existing cabling,

especially the cabling that has already been sprayed by the

Flammastik or Dexaflamm fire protection materials.

If both the non-flammable and fire-proof halogenfree cabling

is installed in an operated nuclear power plant, they will be

mixed with the existing classic cabling with regard to the

existing layout. This will result in the degradation of such

non-flammable cable qualities as intoxicity, non-corrosiveness

and optical density.

If a certain number of classic cables (passing non-system

cables) is left together with the newly installed non-flammable

and fire-proof cables in the safety systems cable rooms, the

classic cables will affect the fire risk in these rooms with all

the corresponding negative consequences (toxicity, corrosivness,

filling the space with smoke).
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Taking the above-mentioned issues into consideration,

following requirements will obviously be of decisive significance

for operated nuclear power plants:

- operability of the safety systems cabling or selected

safety system drives cabling both during and after fire,

- operability of the reactor cooling system (by means of

steam generator secondary side heat removal) cabling both

during and after fire.

In compliance with former information data, both fire-proof

and non-flammable cabling installations are only restricted to

hermetic zone - containment - cabling in Germany (Siemens), as

well as in other nuclear power plants in the world.

Hermetic zone is the only area that is different from

classic cabling rooms in-accordance with this philosophy. The

other areas of cabling including four safety systems (4 x 50%)

outside the hermetic zone were installed in the form of classic

PVC cabling (in compliance with IEC 332-1) and common fire

protective measures valid for common cabling were taken. The

safety system security measures are based on the assumption that

one safety system can be in repair at the given time instant, one

safety system can fail to operate at this instant, while the

remaining two safety systems are capable of both the reactor unit

safe shutdown and aftercooling. The use of non-flammable cabling

outside the hermetic zone is considered to be non-economical and

fitting the safety systems, with common cabling is found

sufficient just through the number of four systems.

Requirements to cable qualities applied to cabling selection

at the NPP Temelin in compliance with the former Russian General

Designer requirements are only related to the cable fire

withstand in accordance with IEC 332-3A and IEC 331. The maximum

scope of the requirements can be derived from a number of fires

occurring at the NPPs in the former USSR territory at that time.

Requirements to the hermetic zone cable parameters were specified

additionally. Missing knowledge on real radiation and temperature

values existing in different points of the hermetic zone

equipment and cabling appeared to be a great problem. This part
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of a nuclear power plant was involved in the former Russian

General Designer design area in accordance with the design

practice of that time. The former CSFR General Designer, the

Czech Republic nowadays, i.e. EGP Prague, had no necessary data

available. It has been a great problem of the WER-type nuclear

power plants so far to specify required parameters of both

environment and tests the hermetic zone cabling must undergo, in

a reasonable way.

The hermetic zone cabling requirements specified in Germany

are, therefore, not equivalent to the requirements that have been

applied to the the Czech nuclear power plants. Following

requirements are also among the hermetic zone cabling

requirements applied to the German nuclear power plants (Siemens)

in compliance with former information data: reduced flammability,

cable fire withstand and operability during burning. Higher

priority is, however set to cable smokeless burning, non-toxic

burning gases, non-corrosive burning products, maximum operating

reliability - withstand to radiation and thermal stress induced

by the environment and, of course, LOCA withstand during the

whole nuclear power plant service life.

The cable sheath colour, different from colours usually used

for classic cabling, represents an importatnt protective measure

to keep the technological discipline. It is the orange colour

that is used at the German nuclear power plants. The same colour

was also selected during both the non-fire-propagating and

fire-proof cabling manufacture negotiations with the domestic

manufacturers. Cables manufactured by KABLO Kladno and KABLO

Hostivaf and supplied to the NPP Temelin have been orange with

additional data printed on the cable sheathing related to the

cable fire withstand, type, cross section and number of

conductors.

With respect to experience gained so far, the different

non-flammable cable colour requirement is highly recommended to

specify among the non-flammable cables tender dossier parameters.

It is a significant protection element to keep the technological

discipline. Non-flammable cables can be recognized at a glance
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along their whole routes.

Bunches of those classic PVC Dexaflamm-sprayed cable types

that were used for the Czech nuclear power plant construction

were subjected to tests in compliance with the IEC 332-3A testing

methodology.

It can be judged from the tests made so far that the

application of the Dexaflamm and Flammastik materials along the

whole cable length reduces the possibilities of fire propagation

along a cable bunch in a way similar to the case of applying

retarding material directly into the cable construction in

compliance with IEC 332-3. The other mentioned qualities can,

however, not be achieved, i.e. intoxicity and non-corrosiveness

of burning products and low optical density of smokes. The

functional capability is also increased to a certain extent

during fire; it can, however, be only defined with dificulties

with respect to close contacts among cables under one common

spray layer.

SURVEILLANCE represents a very importatnt area of both the

fire-proof and non-fire-propagating cabling installations. It is

obviously necessary to negotiate this aspect with the regulatory

bodies and complete a plant internal surveillance programme, as

well as to determine the scope and ways of quality assurance

documentation PRIOR to commencing activities.

Another problematic areas that are necessary to solve are

both the fire-proof and non-fire-propagating cabling

installations at the operated NPPs for the puspose of both

damaged original cabling replacement and new technical solutions.

The price comparison between both the fire-proof and non-fi-

re-propagating cabling installations (domestic manufacturers) and

classic cabling newly installed in rooms in which "old" classic

cables laid on cable trays were areally sprayed results in favour

of both the fire-proof and non-fire-propagating cabling

installations. The newly installed cables wil also have to be

sprayed. The total price of the additional cables with additional
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spraying is comparable with that of the non-fire-propagating

cables. At the same time the respraying of additionally installed

cables results in both a quick filling of considerably occupied

cable trays and the cable trays excessive mechanical loading.

In addition to the preceding issues, the situation in both

the fire-proof and non-fire-propagating cabling installations

"PURCHASE" and "SUBMISSION TERMS" areas must also be clear.

The purchase issues result in the need to build up another -

non-flammable cable - storage system. The non-flammable cable

orientation prices are 2.5 times as high as those of classic

cables (domestic manufacturers), i.e. the storage items come up

to millions of crowns.

Domestic manufacturers are only able to supply common types

of power and control cables. Cables of special construction, as

well as cables for installation into the hermetic zone, will have

to be imported.

All the company departments must be aware of the fact that

the use of both the fire-proof and non-fire-propagating cabling

results in considerable prolongation of technical solution

realization terms.

Of course, it is possible to start installing non-flammable

cables with "some" parameters selected from the manufacture

assortment of domestic cable manufacturers. This can be done as

a result of a responsible engineer's instantaneous considerations

and without special preparations have been made. A large majority

of non-flammable cables with "some" parameters can be installed

in most rooms of buildings in this way in compliance with a large

majority of technical solutions. This is, however, not posible to

do either in the hermetic zone or within 1st and 2nd category

safety systems.

If issues related to the design, cable parameters,

surveillance, purchase and submission terms are neither prepared

nor solved, the above-mentioned cables will not cover all the
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applications or the uniform cable installation mode will not be

kept in all equivalent or similar equipment or rooms. With regard

to the fact that a design will most probably be completed sooner

or later, when applying a non-system approach at present,

assumptions can most probably be made that the design will

require some different buildings to be selected and cables with

different parameters to be installed in comparison with the real

used ones.

I can give the following piece of information: some

non-fire propagating and fire-proof cables are installed in

compliance with IEC 331 at the Czech nuclear power plants at

present. They are manufactured by KABLO Kladno and their

sheathing is of orange colour.

Finally, a conclusion can be drawn that non-flammable cables

are authorised for use at" nuclear power plants with respect to

their qualities.

Adequacy of using non-flammable cables at the operated

nuclear power plants must, however, be carefully considered. For

reasons of high expenses, space possibilities in the operated

nuclear power plant cable rooms, maximum effect of the reactor

core melting risk probability reduction, non-flammable cables

will obviously be considered to install only in the safety

systems emergency power supply at the operated nuclear power

plants. The emphasis will be laid on meeting the IEC 331

requirement: full range of the'withstand to the flame application

time of 3 hours in prospect.

With respect to the above-mentioned facts, the hermetic zone

(containment) cable parameters are not standardized nowadays. It

will only turn out in the future which parameter values will be

standardized.
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NPP V-2 SERVICE LORD POWER SUPPLY

K. Vanco, SEP-EBO Jaslovské Bohunice

The objective of this paper is to make the participants

familiar with conception design of the station service load

power supplying, vith way of power supply assurance for

safety system loads of the Cathegory Ï and II, which ensure

reactor cooling down and to give the most important

information on main electical equipment.

Safety systems concept should be also presented

1. Comparison of ideas in V-2 station service load supplying

and the plants under construction.

- différencies in station service load supplying - plans

- reconstructions in heavy - current distributions and

protection, instrumentation and control circuits

- new ways in electrical diagram design and new equipment

ut i1isat ion.

2. Power output of electrical units (blocks) and way of

alternative power sources assurance.

1 - Comparison of concepts in V-2 station seri/ise load

suopl ying- and in neu plants under- construct ion

NPP V-2 has two reactors, each of them has two

generators, each of them rated 220 MW.

The power outlet of each generator is by encased

condutors, through generator switch and disconnecter to
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unit, Lransf orttter. The unit transformers are connected via

disconneters of 400 kV and outlet switch of 400kV switchyard

to main grid of 400kV.

Lines 220 kV and 110 kV, by which alternative

transformers marked AU01 and AU02 are supplied, serve for

alternative supplying of the station service load. In regard

to the alternative power sources used - 110 kV and 220 kV

lines, 6 kV distribution boards of the station service load

system are being unloaded at power transfer to alternative

system by undervoltage switching - off automatics, that

trips unimportant load, from the point of reac' ~v- cooling

down view.

The station service load is fed from tap changing

transformers of 32 MVA, which are connected by

T - connection to encased generator outlet. Power supplying

of 6 kV distribution boards is by encased conductors in

insulated 6kV network.

The 6 kV distribution boards are made under French

licence of firm Irodel. Dieselgenerators, each rated 2.S MW

serve as emergency power sources. The 6 kV distribution

boards are divided into two parts : electrical system for

power supplying of emergency loads for reactor cool ing down

and electrical system for power supplying of loads, which do

not have a share in reactor cooling down process. The

distribution boards with loads fed from diesel generators are

marked V for 1st system, W for 2nd system and X for 3rd

system.

This way of station service load power supplying is of

very advantage for utilising virtually all possibilities of

the given configuration of the distribution network in

operation conditions of the plant as follows:
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- reactor unit startup

- normal operation

- reactor unit shutdown into refuelling conditions

- emergency reactor scram.

At reactor unit startup, station service load is being

fed from HOkV and 220 kV grid. The 440kV switchyard remains

being switched off due to overhaul during refuelling.

In normal power operation the generators supply power'

into the network and station service load. is fed from

generator outlet branches via tap changing transformers. The

alternative transformers ensure supply of power into

alternative busbars. Dieselgenerators are ready to start.

In reactor unit shutdown into refuelling operating

conditions, power supplying from 400kV line is being

utilised and the generators are being switched off the

network by generator switches. Maximum reliable station

service load power supplying is archieved this way. The

alternative power supplying as well as emergency power

sources - dieselgenerator remain available.

At emergency reactor unit shutdown - in the event of HOi

(reactor protection emergency signal 1); the station service

load is supplied from dieselgenerators.

Alternative supply of power from 110 kV or 220 kV lines

is put to use at voltage loosing on some of the preferred

power supplying busbars.

In conclucion, there is a possibility of statement, in

regard to the hitherto plant operation, that reactor unit

power output is almost ideal. Connection of the generators

into one point via 400 kV disconnecters has been shown as
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rather small shortcoming, due to that some limitations arise

at manipullat ing of electrical unit disconnecting by

disconnecters in the event of bad weather conditions.

An ideal power output diagram should have had the power

output of the generators designed through disconnecter,

generator switch, unit transformer, outlet disconnecter,

outlet switch, common point of electrical units and outlet

disconnecter of both the electrical units.

Comparison of station service load power supplying

concept with new constructed plant units is reviewed for the

parts as follows:

1. Off - site network

2. Outlet of generator and unit transformer

3. Tap changing transformer and inlets into 6 kV

distributing for the parts as follows

4. Alternative transformer

5. Outdoor swichyard

6. Station service load - way of power supplying of

system distribution boards, control, signalling,

protect ions.

1. Off - site network

Output of unit power into 400 kV network corresponds to

current world trend. The 400 kV network is the most stable in

our power electrical system and there is the lowest

probability of failure due to a disturbance. That is why the

use of this network at reactor unit cooling down conditions

is well - founded. The way of power output is designed very

simply and appropriately. Minimum raan ipulat i ons occur in

these conditions (outlet switch opens only) and, as shown by

practice, this design is entirely sufficient. By comparison
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with new plants, there is a difference in technical level of

equipment but the concept is virtually the same. Encased

outdoor distributing stations are used in western NPPs, that

considerably lower sizing of distributing stations and

increase quality of instrumentation equipment, manipulation

potential, reliability and protections. There are much louer

requirements for overhaul and inspections activities in

operat ion.

Another diference consists in using of eguiptïient with

much higher power. Virtually all reactor unit -power is put

out by means of one generator one unit transformer (three

one-phase units) . That is why there are much lower

requirements for overhaul and inspection activities in

operat, ion.

Power output of NPP V-l and V-2 units is designed in

such a way that power outputs of reactor units be connected

in energy system in different points but in order to be

mutually redundant.

Principle of power supplying is obvious from principal

power supplying diagram (see Fig.3).

There are breakup points made up in KriSovany switching

station, which in the event of a faut enable disconnection

from the network and keep mutual redundancy.

NPP V-l is connected to 220 kV network and the units are

mutually separate by busbar connection. Connection of 220 kV

network with 400kV network in Krisovany switchyard is

designed by three one - phase transformers. There is Unit

4 (NPP V-2) connected to 400 kV network here. Unit 3 (NPP

V-2) is connected to 400kV network in switchyard Bosaca.
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Mutual redundancy of Unit 3 and Unit 4 ( HPP V-2) is

ensured by mutual interconnecting of switchyard Boëâca and

Krisovany by 400 kV line.

For feeding of the alternative transformers, lines 110 kV

and 220 kV serve. The 110 kV line is interconnected with

circuit Hove Mesto, the line 220 kV is interconnected at NPP

Al with H connection with the Move Mesto and Kriâovany

circui ts.

As mentioned above, the rated capacities of the

alternative transformers are different in regard to

different power possibilities of 110 kV and 220 kV systems

at taking load of a station service due to voltage drop at

common stand - by loads actuation.

For long - distance control communication there is

a work-place set up for NPPs V-1 and V-2 - a central control

room. The main role of it consists in control communication

at solving of the alternative sources supplying and at

controlling of all the 6 kV distribution boards of NPP V-1

and V-2 service loads.

2. Generator outlet and unit transformer

The generators in the HPP are the same, each rated 220

MW. They are two - pole machines cooled by hydrogen, working

at 3000 r. p. m. Power from the generator is put out via

generator bushing and by means of encased conductors. The

encased conductors transferring current of 9,5 kA at voltage

of 15,75 kV are not cooled by forced circulation of air.

As generator switches, there are oil switches of VGM 20

type used. Generator disconnecters are controlled by pressed

air and cooled by small fans.
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The encased conductors are connected to the three - phase

unit transformers by means of flexible couplings. There is

no output voltage regulation on transformers. Station

service load transformers are connected from the encased

conductors tap also by flexible couplings.

Whole generator power outlet set is insulated.

Earth protections of the generator are- adjusted by

reactance coils. Current and voltage instrument transformers

are placed in the incased condutors. They are spaced out in

such a way that primary tests of generator and electrical

unit protections can be performed. For this purpose, the

encased condutors are equipped by earth needles, by which

the required short - circuits are mounted at tests.

Compar i son '•

3y comparison with systems of power output of new

constructed units, the concept configuration is virtually

the same. They differ each other by their power and the

equipment used is matched to this. The encased condutors are

designed for current of 30 kft. and voltage of 24 kV. In

regard to very high transferred power, the conductors are

cooled by air, that is led through filters inside the

encased conductors.

The generator switches are filled by SF6, they are of

clad-in -design and they contain generator disconnecter

together with measurement and protections current

transformers.
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The unit transformers consist of three one-phase units

of oil. air cooled Lraiisforraers. The neutral of the

transformer is directly earthed. High voltage winding is

equipped by step changing switch C tapping switch) ± 2x2.5 %

of nominal value of 400 kV. The taps can be switched over in

no-vol tage state only. Low voltage side of the transformer

is of 24 kV.

Mod i f i ca t i ons:

To improve reliability and safety of operation, there

are at individual generators their generator switches VGM 20

being replaced for encased switches of Swiss production of

HEK 3 type.

Considerable troubles were caused by transfor-ttier bushings

kV, which caused some breakdowns of main unit transformers

in former CSFR. These bushings were replaced for Italian

bushings in Czech Republik and in Slovakia they were

replaced for bushings of English f i x-m Bushing. The quality

of these bushings is of very high level. The observed

parameters are on the same level as they were three years

ago .

Very important finding out at the breakdowns of these

transformers was the way for. adjusting of protections. At

short-circuits in bushings inside the transformer, mainly

differential protections were actuated (without any time

delay) which tripped the transformer sooner than the vessel

could have been destroyed and the oil could have been fired.

Ynd 1 wiring of the transformer and type of th«

short-circuit, one-1ine-to-earth fault which actuated

Buchholls vessel protection also contributed to suppression

of the short. The Buchholtz protection also actuates without

any time delay.
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Other heavy-current parts of the power output, basing

on hitherto operation experience, are on sufficient

technical level. Consideration of replacement of outdated

line protections for new systems of higher generation would

be very desired.

3. Tap changing transformer and inlets into

6 kV switching stations

The transformers are placed by main unit transformers.

They are separate from them by reinforced concrete fir-e

protection wall. The tap changing transformers are of

three-winding. oil, air cooled with natural oil circulation.

Each of the transformers is rated 32 MVA, voltage of

15.75/6.3 kV.

The transformers have star-del ta connection with

possibility of voltage regulation on their primary sides.

The secondary side of the transformers has delta connection

with divided core. Voltage regulation of the transformers is

in range of ±S taps x 2%. Sensing, for transformer voltage

controllers is wired in one leg of 6kV outlet. Differing of

the taps is allowed by one tap for tima interval of 20

minutes as maximum. The secondary side, i.e. 6.3 kV voltage

of station service busbars is insulated voltage system

without compensation of capacity currents.

The main power sources for supplying of the station

service load are 400 kV system and the alternative power'

suplying. The inlet from these power sources is done at

working supplying via station service load transformers,

which are on their primary side connected to outlet of the

generator by "T" coupling by encased conductors. The

secondary side of the transformers is connected by insulated
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conductors. The inlet at a 1ternative power supplying is done

via 220/6.3 kV transformer or via 110/6.3 kV transformer by

insulated conductors into alternative distributing station

and futher from it by alternative inlets into respective

non-system switching station.

Importance of the insulated conductors consists in

their function for ensuring of reactor cooling down from

off-site sources, i.e. from 400 kV, 200 kV and 110 kV lines.

If these power sources fail, cooling down of the reactor

must be assured by the diese 1 generators.

Description of the insulated conductors

The original insulated conductors were made as new type

of conductors for feeding of big plant unit service load

switching stations. The conductors were to meet higher

requirements of operation, reliability and simultaneously to

keap small sizing and easy, simpl-r. connecting. The

conductors are made of insulated screened inner conductors

of 6 kV, 2500 A or 4000 A. Their AL pipe conductors are in

direct parts and in couplings insulated by self - soldered

silicorubber substance LUKOPREN Ni522, which is filled

between the conductor and a sheath under pressure. The

sheath is welded hydranal conduit, electrically insulated

from the supporting structure. The sheating of each part is

connected to earth strip.

The taps of the encased outlet of the generator- have

supplying of the primary side of 15.75 kv. The secondary side

is led into the switching stations of 6 kV by insulated

conductors of potential current transfer of 2.5 kA and

voltage of 6.3 kV.
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Comparison:

The insulated conductors were developed in Czech

Republik, in Energovod factory. These conductors differ from

cables by much more current rating than cables have. The

insulation characteristics are similar as those of cables,

their lay-out, rout is protected by their location Lowards

dangerous touch. The average lenght of the route is 110 ia.

Standard supplying of service load at new buill. power plants

is designed by means of cables, laid in special cable

channels protected against fire.

These routes are not long, since housing of the 6 kV

switching stations is about some tens of metres from the tap

changing transformers.

Modi f i cat i ons:

Technical parameters of the insulated conductors were

getting worse mainly at the reactor Unit 4, where values of

leakage currents reached unacceptable magnitudes. That is

why the insulated conductors began to be replaced since

1992 year, whereupon the new conductors had new requirements

for the technical parameters specified. There were

parameters required - lowering of

100 times, increasing of insulation

possibility of operation of the

interval of 30 minutes with earth

connection, suppression of partial discharges arising over

the level of nominal voltage, i.e. S kV as minimum.

improvements on the

leakage currents by

level up to 10 kV,

conductors for time

The replacement of the existing conductors for new ones

was mainly due to impossibility of placing of cables into

the existing routes because of space reasons for given

current load of the conductors.
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4. The alternative transfor-mer

The alternative transformers are fed from the 110 kV and

220 kV lines. They have Y - D connection with insulated

secondary side. The transformers AU01 is supplied from the

220 kV line and is rated of 40/20/20 MVA. Secondary voltage

is of 6,3 kV, it has resistor voltage control on primary

side in range of ±8x1,25% kV.

Similarly, AU02 transformer which is fed from the 110

kV line has Y - D connection, voltage regulation of 2x8 f

and is rated 63/32/32 MVA.

The diferent rating of the transformers are chosen

according to "hardness" of the network which transformers

are connected to. The reasons for that is voltage decrease

at transfer of the station service load to these transfor-

mers. In order to keep sufficient voltage level at power

transfer, the automatic voltage controllers are adjusted so

as to keep voltage of 6,3 kV on the alternative busbars

permanently.

The transformers have a. forced oil circulation, their

coolers are air blast by fans.

The place of the transformers is in the middle between

reactor units. The inlets into the alternative distributing

stations are done by the insulated conductors. From tha

alternative distributing stations, lines with the taps into

individual 6 kV switching stations lead along whole

structure shelf.
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The alternative busbars of both the reactor units may

be interconnected together and so in case of need both the

reactor units (their service loads) can be fed from the

alternative busbars. However, these operating conditions

suppose the maximum load of 5MW on the second unit, which is

the maximum power consumption when refuelling.

5. The 400 kV switchyard

It is outdoor switchyard with very simple configuration.

Protections of the electrical unit are supplied from

instrument transformers in bushings of the unit

transformers. Line protections are connected to current and

voltage instrument transformers placed in output of the unit.

The output switch is controlled by air led from high

pressure compressor station. This air is also used for

controlling of 220 kV and 110 kV disconnecters and for

controlling of the generator disconnecters and circuit

breakers.

There are high frequency chokes and capacitors for high

frequency transmission placed on output portals. The

transmission is due to low frequency troubles with

protections and telephone communication.- For improvement in

transmission capability, and when the output switch

failures, there is a possibility of laying up of the output

switch from primary circuits of protections and their

actuating switch over the switch in the second end of the

line. Should the need arise, there is a possibility of

complete laying up of the switch by making a cable short.
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Comparison:

In regard Lo the outdoor design of the switchyard, it is

considerably large. For improvement in reliability, fairly

big attention has to be devoted to insulation conditions.

That is why the chain insulators are cleaned once a year and

they are coated by lukosan. All these troubles as veil as

problems with performing of overhauls do not arise at metal

clad (encased) distribution boards. These are housed close

to places of transformers at one centred particular area.

For controlling of circuits of protections there are

computer systems used, which operate with individual

redundand systems with circuits of self - diagnostics. This

kind of protections replacement will have Uo be applied .at

us, too.

6. Station service load - the way of distribution

boards feeding, control, signalling, protections.

Under normal operating conditions, the station service

load distribution boards are fed from working supplies. The

alternative busbars are permanently live, the switches of

the alternative supplies ' and the switches of the

diese1generators are in working positions.

For assurance of the 6 kV distibution boards supplying,

the automatics of interconnection (section) switches,

automatics of common fast transfer to back - up equipment,

automatics of under - voltage switching - off and automatics

of dieselgenerator startup serve. Working non - system

distribution boards of 6 kV are connected with system

distribution boards by two interconnection switches, which

are connected in series in order to open reliably when
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shedding the non - safety releated busbars and switching -

on diese I generators.

The interconnection switches automatics co - operate

with emergency load sequencer when shedding the non - safety

related busbars at voltage loss and commanding

dieselgenerator startup by means of the emergency load

sequencer.

The common fast transfer to back - up equipment

serves for unloading of 6kV busbar, i.e. it switches off

unimportant (from the point of reactor cooling down view)

loads. The loads are divided into three groups according

to the degree of voltage decreasing: the loads being

tripped at under - voltage switching - off 1, 2 or 3.

At common fast transfer to back - up equipment, the loads

of 6 kV which are connected to the under-vol tage

switching-oif signal 1 are tripped in order to lower

current loading at automatic power transfer- of 6 kV

busbars from the alternative transformer.

The under - voltage switching -" off automatics watches

magnitude of voltage on 6 kV busbars. When the automatics

is actuating, automatic power transfer from the

alternative busbars comes, whereupon the working supplies

open and the alternative supplies close. At complete

dicrease of voltage, when the interconnecting circuit

breakers open, the under - voltage switching - off signal

2 actuates, which tripps the loads belonging to the

circuits for starting up by the emergency load sequencer.

Dieselgenerator startup automatics gets its signal from

the emergency load sequencer. The signal gets

dieselgenerator started and after complying with the
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conditions of frequency and vol Lage, Lhe diese1 generaLor

is connected Lo Lhe isolaLed busbar wiLhouL vol Lage.

Phasing of diese 1 genera Lor- Lo Lhe busbar of 6 kV is noL

allowed for low short - circuits resistance of Lhe

i nsLrumentaL ion.

The 0,4 kV vol Lage level equipment of the station service

load itj divided in such a way that unit arrangement of

individual electrical units be " kept. The 0,4 kV system

distribution boards are connected to their respective

superior 6 kV distribution boards. When loss of voltage

occurs, the 0,4 kV and 6 kV busbars remain connected and

wait for startup of diese 1 generator and its connection to

the respective busbar.

The switching stations are fed in such a way that each

electrical unit can operate with its switching stations

individually. The alternative power supply of 0,4 kV

switching stations is designed in such a way that the

reactor units be interdependently redundant.

The loads participating in reactor cooling down are

connected to system distribution boards, which have as

emergency power sources dieselgenerators used, each rated

2,8 21W. The loads are switched on by emergency load

sequencer.

For vital (uninterruptable) power supply of loads of Lhe

Cathegory I, there are 5 systems designed which have

batteries of 220 V dc as back-up power sources used. Each of

the batteries is of sufficient capacity for feeding of the

loads for at least one hour after rectifier trips. Power

source for charging these batteries are system distribution

boards, which are fed from dieselgenerators.
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Systems I, II, and III serve for supplying of the loads,

which ensure reactor cooling down and they inter-connect the

Cathegory I and II together. System IV has only Cathegory I

of uninterruptable power supplying.

It serves for feeding of circuits of automatics and

protections of non-system switching stations of 6 kV and

0.4k V. System V serves for feeding of control rod drives. In

normal operating conditions the system is supplied from

transformers of normal cathegory. At loss of this voltage

the system remains fed from the battery of the capacity

sufficient for feeding of the control rod drives for half

an hour.

The emergency power sources of the Cathegory II are

placed outside the nuclear steam supply system building.

Each of them is placed in its own compartment. The

compartments are separate each other from the point of fire

view. Dieselgenerators get started by pressed air and

startup time interval up to the moment of their connection

to the busbar does not exceed 12 seconds. In regard to real

load of about 1.3 MW at reactor cooling down after emergency

pumps startup, dieselgenerator's rate of 2.S MW is

suff icient.

Protections of the electrical unit of the generator and

the transformers are concentrated in common box marked GT>C.

It is diode-relay system, enabling in-service inspections

when the reactor unit is operational. Similarly inspection

of current and voltage circuits is possible without their

disconnect ing.

Protection in 6 kV switching stations are divided into

protection of inlets, busbars and outlets. The outlets are

for motors or for transformers. The supplies and busbars of
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6 kV switching stations are, in addition, protected by flash

protections, which operate at about 750 Lux. They open

working inlets and lock the alternative supply SVJ i tchi rig-on.

In the event of actuating on working inlet, they switch off

all sources, which could contribute by their power into the

point of the short.

Protections in O.A kV dostribution stations - voltage

and time selectivity, power transformers

Among individual switching stations the selectivity is

adjusted in such a way that at voltage decrease the power-

transfers be performed at first in superior switching

stations and then in main distibuting boards and

subdistributing boards. That is why there is tiae delay of

0.5 sec for power transfer at 6 kV switchboard time delay of

1 sec at main distribution board and time delay of 1.5 sec

at subdistribution board.

Short-circuit capacity in the switchboards are quite

high due to decrease of voltage, that must not decrease

under 3%. That is why the cables are good enough sized in

order to transfer sufficients big power at short circuits

and to ensure the current selectivity that way.

Large cable routes are protected by accurate adjustment

of short-circuit impedance releases according to impedance

loop dependent on cable route lenght. All power cable joints

are marked and watched by thermovision. The 0.4 kV drive

outlets have their short-circuits and thermal releases

adjusted in dependence on outlet type.
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Modification and changes:

In the area of 6 kV protections there will be necessary

in the future to solve the selectivity of short-circuit

protections. The selectivity is limit value due to startup

currents, which reach values of short-circuit currents and

there is a necessity of selectivity increasing by

replacement of accurate instrument transformers.

Reconstruction of 0.4 kV power supply is considered in the

future in primary as well as secondary part of the plant.

Further steps will consist in seismic requalification

of 6 kV and 0.4 kV distribution boards of primary and

secondary circuit and their instrumentation. Refurbishnent

of the 0.4 kV main distributing station is supposed as well

as replacement of J2UX circuit breakers and their control,

signalling and protection circuits.

2. Pouer output of electrical units (blocks) and usy

of alternative power- sources assurance

As mentioned in the preceding part, ; ower from the

reactor units of the NPP V-2 is put into th* 400 kV network,

which also serves as source of power suplying in normal and

emergency reactor cooling down.

HPP V-l is operated on the 220 kV switchyard Kriäovany.

It is necessary to notice that output of power is designed

at both the plants in such a way that they can be

jnterdependently redundant. It means that power supplying of

one electrical unit serves as the alternative source of

power for the oposite reactor unit.
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The alternative sources are designed to have the

possibility of being supplied from 220 kV or 1100 kV, i.e.

from the network which can be connected to such sources as

hydro or thermal power plants.

It is important mainly in the event of network

breakdown and voltage re-closing afterwards.

A matter of great significance in this supply is

organising of breakdown points in the network, i.e. to make

up such a configuration of working and auxiliary busbars as

well as selectivity of line protections in the switchyards

where the power is put into, that in any situation

continuous feeding of 220 kV and 400 kV for NPP V-1 and V-2

be assured. These situations can be short-circuits,

overhauls or inspections of individual bays of the

switchyard, trips of feeding of output lines etc.

Diagram in the Fig. 1 shows lay-out of the reactor

units of the NPP V-l and V-2 and way of interconnection of

units" outputs and the alternative supplying. Power of the

Unit 1 and Unit 2 is put into the 220 kV switchyard that has

busbar's longitudinal switch for potential separation of the

units. The switchyard is also connected by T 401 transformer

to the 400 kV system and by transformer T 201 to the 220 kV

system.

These interconnections enable to ensure the alternative

power supplying of the plants from 220 kV switchyard at A-1

plant and from the 110 kV switchyard at V-l plant

independently on which reactor units are operational. In

addition, the 110 kV and 220 kV switchyards are

interconnected with the off-si te power system, which forms
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another source of the alternate supplying. Watching of this

supply is one of the tasks of people at the Central Control

at NFP Bohunice V-2 and at Area Control and at Slovak Power

System"Control.

The .Central Control in NPP Bohunice controls the

sources of the alternative supplying of both the KPPs up to

level of the 6 kV switches of the station service load

distribution boards. In addition. the alternative supply of

the reactor units service loads may be interconnected, if

necessary. These. manipulations are performed in

co-operation with the Central Control operator-, switching

station operator of the respective plant and the

foreman-electrician.

The 400 kV power output of HPP V-2 is designed in such

a way that the Unit 3 is led into Bosaca switchyard. The

Unit 4 is led into Krizovany switchyard. The line No. 496

interconnects Lhase 400 kV switchyards and it serves for

ensuring of interdependent redundancy of the Unit 3 and A.

Requirements on distribution system for

improvement in reliability of supplying

Very important fault is disintegration of the network

which the unit is being operated into. This issue was

considered to be solved by interconnecting of a frequency

protection, that would follow the network frequency arid at

a set value it should have given a command for disconnecting

the generators from the network. The power of units would

have been regulated to service load level. This protection

should have been interconnected, but it was not until now

because frequency conditions of the network breakdown have

not been defined. This issue has not been solved up to the

present time.
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Requirement of reacLor unit power control and so the

control of generators power is another requirement recently.

This kind of power control is not siutable for the given

type reactors mainly due to fuel burn-up. This is issue of

fuel elements deterioration and deterioration of fuel

burn-up as well and so a change of the campaign.

The possibilities of voltage control are given by

loading diagram of the generators. At present the generators

operate into point where there is quite high voltage and

they are kept in capacity area that way. There is an effort

to introduce a new protection from loading angle of

generator, that should sglve the problem partly. Control of

voltage by changing of taps of the unit Lransiorsies is not

possible since the transformers do not have such switches.

In the future, it would be appropriate to make some

modifications in excitation circuits of the generators and

to innovate power output line protections.

ATTACHEMENT

FIGURES

Fig. 1. Conception diagram of NPP V-l, V-2 power supply

JE V-I - NPP V-l

ROZVODNE KRIZOVANY - KRIZOVANY SWITCHYARDS

l.r.blok ... 4.r.blok - reactor Unit 1 to 4

Fig. 2. Reactor Unit 3 power supply

Fig. 3. Reactor Unit 4 power supply
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POWER OUTPUT SUPPLY FROM THE NPP MQCHQVCE I, II

Ivan KOVÄÖ, ENERGOPROJEKTING, Bratislava

Following installations provide the power output supply from
the NPP Mochovce I, II:

- 400 and 110 kV electrical station Veïky Dur,
- 400/110 kV transformer station Levice expansion,
- 400 KV transmission line Krizovany - Levice connected to

electrical station Veïky Dur and a couple of 1 x 400 kV
transmission lines between electrical station Veïky Dur
and the NPP Mochovce II,

- 400 kV transmission line Levice - Ziar connected to elect-
rical station Veïky Dur and a couple of 1 x 400 kV trans-
mission lines between electrical station Veïky Dur and the
NPP Mochovce I,

- 2 x 110 kV transmission line Nitra - Levice connected to
electrical station Veïky Dur, 2 x 110 kV transmission line
Levice - electrical station Veïky Dur and a couple of
1 x 110 kV transmission lines between electrical station
Veïky Dur and the NPP Mochovce I, II.

In addition to providing power supply from the NPP, this set
of installations also provides the NPP Mochovce reserve service
power supply, as well as the NPP connection to the connection and
dispatcher network of the power engineering system.

Electrical station Veïky Dur equipped with both 400 and 110
kV switchyards is directly related to power output supply from
the NPP Mochovce and it provides the plant reserve service power
supply from 110 kV external grid. It affects immediately both the
NPP Mochovce I, II electric and reactor units reliability and
stability.

Construction of subsequent NPP Mochovce reactor units was
assumed when electrical station Veïky Dur preparatory design do-
cumentation was being completed. The electrical station Veïky Dur
was supposed to be used for both the plant reserve service power
supply and power supply from 2 more reactor units - NPP Mochovce
III - 2 x 1,000 MW when electrical supply system prospective de-
velopment plans were made at that time.

The principal purpose of the electrical station Veïky Dur
4 00 kV switchyard is to provide conditions of a reliable power
supply from the NPP Mochovce I, II to the 400 kV transmission
system. The 110 kV switchyard provides the NPP reserve service
power supply from the external 110 kV grid. With respect to the
purpose, the location of both the switchyards close to the NPP
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Mochovce appeared to be optimal. The final location of the elec-
tric station was selected near Veïky Dur at the distance of 5 km
from the NPP cooling towers with regard to EGU Research Institute
Prague recommendations. The EGU recommendations were derived from
negative experience gaine at the NPP Jaslovske Bohunice. Heavy
ice coating occurred on the VHV equipment under adverse climatic
conditions at that time. This resulted in the NPP unit outgoing
feeders severe accident. Appropriate position of the selected lo-
cation in relation to the existing 400 and 110 kv transmission
line corridor Levice - Krizovany was another reason for the final
selection. The selected location Veïky Our meets the NPP Mochovce
reliable operation requirements. The line lengths (disconnecting
switches are only used beyond the NPP Mohovce unit transformers,
as the probability that a lightning hits the lines is practically
equal to zero) are also appropriate from the point of view of
both reliability and minimum number of insulating points at the
NPP Mochovce. The selected location meets also the electrical
station construction technology requirements. The location gives
also advantage from the point of view of taking VHV lines out
from the NPP and their connection to both 400 and 110 kV electri-
cal supply systems.

Electric power generated by turbo-alternators installed at
4 reactor units (alternator rated output 8 x 259 MW) will be sup-
plied through unit transformers 15.75/420 kV- 250 MVA over 400 kV
overhead transmission lines to electrical station Veïky Dur in
the following way: each couple of unit transformers related to
a reactor unit will be interconnected at their 400 kV sides. They
will be connected to the 400 kV switchyard (R 400 kV) by a single
400 kV transmission line. On the whole, electric power will be
supplied to R 400 kV Veïky Dur by 4 overhead 400 kV transmission
lines. The lines will be connected to fields 12, 23 (NPP Mochovce
I) and 24, 15 (NPP Mochovce II).

Station service transformers 15.75/6.3/6.3 kV - 32/16/16 MVA
with three windings will be the main service power sources at the
NPP Mochovce I, II. Their input sides.will be connected between
the respective alternator switches and unit transformers.
Three-winding transfmers 110/6.3/6.3 kV - 63/31.5/31.5 MVA will
be the reserve service power sources. Their 110 kV sides will be
connected to fields 12, 14 of the 110 kV switchyard Veïky Dur by
110 kV overhead transmission lines.

The R 400 kV switchyard representing a part of electrical
station Veïky Dur is a double outdoor switchyard comprising
a couple of main bus-bar systems. They are split in the longitu-
dal direction by disconnecting switches. There are 1.5 switches
per a branch and 8 fields in the switchyard.

Principal technical data:

Top operating voltage
Rated frequency
Busbar rated current
Cable interconnection rated current

420 kV
50 Hz

4,140 A
2,760 A
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Solid interconnection rated current
Short-circuit resistance:

VHV interconnections and structures
VHV devices (minimum)

Width of fields
Main and auxiliary steel structures
Ice coating area
Pollution degree
Auxiliary control voltage
Auxiliary alarm voltage
Pneumatic control of switches
Motor drives of disconnecting switches

Principal devices and equipment:

Gas-pressure switches SP 6
Single-post disconnecting switches
Single-post support insulators
Current instrument transformers
Voltage instrument transformers
Arresters
Closing chokes
Coupling condensers
Compressor plant

2,620 A

50/125 kA
40/100 kA

25 m
screwed, zinc-coated

average
III
220 V DC
60 V DC
2 MPa

3 X 380 V, 50 Hz

VSV 4 20.1
OHJU (W) 4231.2
C4-1675-II
TFZM 500 B
NKF 400-65

VA 390/103/AII/V
Haefely
BK 420

A4HV-l-l:F/160/2/20-V

The R 400 kV layout with 1.5 switches per a branch was se-
lected because of the required high level of security of power
output supply from the NPP Mochovce I, II. 3 switches account for
a couple of particular branches within the 400 kV switchyard.
Each couple of branches consists of one system outgoing feeder
and one power plant outgoing feeder. Each of them is connected to
a different bus-bar system via its own switch. Both the branches
are interconnected beyond respective disconnecting switches by
a branch fitted with the third (central) switch. This switch is
able to take over the function of any of the two branch switches.
Such a "combined" switchyard layout (Units No. 1 and 4 connected
between the central switch and the Wll bus-bar switch, Units No.
2 and 3 connected between the. central switch and the W21 bus-bar
switch) meets the following condition: power supply from at least
one of the NPP Mochovce I (or NPP Mochovce II) reactor units con-
nected to one bus-bar section is secured even if a short circuit
occurs at one of the bus bars, a switch is being revised and
another switch has failed to operate at the same time. The R 400
kV layout takes also into consideration the possibility of con-
necting another prospective nuclear power plant.

The R n o kV is build up as a classic outdoor single switch-
yard fitted with a couple of main systems and one branch system,
comprising 12 equipped branches. The switchyard layout is desig-
ned to assure the NPP Mochovce service power supply from a couple
of sources - transformers 400/110 kV - 250 MVA locared in TR Le-
vice.

Principal technical data:
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Top operating voltage
Rated frequency
Main bus-bar rated current
Auxiliary bus-bar rated current
Outgoing branch rated current
Short-circuit resistance:
Main and auxiliary steel structures
Pneumatic control of switches
Motor drives.of disconnecting switches
Auxiliary control voltage
Auxiliary alarm voltage

123 kv
50 H2

4,140 A
2,760 A
1,380 A

40/100 kA (30/75 kA)
screwed, zinc-coated

2 MPa
3 x 380 V, 50 Hz

220 V DC
60 V DC

Principal devices and equipment:

Gas-pressure switches SF 6
Disconnecting switches

Current instrument transformers
Voltage instrument transformers
Valve arresters
Closing chokes
Coupling condensers

VSV 4 20.1
OT (U) 1110/2000
OT 110/3150
TPE H E
UH 11.15
VA 102/10.2
ZT 4

VOCE-5-110/2000

The 110 kV switchyard will provide the NPP Mochovce I, II
reserve service power supply, while meeting following require-
ments :

- in case of accident in the electrical supply system at
least one out of two service power transformers must be
operable,

- necessary minimum short-circuit capacity must be available
to assure the service power electromotor drives self-start
up under conditions of reserve power supply.

In order to meet these requirements both one external power
source (at least one n o kV line) and one outgoing feeder for the
plant reserve service power supply will be connected to each sec-
tion of the main bus-bars. This design makes it possible to shut
down a half of the switchyard without interrupting the service
power supply.

Following installations had to be made so as to get a couple
of independent external and hard enough power sources in 110 kV
grid:

- a loop connection of double 110 kV transmission line Levi-
ce - Nitra had to be done to electrical station Veïky Dur,

- a double 110 kV transmission line had to be constructed
between Levice and R 110 kV Veïky Dur,

- R 110 kV switchyard Levice 'continuous operation had to be
assured by means of modifications, the switchyard opera-
tion mode being a couple of interconnected bus bars with
the disconnecting point located in the bus-bar switch,
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- electrical station Levice operation
assured as far as possible.

reliability had to be

The plant reserve service power supply design was based on
reliability calculations conducted in the study "Power Output
Supply from the NPP Mochovce and NPP Mochovce Reserve Service Po-
wer Supply System Assurance" completed by Energoprojekt Prague.
Reliability analysis of four alternatives of the NPP Mochovce re-
serve transformer (two pieces) power supply from Mochovce and Le-
vice 110 kV switchyards was included in the reliability calcula-
tions. Following reserve service power supply design principles
were specified on the basis of the study:

A couple of 400/110 kV transformers located in electrical
station Levice will be connected to the R 110 kV so that one of
the transformers will supply one bus-bar system, the other trans-
former will supply the other bus-bar system of the double-system
R 110 kV switchyard Levice. Both the systems will be interconnec-
ted by a bus-bar cross switch. A double 110 kV overhead transmis-
sion line, routed to the R 110 kV switchyard Veïky Dur, will be
connected to each bus-bar system. One double transmission line
will be connected to one" of the bus-bar systems, the other trans-
mission line will be connecta to the other bus-bar system within
the R 110 kV double-system switchyard Veïky Dur. Each of the
bus-bar systems will suply one of the NPP reserve service power
supply transformers by a single 110 kV line. One double 110 kV
transmission line will be newly constructed, the other will be
formed by a loop connection of the existing double 110 kV trans-
mission line Levice - Nitra.

As mentioned, the NPP Mochovce I, II power output will be
supplied to the 400 kv electrical supply system by four single
400 kV transmission lines via both the R 400 kV switchyard Veïky
Dur and the looped 400 kV transmission lines Krizovany - Levice
and Levice - Ziar.

The power output supply system was designed in the above-
-mentioned way on the basis of network calculations including
calculations of short-circuit, power and voltage conditions
existing in both 400 and 110 kV systems.

The electrical station Veïky Dur equipment is operated and
supervised from a control room situated in the common building.
The DUS - Dispatcher Labour-saving System - is used for control
and supervision purposes; DUS is also a back up information sour-
ce. Telegyr 709 S computerized supervisory system is the main
source of information on the electrical station operation.

Bratislava, 25 March 1993.

Appendices: - Overview diagram of 100/110 kV electrical station
Veïky Dur transmission

- Power output supply from NPP Mochovce I, II, servi-
ce power supply system - Units 1 to 4: overview
diagram of transmission
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Preklad popisnvch. textov na prilohâch;

PRÏLOHA 1;

- AKTUÂLNA VYSTAVBA - ACTUAL CONSTRUCTION

- PLÂNOVANÉ ROZSÎRENIE - PLANNED EXPANSION

- PREHL'ADOVA SCHEMA PRENOSU EL. STANICE 400/110KV V. DUR

- OVERVIEW DIAGRAM OF 400/110 KV ELECTRICAL STATION VEL'KY
DUR TRANSMISSION

PRfLOHA 2:

- ELEKTRICKÂ STANICE 400 A 110 KV M0CHOVCE

- ELECTRICAL STATION 400 AND 110 KV MOCHOVCE

- VYVEDENIE VYKONU Z JEMO I, II A NAFÄJANIE VLASTNEJ SPOTREBY BLOKOV
1 - 4 PREHL'ADOVÂ SCHÉMA PRENOSU

- POWER OUTPUT SUPPLY PROM NPP MOCHOVCE I, II, SERVICE POWER
SUPPLY SYSTEM - UNITS 1 TO 4 : OVERVIEW DIAGRAM OF
TRANSMISSION
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ELECTRICAL PROTECTIONS DESIGN REGARDING
TO NPP MOCHOVCE POWER OUTPUT

V. Stancik, M. Podmanicky, Z. Pacâk

Enerçoprojekt Bratislava

Necessity of protections innovation in Veïky Dur

switchyard was based on casting down the reliability of the

existing protections. Statistical data on disturbances and

fault actuating of protections of the same kind in Bosâca

and Krizovany switchyards were the groundwork for casting

down the functionality of the protections, which had been

observed for interval of two years. A study worked by EGÜ

Brno (A study of Veïky Dur switchyard protection and

stability of NPP Mochovce operation, January 1990) was

another groundwork supporting replacement of the

protections.

In 1991 year, EGP Bratislava made a design, solving the

issue of protections innovation in four variants - from

complete replacement of the protections up to minimal scope

of impact into the existing state still assuring the

required objective of the innovation. On the basis of offers

from manufactures and tests performed by Orgrez Praha, ABB

protections have been chosen.

Increasing of reliability and dynamic stability

assurance were the priorities at choice of the protections.

The dynamic stability requires the close short to be

switched off within 300 ms.
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State of the protections before innovation

Installation of the protections was as follows:

a) Outlets into NPP Mochovce

The basis protection was comparative protection S103B

which was locked by overcurrent relay A15. One - system

protection D115 was a back-up protection.

b) Outlets into switchyard Krizovany, Levice, Liptovskâ

Mara.

Six - system protection D400 with the device for seizing

of D400P and with time delay reclosing automatics OZ

lllxl was the basis protection. The back - up protection

was D115 completed with fast startup distance protection

Z400. These lines were equipped with disturbance locator

DLDS 1512. All the lines were equipped with recording

unit SOREI = EPS.

c) The busbars were

protection R23.

protected by differential busbar

State of the protections after innovation

The outlets to Mochovce are protected by differential

protection RADSL. The back - up protection is digital

multiprocessor protection RELZ 100.

RADSL protection is analoque high-impedance

differential protection. This assures its stability at heavy

short circuit currents arising out of the protected section.

The functioning of this protection is locked by overcurrent

relay. Connecting of the connecting circuit is not dependent

on state of the outlet. The manufacturer quarantees

actuating of the protection within 15 ms.
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The back - up protection RELZ 100 has mission time

within 25 ins. It provides broad scope of optional fault

alarms.

The outlets into switchyards Krizovany, Levice and

Liptovskâ Mara are protected by two protection systems. The

basic protection is distance analogue protection REZ 1 with

digital processing of information. The back-up protection

is multiprocessor protection RELZ 100 enabling adjustment of

three zones ahead and one zone behind. Three devices

enlarge the possibilities of the protection itself. The

additional device 1 enables:

- choice of phase for one-phase switching-off

- protection of projection

- protection when closing into short

- gate at hunting

- locking at loss of measuring voltage

- check of synchronism at switching-on by reclosing.

The additional device 2 comprises the earth protection.

The additional device 3 enables:

- disturbance locating

- disturbance recording at its occurance and after it

- measurement of instantaneous values of I, U, P, Q, R, f.

RELZ 100 can be equipped with device for long distance

transmission of information by means of serial

communication.

Reclosing is performed by REXA 101 device. Each

reclosing automatics is assigned to switch and it

co-operates with both of the protections. After disturbance,

circuit breaker with assigned priority opens. If reclosing

has been successful, the second switch is being closed.
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NUCLEAR POWER PLANT RESEARCH INSTITUTE TRNAVA
(NPPRI)

SEMINAR
on

Upgrading the Electrical Equipment of WER-type NPPs

WITHIN IAEA TECHNICAL COOPERATION PROJECT

"ENHANCEMENT OF AVAILABILITY AND SAFETY OF WER-TYPE NPPS"

Technical and Reliability Analysis of WER-440-type Units from

the Point of View of Their Week-end Load Follow Operation

by

Ivan cillik
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to give a short overview of

problems related to the intention to subject the W E R 440/V 213

reactor units to the week-end load follow operation mode. Strict

conditions were specified for this solution - to maintain high

technical and safety level of the operated reactor units.

The state-of-the-art WER 440/V 213 reactor unit technical

status makes it possible to run the units in the week-end load

follow operation mode under conditions that all technical speci-

fications given by the basic design are met. The basic design,

however, only permits one type of reactor power control, I.e. by

means of changes in the boron concentration. This leads to large

amounts of radioactive waste and requires the human factor parti-

cipation.

The new solution eliminates the radioactive waste production

due to mechanical control employment, minimizes human activities

during the load follow modes and enhances the operation safety.

2. TECHNICAL AND SAFETY ANALYSIS OF SYSTEMS

The first step of WER 440/V 213 reactor unit controllabili-

ty analysis was to revise their technical availability and capa-

bility of meeting week-end load follow operation requirements

within the Plant Technical Specifications; the reactor units have

been designed to run as basic power sources.

That is why following areas have been examined:

reactor core and fuel,

component ageing and service life,

chemical modes,

operation statuses and related I & c system,
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nuclear safety and operation reliability from the point of

view od week-end load follow.

The above-mentioned areas overlap one another. They have be-

en examined within wider context.

The analyses have been conducted under the essential assump-

tion: the maximum permitted rate of reactor power changes during

the week-end load follow operation will be 0.5% of the rated po-

wer per a minute within 15 minutes, followed by 10 minutes' pause

to stabilize parameters (this gives the average rate of change

0.33% of the rated power pre a minute). This assumption was app-

lied in order to avoid the violation of both the Technical Speci-

fications and technical parameters permitted by the original ba-

sic design documentation. It was involved in valid operating pro-

cedures approved of by the Regulatory Body.

2.1. Selected Problems of the Reactor Core Operation Statuses

One of the load follow mode limitting factors can lead to

exceeding or achieving limit values of reactor core and fuel pa-

rameters characterizing the reactor status at the corresponding

time instant.

From the point of view of the reactor core behaviour,

operation status influences on the selected neutronic-physical

characracteristics have been examined, the goal being to specify

an optimal way of mechanical control within the reactor power

change range of 100-50% of the rated power without reactivity

compensation by means of changes in boron concentration. Selected

neutronic-physical characteritics were computed by BIPR 5-AK co-

de. Computations were performed for the beginning, medium and fi-

nal stages of the fuel cycle.
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Following neutronic-physical characteristics were analysed:

coast down,

equilibrium Xe poisoning,

control rod integral efficiency,

maximum Xe non-equilibrium poisoning,

fuel burn up.

The power control was performed within the range of 100-50%

of the rated power in compliance with the operating procedures.

The controllability influence on Xe process neutronic-fhysical

characteristics was examined. On the basis of those analyses, ba-

sic decisions were made, related to the reactor core, fuel tech-

nical specifications, technology and week-end load follow opera-

tion safety.

2.2. Component Strength Analysis

In terms of the mentioned project, problems related to both

component internal limitting stress status and technical service

life decrease were examined from the week-end load follow opera-

tion point of view.

A conservative assumption concerning power changes was spe-

cified for the purpose of the analyses: -15% of the rated power

per a minute which represents 15 times as high rate of change as

the intended one. Different rates of power changes were calcula-

ted by a thermo-hydraulic computer code for the purpose of the

analysis, their goal being to gain requested reactor unit respon-

ses, deceived results - maximum temperature and pressure gra-

dients in the primary circuit components - were used for

subsequent analysis. ADAM II, PMD II and LIFE computer codes were

run.
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Folowing components were tested:.

main isolation valve,

- steam generator header,

steam generator manhole head,

steam generator elbow,

reactor pressure vessel nozzle including tube fitting,

special valves,

primary coolant pumps.

The analysis presented that the week-end load follow opera-

tion did not influence the examined critical component technical

service life decrease.

For this reasons, a component technical service life decrea-

se automatic monitoring system has been applied from the point of

view of component ageing and service life, its purpose being to

estimate selected critical component residual service lives.

The system is based on the evaluation of the automatic pro-

cess data acquisition that are needed for the above-mentioned

software.

2.3. Chemical Modes and Radiological Problems Analysis

Following problems were solved in relation to possibilities

of both fission and corrosion products increasing migration in

the primary circuit, to increased requirements on the NPP purifi-

cation plant filters and radioactive waste management.

The mentioned problems are closely related to fuel cladding

quality, amount of fission products released into the primary

circuit coolant due to power changes, transportation and corro-

sion products activation during load follow operation modes.

Moreover, problems related to radiological control of diffe-

rent materials were examined at various power change rates.
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The results of these examinations showed that:

The fuel cladding retains nearly the same hermetic status in

the course of designed power changes at given rate as in the

course of basic load operation mode, except for i 1 3 1 leaka-

ge.

If the mechanical control technique is applied, the increase

of corrosion products amount within the reactor core will be

much lower compared with the boron concentration control and

pressure changes operation mode. The final stage of the fuel

cycle has to be observed more carefully, because of corro-

sion product transportation.

The amount of radioactive waste can only increase in case of

the boron concentration control during the load follow ope-

ration mode. This problem was eliminated by means of deci-

sion to apply the mechanical control mode.

- Much attention has to be paid to changes in hydrogen concen-

tration in the course of load follow operation mode.

On the whole, the W E R 440/V 213 reactor mechanical control

mode is more advantageous and better feasible from both the

technology and safety points of view than the present-day

boron concentration control mode.

2.4. Operation Statuses and Related I & C System

The W E R 440/V 213 reactor basic design I & C system availa-

bility was examined from the point of view of week-end load fol-

low operation. The conservative assumption of 3 to 5 % of the ra-

ted power change per a minute was simulated by a computer code,

the purpose being to examine the I & C system availability and

capability. The results received were highly optimistic. A deci-

sion has been made to replace the I & C of the WER 44 0/V 213 re-

actors without any further considerations related to the reactor

power control. The corresponding design is being made in terms of

PHARE 90 Programme. It will be applied to the WER 440/V 213 re-

actors. The control rod drives availability will be subject to

technical and reliability analysis, the purpose being to meet the
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electrical grid needs. Some turbo-generator control system modi-

fications will be necessary to make and a higher degree of load

follow mode automation will have to be provided in order to avoid

human factor activities and failures.

2.5. Operation Safety and Reliability Analysis

Attention was also paid to the system operation safety and

realiability problems in the course of the week-end load follow

operation mode. A complete generic list of initiators was estab-

lished for different operation statuses. Selected initiators

covering both the shutdown and low power reactor conditions were

analysed (See IAEA TCM - "Modelling of Accident Sequence during

Shutdown and Low Power Conditions" Stockholm, Sweden, 30 October

to 3 December 1992: "Modelling of Selected Initiators for Shut-

down and Low Power Conditions of W E R 440 Reactors" by Ivan Cil-

lik, Ivan Tinka and Juraj Klepâc) .

Both the shutdown and low power reactor conditions were exa-

mined as a result of a realistic assumption that priority will be

assigned to a complete reactor unit shutdown rather than to two

or more reactor unit power reduction during the week-end load

follow operation mode. This assumption was made in order to enab-

le the maintenance of selected unit components during the

week-end.

The conducted analysis will be extended to cover further

significant initiators, involving a detailed analysis of diffe-

rent operating procedures for both the shutdown and low power

WER 440/V 213 reactor conditions so as to minimize the scope of

human factor activities and optimize the corresponding operating

procedures.

In addition, critical technical specifications were identi-

fied for the load follow operation. These activités will be ex-

panded to cover technical and safety modifications of the techni-

cal specifications while still ensuring both the load follow ope-

ration and the Regulatory Body requirements.
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3. ELECTRICAL GRID NEW ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS TO THE

NPP

New requirements to the NPP capability of meeting the Slovak

national electrical grid requirements have been considered during

this year as a result of the intention to connect the grid to the

West European international electrical grid. Attention is being

paid to both the NPP electrical equipment protection problems and

the electrical systems reliability analysis.

Different electrical systems are subject to analyses and new

additional requirements are put to their availability to satisfy

the new technical and safety level. These solutions are being

prepared not only on account of the NPP electrical equipment pro-

tection against possible negative influences from the electrical

grid, but also from the point of view of the NPP electrical sys-

tem reliability when supplying the electrical grid with power.

Different designs cover the above-mentioned problems. The

Slovak electrical grid availability and stability as a whole is

covered by one of them, the NPP as a part of the grid is covered

by the other design. Final results received from the former de-

sign will be input into the latter design.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The examinations of WER 440/V 213 reactors week-end load

follow operation performed at the average change-rate of 0.33% of

the rated power per a minute do not lead to substantial changes

in the valid technical specifications. The decision to apply the

mechanical control instead of the boron concentration control en-

hances both the technical availability and operation safety of

the mentioned operation modes. Moreover, this type of solution is

less expensive and it eliminates the human factor participation

in the proposed solution.
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The design results from the need to solve a problem growing

in compliance with the situation upon which the NPP power output

will gain an approximately 50% or higher share of the Slovak na-

tional grid power. Then the design provides a solution of the

Slovak national electrical grid operability.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY OF GENERATORS AT NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS

Jaroslav POSPÎSIL

EGÜ Power Institute, pic, Brno, Czech Republic

The aim of the control and protective systems of generators at

nuclear power plants is to keep their operation under optimum

parameters, i.e. to utilize the operational power diagram and the

short-term overloads of both the stator and the rotor as given by

the manufacturer, as well as to minimize the impacts of both

internal and external faults basing on a continuous measurement and

analysis of the electrical and mechanical quantities of the

generator-transformer unit, and thus to prevent redundant shut downs

of the reactor.

In all developed countries where nuclear power plants are built

these are equipped with electric protection schemes complying with

the home standards and respecting also the documents of IEC. Within

the set of generator electric protection systems it is, in some

cases, also recommended to install protections against asynchronous

behaviour of the generator. In the Czech and Slovak electric power

system we have till now applied the ABB " (formerly BBC) protection

against asynchronous operation, GZX 104 which trips the generator in

case of an impermitted number of rotor slips. The asynchronous

operation of the machine respects a delicate mode that may be

dangerous by the generation of overvoltages in both stator and the

rotor and, besides, the stability of the electric power system in

which the generator is operating may be jeopardized.

A significant innovation of the protection systems of large

units at nuclear power plants is being offered by installing the

ELIN microprocesor out of step protection MSTAB. It is designed

especially to protect large generators from both the loss of

transient stability and the asynchronous operation mods. It is

possible to eliminate unallowable stressing of the unit, coupling
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and the shaft after a near short-circuit occurvence after a short

single-pole or multi-pole interruption (auto-reclosing) if it is

used.

The protection supports the stability of the system by enabling

the machine optimum operation in the underexcitation area. It also

exactly evaluates the cases of system fluctuation and the loss of

both steady-state and transient stability of the respective machine.

It recognizes impermissibly great load angles of the generator, as

well as the fluctuation of the load angle due to a near short

circuit or to a sudden change in the machine load. Basic diagram of

the protection MSTAB is given in Fig. 1.

The ELIN microprocessor out of step protection is basically a

five-stage protection scheme. The position of the rotor, which is

equivalent to the position of the rotor EMF voltage vector, is

monitored by a toothed disc and a light barrier and it is compared

with the system voltage. Since the voltage vector position of the

external grid cannot be measured during short circuits and

auto-reclosing operations, the vector position is computed by the

microprocessor under these conditions. The computations are

initiated by undervoltage and negative sequence phase protection

relays which are activated as a result of short circuits and

auto-reclosing sequences. It is possible to eliminate any dead times

in the tripping sequence by the extrapolation technique. An

extensive software with self-monitoring features is filtering and

evaluating the input signals and only clearly defined signals are

taken for the shut down operation. The rotor angle is continuously

computed each cycle and compared with the relay settings with an

accuracy of one electrical degree. Following relay are provided and

continuously checked.

a) static rotor angle during normal service conditions

b) static rotor angle with loss of excitation current

c) dynamic rotor angle during undervoltage and loss of system

voltage conditions whereby the system frequency is computed by
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extrapolation.

• In addition to the above - mentioned facts, dynamic swing and

pole slipping conditions are also monitored. The relay can be set

via four key pads and a LCD display or by connecting a terminal or a

PC with terminal software to the serial interface at the front. No

other setting facilities are required. The microprocessor protection

relay is provided with internal self monitoring programs which

detect loss of auxiliary supply, program and setting faults thereby

blocking the relay actuation and providing a relay faulty alarm. In

addition to the protective functions of the relay, an event

recording feature is incorporated which stores 200 pre-fault angle

values and 56 post-fault values in the memory which can be viewed

via the serial interface.

Protective functions

Stage 1: Rotor angle static 1

It operates instantaneously once the rotor angle setting has been

exceeded (0-179 degrees) and it will trip the generator after the

adjustable time delay (0-30 sec).

Stage 2: Rotor angle static 2 (in "conjunction with excitation

undercurrent conditions).

It operates instantaneously once the rotor angle setting has been

exceeded (0-180 degrees) and an excitation current (flow) exists and

it will trip the generator after the adjustable time delay (0-0.99

sec) .

Stage 3: Rotor angle dynamic (in conjunction with undervoltage,

negative phase sequence current and loss of system voltage

conditions).

It operates instantaneously without any time delay when the set

rotor angle has been exceeded (0-179 degrees to prevent the faulty

re-synchronizing).
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Stage 4: Rotor angle swings.

This condition will produce an instantaneous trip without any time

delay if during dynamic swings, within a period of 5 sec, on 3

rotor angle maximum and minimum values the maximum is increasing and

the minimum is decreasing whereby the first maximum value

(adjustable setting 0-20 degrees) is longer than the first minimum.

According to the client's need the stage 5 may also be chosen

for another number of slips. The permissible number of slips of the

machine is given by the manufacturer.

In 1991 the protection MSTAB was tested at a 110 MW unit of the

power plant Prunéfov. At present it is installed at the 220 MW unit

of the nuclear power plant V2 Jaslovské Bohunice. Continuously

assessing the magnitude of the rotor angle as a basic quantity for

determining the steady-state and transient stability and the

transient stability reserve, it provides significant possibilities

for the optimum utilization of the machine in conjunction with the

performance of other electric protection schemes and with the

voltage controller (including digital version). Nowadays there has

been enough experience available with the application of this

protection to large generators, mainly at nuclear power plants. In

order to enable to set it in the most appropriate way, it is

necessary to carry out the measurement of its performance together

with the behaviour of the excitation system and the

loss-of-excitation protection, underexcitation protection and/or the

protection from asynchronous operation.

For the above - mentioned reasons it is recommended to complete

the protection system of the generator with a protection supporting

the stability of the machine by means of an exact measurement of the

machine rotor angle. Thereby the probability of preserving the

operation of the unit even under abnormal regimes will be increased

and redundant trips of the unit due to the actuation of some

existing protection systems will be prevented. Both the application

and performance of the protection are of special value when the unit
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is operating in the vicinity of the stability margin, i.e. in the

underexcitation area.

An example of the rotor angle record from the measurement on a

unit at the nuclear power plant V2 Jaslovské Bohunice is

demonstrated in Fig. 2.

An example of the recording of the fault recorder of the

electric protection MSTAB is given in Fig. 3.
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ELIN Stab-Relay Fault Record

Rotor Angle static : 4 5 Degrees / 10 sec.
Rotor Angle stat.+Ie< : 55 Degrees
Rotor Angle dynamic : 65 Degrees
Rotor Angle Swing : 20 Degrees
Sample Rate: SO msec.

/ 0.50 sec.

PRE
10
27
41
46
52
60

POST
70
77
S3
91

104
117
132

Fault Record
11
28
41
46
53
60

12
29
41
47
53
61

13
29
42
47
54
61

Fault Record
70
77
83
91

105
118
133

71
77
83
92

105
119
133

71
78
84
93
106
120
134

:
14
30
42
47
54
61
:
71
78
84
93
107
120
135

154
14
31
42
47
54
62
65
72
78
S4
94

107
121

179
15
32
43
48
55
62
65
72
79
85
95

103
122

0
16
33
43
48
55
62
65
72
79
S5
95

109
123

1
17
33
43
48
56
63
66
73
SO
85
96

109
124

1
18
34
44
49
56
63
66
73
SO
86
97

110
124

2
19
35
44
49
56
63
67
73
80
86
98

111
125

3
20
36
44
49
57
64
67
74
81
86
93

112
126

4
21
36
44
50
57
64
67
74
31
87
99

112
127

5
22
37
45
50
57
64
68
74
81
87
100
113
127

5
23
33
45
50
58

68
75
S2
88
100
114
128

6
24
33
45
51
58
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3 - An example of the recording of the fault recorder

of the electric protection MSTAB
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DETERMINATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY COMPONENTS BY

TRACKING VOLTAGE AND CURRENT PHASORS

CHLADNY V. Department of Power engineering TU Kosice

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, problems arose with actions of protection

relays in MV systems (6 kV) on occurrences of arcing faults.

Most of these faults are results of the isolation damaging

and they begin as earthing faults. The earth faulted current

depends on the connection of the transformer's neutrals. The

earth faulted currents that are bigger than nominal currents

are identified by overcurrent elements in respective phases.

In occasion when the earth faulted current is smaller than

working currents, more sensitive protective relays are

needed which are created on the basis of measuaring zero

sequence components of voltages and currents, for the

purpose of the fault identification. Protective relays for

these aims require overcurrent protective relay for the

identification of short-circuit currents and the arcing

fault detector, which will identify the low currents [1].

These protective problems can be solved by using

a microcomputer. Microcomputer working protective relay has

bigger capabilities than electromechanical protective relay.

2. PRINCIPLE OF COMPUTER PROTECTION

Protective ralays are built mainly as electromagnetic

or electronic equipments at present [2], These protective

relay have different assets and shortcomings.

Electro-mechanical relays haven't enabled to obtain the

performance required in any applications very readily (any

desired type of characteristic can be produced). Electronic

relays have to have reliable power supplies and have been

made resistant against electromagnetic interference (EMI)
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which may be produced by power equipment in their vicinity.

At present both electro-mechanical relays, which remain

popular because of their simplicity and high level of

performance provided by them over many years, and also

a range of equivalent electronic relays are used as

protective relays.

Modern solid - state relays function by using digital

circuitry that process incoming signals derived from current

and voltage transducers. An example of the using in such an

application [3] is shown in figure 1.

SH LPF
CO.

S/H MUX

DF

A/D
ft-* CPU

Fig. l Block diagram of analog imput signal for digital

protection (preprocessing)

Three-phase current and voltage signals of power

frequency wx are galvanically separated from the

installation and transformed to electronic levels (EMI
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barier), via shunts in the case comes the current signal.

Subsequently spikes are suppressed by an analog low pass

filter with a cut-off frequency equal to one-half the

sampling rate used by the analog to digital converter (ADC).

This filter suppresses higher frequency components. For the

sake of small power consumption, small volume and flexible

parameter setting, a sixth order filter has been chosen. Its

inherent offset is compensated by an auto-zero amplifier.

The filter provides constant transmission from DC to the

cut-off frequency. Sample-and-hold unit (with a sampling

time T which is a multiple of the power period Tx) follows.

Both amplified and non - amplified versions of the analogue

signals are sampled and fed via a multiplexer to the ADC.

All other frequency components can be suppressed by digital

low pass filter. The described chain allows to use its for

strongly distored power system signals. The splitting of the

filtering task between low pass filter and digital filter

effectively reduces the burden on the CPU. CPU carries out

a protection algorithm.

3. DETERMINATION FILTERED PHASORS FROM SAMPLED DATA

The foundation of digital protection action is the

creating of algorithm for CPU that, on the base of incoming

periodical waveforms, enables to obtain the needed values

for calculation of fundamental frequency components with

sufficient accuracy. The used method of calculation is more

advantageous when it enables to determinate the amplitude of

the waveform on the basis of some samples . We use DFT in

form [4] for calculation of both the amplitude and angle

N-l nk

X n = S xk.W (1)

it means

X n = X(n.f0; ," x k = x(k.T) (2)
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-jwT -J27T/N

W = e = e (3)

where w = 2irf0 is the angular speed of the fundamental

frequency component,

T - sampling period,

N - number of samples during the period T1 = 2TT/W the

sampled signal.

Discrete periodic spectrum X n is given by discrete

values of frequency spectrum with frequency f = n.fQ, where

n - is the total number and gives the sequense of higher

harmonic components.

Let's consider a periodic sinusoidal imput signal of

frequency w given by

x(t) = v2 X sin(wt (4)

This signal x(t) is sampled N times per a cycle of the

50 Hz waveform to produce sample set {x^)

xk = y 2 X sin(2irk/N+0) (5)

The Discrete Fourier Transform using equations (1) and

(5) a fundamental frequency component will be given

xl =

N-l - j27rk/N

2 xk.e
N k=0

(5)

Xl «

2 N-l 2 N-l

2 xk.cos(2Trk/N)-j Z xk.sin(2irk/N) (7)

N k=0 N k=0

where

Xc =
Xs = c o s (8)
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Effective value of a sinusoidal signal is related to

the fundamental frequency component of its DFT

Xe f j X, = (Xs + j Xc) = X cos <f> + j X sin

(9)

and phase angle of phasor (9)

Xc

0 = tan"1 ( )

Xs

(10)

The input signal need not be a pure sine wave of the

fundamental frequency. When the input contains other

frequency components then the imput signals must be band

- limited to satisfy the Nyguist criterion [4] to avoid

errors due to aliasing effects. It is therefore assumed that

the input signals are filtered with low-pass analog filters

having a cut-off frequency fc = w N/4ir Hz.

It was assumed that the calculation of fundamental

frequency component from equations (7) and (9) was made on

the whole period of input signals. For the sake of holding

on correct calculation of angle, we must sample this

waveform at following points

2ir

N

-1;

27T

N

.2;

2ir

N

(N-l) >

It can be assumed that the input signal of equation

(5) will be shift by next angle e in compliance with the

form

x(t) = v2 X sin(wt+0+8) (11)

It can be assumed that the input signal of equation

(5), (6) and (9) will be as follows
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(e) :
xl = xl e X l e ( 1 2 )

and

Xe f

( 6 )

X c ) ( 1 3 )

If we assume that sampling angle 9 will be equal 2TT/N

radians then amplitude of phasor X^0) doesn't change. Angle

for k-th shift of sample is given

(k )

= tan

( 6 )

- 1

tan - k.e (14 )

It can be seen from (14) that the computed phasor

rotates i.e. the angle <p^> decreases by the angle 9 at each

sample point. Depending on the application, it may be

necessary to correct for the rotation. If the ratio of

voltage and current phasors was used for an impedance

calculation then the rotation will cancel in the division.

When sample data from the r-th period is used,

components of these phasors will be followed

(r)

X

N

N-l

k=0

xk+r- !-cos(2TTk/N) (15)

(r) 2 N-l

. = S Xjc+r_1.sin( 2irk/N)

N k=0

(16)
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(l),(2ir/N) 2 N-l

X c = S xk+1.cos[(2irk/N).(k+l)] (24)

N k=0

(l),(2ir/N) 2 N-l

X s = 2 xk+1.sin[(2Trk/N).(k+l)] (25)

N k=0

Equations (24) and (25) are recursion relations. This

equations can be re-written as

(l),(2ir/N) 2 N-l

X c = 2 xk.cos(2Trk/N)

N k=0

2

= cos 2ir (xN - x0) (26)

N

(l),(2ir/N) 2 N-l

X s = 2 xk.sin(2irk/N)

N k=0

2

= sin 2ii (xN - x0) (27)

N

Effective value can be computed, if the angle 9 is

always set equal to 2ir/N. The new phasor is given by

(1) 1 2 -j(2ir/N)
Xe f = xe f+3 (xN " x0) e (28)

Y2 N

In general, the r-th phasor is computed from the
(r-l)th phasor by
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(r) (r-1)
xe f ~ xe f (xN - x0) e (29)

V 2 N

Recursive equations (26) and (28) are comparable to the

non-recursive equations (15) and (16). With the recursive

procedure only two multiplications need be performed at each

new sample time. If we make this in this manner then we have

very efficient computational algorithm.

4. RECURSIVE SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT COMPUTATION

The principle of the protection relays function is

created with knowledge of symmetrical components phasors of

the voltages and currents. The use of phasor calculations

permits the use of symmetrical components in the detection

of fault type. Method for computation of symmetrical

components of three phase voltages and currents has been

described in [4], [6].

We can compute symmetrical components from three phase

unbalanced system of voltages and currents by the relation:

a) Positive sequence component

Xls = (X (30)

b) Negative sequence component

:2 s = (Xa + a^ Xb + a X c)
3

(31)

c) Zero sequence component

X 0 s
3

J27I/3

x b + x (32)
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where a = e is a complexor and Xa, Xb, Xc is a three-phase

unbalanced system of voltages and currents. If we express

the phasors algebraically, then a and a2 are phase-shift of

120° and 240° respectively.

Equations (18) and (19) provide the necessary phase

shifts for phase b and phase c. Since the sampling rate

selected 600 Hz (N=12) coresponds to a phase angle of 30°

(2ir/N) between samples. The necessary phase shifts are

obtained simply by calculating Xc and Xs starting with

constants no.5 on data samples of XjD(t). Similarly a
2Xc is

obtained when Xc and X s are calculated starting with

constant no.9 on data samples of xc (t). The recursive

relation for the positive sequence voltage or current is

given.

(r)
V -x l s •

(r-1
x l

) 2

+ D
N

+ < X b ,

1

V 2

r+N ~

r+N "

3

X b

X c

' a , r+N ~

-j(2TT/N)

e

-j(2ir/N)

e

- j (

a T* ' ^

(r+5-1)

(r+9-1)

]

2-rr/N) (r-1)

Negative sequence component is given

(r) (r-i) 2 1 1 -j(2ir/N) (r-1)

X2 s = X2 s +J t(xa,r+N ~ xa,r> e

N v2 3

-j(2ir/N) (r+9-1)

+(xb,r+N "
 xb,r) e

-J(2ir/N)

" xc,r) e
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Zero sequence component is given

(r) (r-1) 2 1 1

'0 s
N

(Xb,r+N ~

( x
c,r+N

-j(2ir/N) (r-1)
( 3 5 )

Several practical considetations for computing

symmetrical components will be found in [4,5]. It will be

assumed that all voltage and current symmetrical components

are computed recursively at each sampling instant (12 times

a cycle).

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The principle of computer protection and

preprocessing of analog input signals for digital

protection has been described. Their different

absents and shortcomings are evaluated in comparison

with electromechanical relays.

2. Further, the method for determination of magnitude

and phase angle from waveform of AC power signals

has been described. The AC signals are also filtered

by the algorithm.

3. On this basis of filtered phasors determination

a method is found for the voltages and currents

symmetrical components phasors calculations. This

technique is used in computer based measurement

system and digital protection.
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ÄBB ZPâ Energetické ochrany, spol. s r, o«, Trutnov

Inçr. Bohuaiil Stëdry

Nuclear Power- station — a livincr

The N.P.3. shall be •given the best we have.

An ingenious design of control, measuring, monitoring and
protection schemes. All apparatus the possibly best, each of thejn
with many papers and certificates. For safety ne multiply all
apparatus and let their outputs go through sophisticated logical
schemes to Prevent any mistake or malfunction.

Then we could have a good sleep. But, we haven t. V/e daily go
round and check the good health of the plant, its temperature,
its respiration. It is good to know every little irregularity, to
r-sgister •s'.'wy little event, perhaps we need this knowledge just
tomorrow.

One day our instruments and schemes grow old too. The N.P.S. is a
i i vi ng organ i sine.

Our contribution to same Questions of yesterday.

1 . Cool incr water for the reactor:

Ir, is a question of loss of power of big 2MW asynchronous motors
important for the security of the reactor.

The Soviet mechanical undei—power relays are growing old, its
maintenance being more and more difficult. The operating
conditions are not easy: Setting 25 to 60 & nominal power, chï
tension falling in running-down conditions from 100 to 40 Volts
and the frequency from 50 to 20 Herts.

Fer the sakç of simplicity the management demands a. very &.mple
i-phase apparatus, to match the existing logical scheme behind-

The ABB—ZPA present here a very clear electronic scheme of the
•well known type IP, = I cos / (not the whole U.I. cos)' product) in
the typical modular design and respecting every demand. Very
peculiar tests on running-down reactor and his power scheme
proved that the simplified 1.cosf measuring was giving on the big
asynchron motors practically the same decisions as the original
mechanical induction relay.

The figure shows the outside design of the new prepared type
ftLOX V 010. The next picture gives the block scheme of the
measuring unit and its DC/DC supply. A manual testing scheme (on
the picture) car. be \.'^yy useful.

Simplicity and reliability
In loss of supply conditions (battery) the inner self-control
(E — relay) let the output relay drop out and the S - relay
contact itself gives a signal.
This is the only difference in comparison with the old "self
moving" mechanical relav.
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Instructions and Description of Watt (Uaderwatt)

Protection ALOX W1Q-- B 0040

Z P A
TRUTNOV

-Hh-

Sü-
k Ou)

Detail 'of Test Circuit and Wiring of Rslay K

Relay E •< and K. are excited

ITdJ
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-CO

• i f

Q ' t o ~ JOmj

Fig. 1
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M B ZPÄ Energeticlsé ochrany,-spol. s r, o., Trutnov
Zdenëk Jankû

2. Measuring- and monitoring

The big technology, its first, class electrical scheme and a
reliable relay protection at the end are only one - visible -
face of the Nuclear Power Plant.

A little in the shadow is the daily monitoring and measuring of
all electrical processes, regular or irregular. Each electrical
value, each event, harmless or not, is worth to be known. One day
your experience nay be well appreciated.

A good deal of work in measuring and collecting the events for
their data-bank has been done by VUJE (Nuclear Plant Research
Institut) at Trnava. A modular system for measuring AC currents
and voltages and small DC — currents has been develcpped for the
production at ABB SPA Trutnov. Miniaturised transformers,
resistors etc. in transparent electrical schemes, pr-e—setting and
switching of measuring ranges, manual or programmed or dependant
switched are main features of the system. Hers are some of the
modular units, which can be built in transportable laboratory
sets or stationnary devices:

âC - currents

Three phase analog converter PAM 505 for rated current 1 or 5A,
output for measuring apparatus by means of BHC - connector
(fig.I).

Sma.ll high quality transformers protected against incoming
dist.urba.nces and against overloading, the nominal output being
2,5V r.m.s for each rating or stage.

First stage 0,1 . 0,4 ... to 2,2 In in small steps
Second stage 2 — 4 - 6 ... to -14 In
Third stage 20 In

Accuracy ± 1 % for all ranges, only .the setting 0,1 In lies by
2,5 SS. Permissible burden KB > 0,1 Mohm.

AC - tensions. PVM 505 - unit

A three phase analog transmitter (fig. 2) a similar picture for
100V, 100V/ 3 or 220V AC (taps). For 380V AC a special order is
needed.
Insulation test: 4 000V AC
Output the same: 2,5V rms ± 1 % for KB > 0,1 Mohm.
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Small DC - current

A very simple shunt scheme, no galvanic separation and
purposefully no additional protection circuits.
Different measuring sets can be built for special purposes (type
MZÜ, UM 100, UM 101, UM 102 etc.) with DC/DC conveHor for
switching relays and controlling' scheme.
An example: M2Ü 100 - small portable set for laboratory purposes:
Two voltage units PVM 505 and one piece DC - current unit PAH 510
(fig. 4).
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Disturbance recorder SPCB 8CI9

Recording of measured signals :
- Depending on the relay assembly, the recorder stores the curve

form of three voltages, three currents, the residual voltage,
the neutral current, and eight on/off status signals

- Adjustable undervoltage, overvoltage, overcurrent, residual
overvoltage and neutral overcurrent triggering levels

- Recording to be started also by status input signals
- Output via serial communication. The recordings can be
transmitted over the RS-232C or the SPA-bus for being analysed.

Recording of max./min. values:
- Records the minimum and maximum values of the phase-to-phase
voltages, the maximum value of the phase'currents, the residual
voltage and the neutral current

Time and event recording•
- Recordings and max./min. values are stamped with date and time.
If a substation control'1 data communicator is connected to the
system over the SPÄ-bus, the disturbance recorder synchronizes
its clock with the system time and provides data, for the event
reporting.

Separate PC program as option:
- Menu—based easy-to-use PC
unloading recordings to

program for making settings, for
a PC and for plotting curves on

a screen or to a matrix printer.

SPAU 300 Series

Features

Complete voltage supervision and protection relay for
substation busbars
General use voltage relay in applications requiring
undervoltage and/or overvoltage supervision
Optional multi-channel disturbance recorder module for network
fault analysis
Outstanding design flexibility for easy selection of suitable
operational features for various applications
Outstanding accuracy and long-time stability of time-voltage
curves
Local display of relay setting values, measured values,
recorded fault values, events etc.
High immunity to electrical interference and an IP54 degree of
protection by enclosure of the relay case
Improved system reliability backed up by a built-in
sophisticated self-supervision system with auto-diagnostics
Serial interface for connection of the relay to the SPA bus and
a substation level data acquisition system and to the network
control level
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Typs US

Features

Plug in static time delayed voltage relays in standard ABB size
i casing
Dc and single-phase ac and three-phase types available
Provision for selecting- either overvoltage or undervoltage
modes with either pick-up or reset delay
Plug-in link selection of different operating modes for
ovsrvoltage and/or undervoltage protection, monitoring phase
sequence and symmetry of voltage amplitude
operation selectable with or without. the built-in low-pass
harmonic filter
Dc version UKT910 with dc isolation between input and internal
measuring circuits
High reset ratio
Wide, high—resolution pickup and timer setting ranges
All settings by thumbwheel switches from which the settings can
be directly read off
Low burden input circuit
Front plate LED signals for pick-up and tripping with reset
button
Front pl3.te LED signal and remote signalling contact to show
that the relay is in order and standing by
Suitable for dc auxiliary supplies between 36—312 V or ac
auxiliary supplies between 80-242 V, 50 or 50 Hz or 1S-36 V dc

Type SPÄU 140 C

Features

- Two identical operation stages allowing the closing conditions
for two separate circuit breakers to be checked

- Synchro-check function available for both operation stages
- Voltage-check function available for both operation stages
- Two different operation modes: continuous mode and command mode
operation

- Numerical display of setting values, measured values and values
recorded on relay operation

- Continuous self-supervision of both relay hardware and software
with built-in autodiagnostics

- Sei-ial interface for connecting the relay to the SPA bus and to
highei—level host system
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SHORTS IN LOW VOLTAGE POWER NETWORKS

Doc. Ing. Pavol Kvasnica,CSc. - Ing. Jân Bobuïa,CSc,

Slovak Technical University, Bratislava

Ing. Milan Straka, SEP Bratislava

Ing. Jozef Dopjera, VÛJE Trnava

1.Problems of shorts in low voltage networks.

Shorts as the significant disturbances are the object

of the interest in all the voltage levels of electrical

networks. In the low voltage networks of a nuclear power

station they can cause inevitable situations from the point

of view of the nuclear"power station performance and even

of its safety. For this reason this problems have to be

dealt specifically with the regard to the conditions in the

low voltage part of the selfconsumption of the nuclear power

stations. Here are some specific demands, properties of the

low voltage distribution, the influence of various factors

on the origin and the course of the shorts, the influence of

the consumers in the selfconsumption on the short currents

and other influences.

In the Nuclear Power Stations Research Institute in

Trnava there is payed a current attention to the reliable

performance of the nuclear power stations. One of the

reasons of the origin of some problematic situations in

these power stations have been also the shorts in the low

voltage part of nuclear power stations, when there happened

an incorrect operation of the protections and even the cases

without protection activity. For these reasons has this

problem become an object of the cooperation between VUJE and

EF STU Bratislava. We have done some theoretical analysis

and measurments in labs ( see also [ 1 ] ). In this paper we

show some, results of this work.
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2. Short currents in low voltage networks of the

selfconsumption of nuclear power stations

For the shorts calculation in the electrical networks

there are more programs to the disposal at today's time.

These programs are in common intended for the calculations

in a network of arbitrary type without taking into account

the specific properties of the networks. In a network there

are usually considered such conditions that cause the most

unfavorable (maximum) values of the short currents. The

reason for it is that the values of the short currents

usually are used for the check of the electrical apparatus

regarding the shorts (existing installations) or projected

new ones. For the purposes of the protection devices there

is needed the calculation of the minimum short currents.

Comparing with the calculation of the maximum short currents

this is a more complicated task. Some factors are to be

taken into consideration influencing the value of the short

currents.

The reasons for the low level of the short currents in

the low vrltage installations lie in the low exactness of

the calculations, in neglecting some components and their

parameters, in the excessive simplification of the task and

not at least also in same uncertainties, connected with this

problem.

Low exactness of the calculations used to be caused by

the difficulties in completing the equivalent network for

the short current calculation. In the network of higher

voltages some factors could be neglected. At the low voltage

level there play a role also apparently unimportant

components and influences. We shall deal with them in

following.

The conductor resistance is to be considered in any

case, its value is increasing with the temperature.

Therefore the highest service temperature ought to be

considered. It is meant not only the dépendance of the

specific resistance of the conductor material on the
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temperature. Because of the variations of the temperature

also the volume of the conductor is changed in some extend.

For this reason the dependence of the conductor resistance

on the temperature has in some extent also a different

course comparing with the course of the specific resistance.

According to some authors the deviation at the temperatures

over 150 °C is more then 5%. The properties of the conductor

materials depend also on the impurity in the metal and on

the way of the forming and thermal processing of the

conductors. Often the parameters of the conductors of the

same producer are dependent on the production period. The

overheating in the service (e.g. during the shorts) also

causes changes in the physical properties of the conductors.

The phenomena of the skinefect has also some influence on

the resistance. The producers take it into account giving

the resistance of the conductors at the frequency of 50 Hz.

A not negligible factor in the low voltage short

circuit is the contact resistance on the connection of the

conductors. They could decrease the short current values in

a significant measure. This is mainly on the bold

connections on the bar conductors. It is not possible to

express this phenomena by calculations. Therefore the

measuring is needed. The contact resistances change also

with the current. Decreasing the current the contact

resistances increase. An important factor is the pressure on

the contact, the surfacing of the bars on the contacts,

their oxidation and the structure of the atmosphere in the

vicinity. High importance has to be given to the careful

assembly, in the cases of the slovenly assembly there were

ascertained twice to three times higher contact resistances

on the connections.

Another problem from the point of view of the decrease

of the short currents are the fuses. They show the

resistances on the contacts and except of these also the

resistance of the fuse wire. The influence of the fuse wire

could even be higher then the influence of the contact

resistances. As to the order these resistance reach up to
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the value of 10~3 n. These values increase with the

temperature.

The contacts of electrical apparatus (switches,

contactors, etc.) also contribute to the increase of the

resistance of the short circuit. On the contacts there

happens except of the contact resistances also the decrease

of the cross-section. As the consequence the current field

on the boundary surface of the contacts is changed. The

application of the theory of the current field enables some

of these effects to be taken into account also in

a theoretical way.

The measuring, current transformers which are often used

because of the higher currents in low voltage networks

represent also some impedances in the short circuit. Their

impedance is except of other factors dependent also on the

current which flows through their primary winding. As to the

order of the value of the impedances they are about 10~4 n.

In our analysis we have dealt also with the question of

the influence of the transient phenomena in an alternator on

the course and the value of the short current in the low

voltage networks of the selfconsumption circuit of a nuclear

power station. We have come to the results that in this case

there is really a large electrical distance of source (i.e.

alternator) to the short point. The reason for it is the

multiple transformation to the low voltage network (in the

selfconsumption circuit of a nuclear power station there is

a double transformation over the relatively large impedance

of a transformer 6/0.4 kV). That is the reason why this

factor does not play any role.

A very significant factor influencing the value of the

short current in a low voltage network is the impedance

through which the short is created. This impedance could

have a value in a large range. In the cases of the

accidental imperfect contact between the conductors or

between the conductor and the earth they can result in the

high values of the impedance. The same situation is in the

case of the imperfect conductances to the earth through
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various dirt. After the faults connected with the electrical

arc there are rests of the char particles on the

installation. Also after a certain time (especially in

connection with the humidity) the partial discharges could

originate a complete arc short. So the impedance in the

short point is changed in a relatively short time interval

from the high value practically to the zero value. In such

a way the fault current is gradually increased to the values

lying below the level of the nominal currents to the high

values of the short currents.

A special case of the impedance in the short point is

the electrical arc. The impedance of the electrical arc has

in common a nonlinear character. It depends mainly on the

current value flowing through the short point. Other factors

are the electrodes and the environment, in which the arc

burns, cooling of the-'arc (closed or opened space), its

motion between the electrodes and so on.

In the case of the unsymmetrical shorts combined with

the connection to the earth (mainly the single-phase shorts)

also the zero impedance is to be taken into considerations.

Here .play role also various conducting constructions that

cause a variability of the zero impedance. The meshing of

the neutral also decreases the value of the zero impedance.

However this is a factor increasing the short current.

3. Electrical conditions of the short origin and their

influence on the value of the short current

The time course of the short current is influenced also

by the electrical conditions of the short origin. These are

the moment of the short origin, the angle of the short

circuit impedance and the load in the network prior to the

short origin. For the analysis of the influence of these

factors it is necessary to know the equations for the time

course of the short current in a three-phase networks.

Solving the differential equations, describing the
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situation in the short circuit (see e.g. [2]) we obtain the

time function of the short current, which for the phases LI,

L2, L3, has the form

ikL(t) = V2.U.Z~
1.sin(co.t + ex + ß - y k ) +

where U is the voltage of the source, Z the impedance of the

short circuit, ^ k its angle, w the cycle frequency, os the

angle of the voltage phasor of the phase L^ at the moment of

the short origin, Ta the time constant of the direct current

component, ß = 0,-120°,+120° for the phases L^I^/I^ resp.

and iL(0) for L = L1,L2,L3 are the momentary values of the

currents in the individual phases of the network at time

t = ~0 (at the moment of the short origin, a.i. the load

current at that moment). The first part of eq. (1) gives the

alternative component of the short current, the second one

the direct component. The direct component decreases with

the time constant Ta, for which holdes

Ta = (2)

where X (R) is the imaginary (real) component of the

impedance Z (i.e. the reactance and the resistance of the

short circuit).

From the equation (1) we can see that except of the

value of the short circuit impedance Z the influence on the

value of the short current at a certain moment has also the

angle of the short circuit impedance ^ k . A basic influence

has the voltage angle at the moment of the short origin. For

the values of c* = ^ k due to the eq. (1) we can see that in

an unloaded network (iL1(o)=0) in the phase L± the direct

current component doesn't originate. Analogically it is at

the value of f^ = cxr-i20° in the phase L2 and ^k =^+120° in

the phase L3. To have a zero value of the direct current
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component (for example in the phase. LI ) due to the equation

(1) there must be valid

- f2.U.Z"1.sin( bi - yk).exp(-t/Ta) = 0 (3)

from which for the zero value of the direct current

component for time t = 0 we have condition

It is obvious that considering the load and in the

network with the angle of the impedance differing from 90°

(which is- in any case in a low valtage network) there

doesn't hold the well known statement that the direct

current component doesn't originate in the case of the short

origin at the moment of the voltage passing a zero value. If

it doesn't have to originate there must be fulfilled the

eq. (4).

4. Conclusions

The shorts in the low voltage networks represent from

the point of view of the activity of the protections a much

more complicated problem than in a network with higher

voltages. The cause for it is mainly a more expressive

portion of the resistance on the impedance of the short

circuit. For this reason there play a more expressive task

also apparently slight influences like the contact

resistances, impedances of the electrical apparatus,

electrical arc in the short point and others.

From the point of view of the time course of the short

current this is influenced also through the voltage phase at

the moment of the short origin. A certain influence has also

the momentary value of the load current at this moment,

which is given through the power of the load in a network

and the power factor of the load current.
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INVESTIGATION OF INFLUENCE OF ARC SHORT-CIRCUIT IN THE

LOW VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS

ON THE MAGNITUDE OF SHOR-CIRCUIT CURRENT

F. Valent, L".Hüttner and L'. Jurcacko

Faculty of Electrical Engineering

Slovak Technical University of Bratislava

1. INTRODUCTION

Short-circuit in the low voltage network is a failure

state, at "which the short-circuit current with dynamic and

thermic influences will damage or destroy paths on

distribution network. Short-circuit network protection

depends on both the value of the short-circuit current and

the duration of the current flow. For these cases, when the

short-circuit is created by electric conductive connection

with neglected impedance, the calculation method of

short-circuit current is well-known. The maximum value of

short-circuit current is usually calculated [1], If securing

devices have higher breaking capacity than the occured

current, there is no problem with the short-circuit

protection. In case when the short-circuit is initiated by

an electric arc, the situation is more complicated, because

the impedance of the arc can not be neglected at the

calculation of short-circuit current . The influence of the

arc impedance on the magnitude of short-circuit current is

just the main problem, which is necessary to be solved in

this case.

The arc impedance is not constant, it depends

especially on the arc length, arc cooling and on the

current flow through the arc. Problems with the

determination of arc impedance are caused first of all by

the voltage gradient on the arc column. In dependence on the

conditions in which the arc burns the gradient will change

in wide boundaries. Typical values of the arc voltage

gradient range within 10 to 100 V/cm. An important fact is
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that the arc impedance depends on the current flowing

through the circuit.

Theoretical methods of determination of the arc

impedance are not available. The calculation of impedance

from the volt-ampere characteristic of an arc [2] is only-

possible for statical arc burning by D.C. voltage. But this

is not our case (arc roots move during the short-circuit,

arc column changes its length, parallel arcs can arise and

so on ) . The equation of a dynamic arc [ 3 ] is to use for the

determination of impedance, because the channel model of an

arc is valid for a stabilisated arc with a round cross

section.

We consider the experimental investigation of the arc

voltage and arc impedance of free-burning arc between band

conductors with diferent distance to be a convenient way for

solution of this problem. It is possible to determine the

arc influence on the short-circuit current by the computer

simulation of the problem and using of experimental data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF INFLUENCE OF ARC ON

SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT IN LOW VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

In the experimental part we are focusing our interest

in the investigation of the arc influence on the

short-circuit current in the laboratory conditions on models

for one half-wave short-circuit current. Model

configurations went out from real constructions of low

voltage switchboards with band conductors.

Test models were equipped with copper electrodes with

10 mm width connected in parallel and with a fan-shaped

configuration with the distance in the boundary from 10 to

180 mm [4]. The arc was initiated by melting of silver wire

or by breaking of contacts.

A condenser battery connected in the circuit according

the Fig.l [5] was a test current source. The current was
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adjusted in the boundary from 3 to 10 kA. The digital

oscilloscope TEKTRONIX 2430A with voltage divider probe

TEKTRONIX and polaroiô camera TEKTRONIX C9 was used for

recording of voltage on the model and current flowing in the

circuit-

Examples of short-circuits with the current of 4,5 kA

are

220 V
record

Fig.l Diagram of test circuit

Z-controlled source of D.C.

voltage,

C-condenser battery, S-switch,

R^-shunt, L-variable inductance,

M-test model.

presented on oscillogrammes for parallel electrodes with the

distance of 10 mm (Fig.2a). In both cases, the length of

electrodes was 160 mm and the electrodes were terminated

with a fan-shaped extention.

At the same time the experiments were recorded by means

of the digital recording equipment of VUJE Trnava. From

recorded time trends of voltage on model and current flowing
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a) distance of electrodes 10 mm

b) variable distance of electrodes 10/35 mm

Fig.2 Time courses of arc voltage and short-circuit current

100 V/d, 500 A/d, 1 ms/d

2 8 5 //•
/ : j ••:"'
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Fig.3 Short-circuit record by recording equipment VUJE Trnava
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in the circuit, a computer code enables both the computation

and display of time trends of i2dt, arc impedance and arc

power. The code further specifies both the maximal values of

recorded and calculated courses. Example of a short-circuit

record with the current of 10 kA is shown on Fig.3. The

length of electrodes was 250 mm and their distance 30 mm.

On the basis of obtained results it is possible to note

that in the current area from 3 to 6 kA with distances of

electrodes from 10 to 50 mm the value of the arc voltage

ranges within 100 to 230 V. The arc voltage achieved for

currents 6 to 10 kA and distances of electrodes from 30 to

180 mm values from 240 to 430 V. We remind, that the real

arc length was ever higher than the adjusted distance of

electrodes.

It follows from the experiment that the arc existence

considerably influences the current-time curve. After arcing

in consequence of the created arc voltage, a substantial

current drop occurs with the subsequent arc extinguishing.

The maximal current value and time of current flow decrease.

Arc impedance-time curves ascertained from experiments

are very variable. Their minimal values are in the area from

10 to 15 mn while, on the contrary, maximal values achieve

0.6 mn.

3. SIMULATION OF ARC INFLUENCE ON THE SHORT-CIRCUIT CURRENT

CURVE

The initiation of the arc short-circuit between

incoming feeders is a transient effect, which is possible to

solve theoreticaly by means of a calculation, or by

a simulation code. In case of simultaion the result is

obtained directly in the graphic form.
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The transient effect is given by the magnitude of

network voltage, network parameters and initiation instant

of the zero value of the voltage (angle a). We shall be

interested first of all in the short-circuit current-time

curve (magnitude and time of current flow) . The analysis of

the effect was made for the assumed network voltage of 420

V between phase wires, assumed short-circuit current 10 kA

and cos JP = 0.5. The initiation instant of the short-circuit

is variable in the area from 0 to 180 electrical degrees.

This reality influences considerably the evolution of

transient effect. The transient effect evolves more or less

considerably, or it does not evolve at all (a = ¥).

A non-resistive connection was considered in the first

case in the position of the short-circuit. Then the voltage

drop is zero and assumed short-circuit current flowed in the

circuit. In the following case creation of an arc voltage

was considered with values 100, 200 and 300 V. We can see

such a trend in Fig. 4 generated by a simulation computer

code, where Iĵ  is the assumed short-circuit current,

Io-limited current, Uo-arc voltage (300 V), Un-source

voltage and Z-arc impedance. The influence of the arc

voltage on the short-circuit current limitation can be seen

from the trends. The amplitude of the short-circuit current

was decreased from 16,6 kA to 6,6 kA-and the duration of the

current flow was shortened from 11,5 ms to 8,5 its. The arc

voltage is higher than the current• limiting is more

significant[6]. The arc impedance was also calculated, which

is given by a ratio of the arc voltage and the

short-circuit current. From its time trend we can see in

Fig. 4, that both at the beginning and at the end of the

trend it achieves high values, because the value of

short-circuit current is low. In the area of maximal current

the arc impedance is almost constant in a wide area and its

value is of the order of 10~2 n.
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Simulations confirmed the experimental results related

to the considerable influence of the arc voltage on the

short-circuit current trend. Both the amplitude of

short-circuit current and the duration of current flow,

dropped essentially at high values of the arc voltage.

4. CONCLUSION

Investigations of the arc influence on the

short-circuit current trend by arc short-circuit in low

voltage networks confirmed the relevance and importance of

this problem, as well as the necessity of its futher
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research in the conditions near the real distribution

systems.

On the basis of the present knowledge we suppose that

by calculation of minimal short-circuit current is necessary

to consider like better influence of arc voltage value on

the arc impedance value. Results of experiments and

simulation showed, that the arc impedance is considerably

variable and depends on the arc current magnitude. This

reality is necessary to consider by using the computation

method of the short-circuit current.

A method of protection of low voltage network in case

of an arc short-circuit is dealt with in a special chapter.

At considerable limitation of short-circuit current there is

no need for securing devices to respond.

The authors are of opinion that with respect to

relevance of discussed problem (initiation of arc

short-circuit in the distribution of the nuclear power plant

service power supply) is necessary, henceforward, to

develope more activity towards solution of this problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to give an information

on state-of-the art of electrical protecting and rating of

basic elements in low voltage ( LV) distribution of Czech and

Slovak nuclear power plants.

This infomation is supported by conclusions of analyses and

design work performed in 1992 year and in the last years in

this area in EGP.

The matter is above all the conclusions of professional

assistances "Principles of selectivity for electrical

protections adjustments", which had been in EGP carried out

step by step for all Czech and Slovak nuclear power plants

(NPP) as veil as some specialized studies, performed in

order to present design proposals of NPP reconstruction.

Further, there is a know-how od electrical configuration

diagram and overall NPP design, that results from design

activities, carried out by EGP as General Designer in Czech

and Slovak NPPs. Some information obtained by EGP by

studying of relevant issue material is being used in this

paper as well.

2. CONCEPTION AND PHILOSOPHY OF ELECTRICAL PROTECTING

There is a summary of philosophy of electrical

protecting and rating of main electrical equipment in LV

distribution in NPPs given in this chapter. The summary is

needed for comprehension of technical solutions, which had

been used at individual NPPs depending on the time of their

design and construction.

This chapter is devoted to LV distribution of emergency

power supplying (the Cathegory II, emergency power sources

are diesel generators) and normal power supplying (the
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Cathegory III) thai has no emergency electrical power

sources. These distributions comprise about 90% of heavy

current distributions of NPP units.

Development of approaches to protecting and rating of

electrical equipment has been in progress depending on plant

opercLion experience, technical standards requirements,

possibilities for computing procedures and technical

parameters upgrading of instrumentation being available.

Stage by stage releasing of dependence on the Soviet

know-how, requirements and technology has been another

condi tion.

2.1O Original solutions at NPPs of older design

At older Czech and Slovak NPPs (Jasîovské Bohunice V-l,

V-2, Dukovany, design of electrical protecting in LV

distribution has the basic charakteristies as follows1

- 220/38O V distribution diagram structure is analogical for

all Czech and Slovak NPPs. The electrical diagram is

mostly power supplied by means of transformers of

lMVA/O.4kV and it is characteristic by a large number of

ranks of subdistributions, that mostly require protecting

selectivity assurance.

- Using of fuses in three-phase technology distributions had

been forbidden by the Soviet side.

- Tiae dependent selectivity with good sized time stages is

being used to ensure selective protecting by means of

circuit breakers in the mentioned distribution.

- For distinguishing of fault and maximua operation currents

in inlets of Bain (section) distribution boards, locking
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of short-circuit protections by distribution board voltage

has been utilized.

Adjustment of breaker short-circuit releases has been

chosen so as to be sensitive to minimum short-circuit

currents (according to requirement of protection against

contact voltage) and insensitive to maximum operation

currents (startup, self-startup).

At reactor coolant system distributions, subdistribution

boards RTZO with protection device of the Soviet

manufacture have been used. The protection device

comprises chokes and input circuit breakers with current

dependent characteristics.

LV cables have ben sized fron the point of thermal

short-circuit current effects view in accordance with

standards valid at that time, i.e. the cables had been

sized by short-circuit at the beginning and taking into

account short-circuit currents reduced by coefficient of

O.S.

2.20 The Soviet requirements of electrical diagram

reliability improvement

At NPPs under construction (Mochovce, Temelin), the

Soviet side applied a number of requirements (at a juncture

of first stage of worked out design) of protection system

design and of electrical equipment sizing. The requirements

concerning alternating current (ac) LV distributions are

discussed further.

These requirements had been discussing with the Soviet

part in detail at attendance of all essential participarts

of NPP construction. The main task of these negotations
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consisted in Energoprojekt Praque. There was an endeavour to

accept only such requirements, which were significant for

upgrading of electrical diagram and which were acceptable in

reijard to NPP conception and a stage of its construction.

The matter was particularly design of cabling and cable

routs capacity. The Soviet requirements issued from Soviet

NPPs operation experience and from technical and reliable

features of the Soviet equipment, cabling and other

components. Their thought father was mainly V.A. Zilberman

from ÄLoaenergoprojekL Moscow.

2. 21 Electrical diagram reliability

improvement conception

At inprovement in reliability of electrical

configuration diagram, there is a possibility of proceeding

in prinpciple by two ways:

1) The Soviet way - protection redundancy

The approach consists in raising of number of mutually

redundant protections, protection elements and automatics

and expanding of bands of their functioning. This approach

further consists in good cable sizing. This way is utilized

especially when reliability of individual components is

relatively low. Considerable intricacy and complexity of the

design that lowers overall system reliability is a drawback.

Thicker cables paradoxically enable arising of fault

currents with more unfavourable effects.

In regard to virtually constant and rather poor

features of protection elements, the Soviet side had to

proceed this way.
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2) Western way - reliability of components

The approach is based on reliability of individual

conponents.lt requires advanced quality assurance system.

System of protecting and rating is often suprisingly simple

and hence also reliable. Fault arising or protection failure

is just not supposed in soie electrical points. Functionally

simple elements (for example medium voltage or LV fuses) are

being used, which are combined with modern protections.

This principle is being used of western NPPs and its

reliable working is subject to respective overall design

conception of NPP.

Improvement in firp safety was the main objective of

the Soviet requirements. Thus, requirements of non-flammable

and fire non-speading cables (according to IEC 331 and 332)

in important construction buildings of NPP, such as nuclear

steam supply system building, auxiliary operation building,

diesel generator station and pumping station including cable

routes, connecting these buildings.

For improvements in reliability of LV distributions

from the point of protecting and electrical equipment rating

view, the principles as follows are essential "•

- Replacement of short-circuit protections with undervoltage

lock for protections interlocked by logic circuits.

- Alternate protection principle.

Cables and power supplied electrical equipment are

protected by basic protection housed in respective outlet

from switchboard. This protection must break overcurrent

in time, that ensures thermal endurance of the cable.
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When this basic protection (or switch) failures, the

alternate protection actuates. It has been installed in the

inl«t of the distribution board. This protection Bust be

able to break short-circuits along all the lengths of cables

in outlets and thus to improve fire safety of cable routes.

Simultaneously the protection usually serves also as the

basic protection of the distribution board.

At NPP Hochovce and NPP Temêlln, this principle is

being implemented as follows:

Hain distribution boards of 380 V:

In normal and alternative inlets there have been two

sensitive overcurrent protection installed. "Coarse" of

protection is adjusted over startup current of the biggest

load and it is interlocked by logi'j against self-startup

currents. "Fine" protection is adjusted over nominal current

of transformer and it is looked against operating currents

by directional idle relay.

Subdistribution boards of 380 V=

Current dependent circuit breaker release is utilized in

inlets of subdistribution boards.

For assurance of alternate protection functioning and

improvement in fire protection of cable routes, the cables

have to be sized so as to meet requirements of Czechoslovak

standards and the following requirements as well:

for thermal checîc of the cables

with CSN <Czechovlovak State

LV cables - Conditions

correspond

Standard)

Function of the protection at minimum 3-phase

short-circuit should be ensured by choose of

impedance of cable.
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Note:

Check on thermal endurance of cables is in accord with

paragraph 41 and 42 of CSU 381754 and in accord with CSN

333015, paragraph 3.1.2, a short-circuit in the end of the

cable is considered. When using classic circuit breakers

with opening in zero of current, the cables are protected

only from their certain length. At short-circuit after

shorter section of the cable, overheating may occur and thus

fire danger arises.

Fire resistance means, that cable m.ay be damaged by

thermal effects of short-circuit current (for example it may

get carbonized, but it cannot kindle. For non-leaded,

unarmoured cables the Soviet side gave maximum cable core

temperature of about 350°C.

2.30 New solutions at Temelln and Hochovce NPPs

In the preceding section there has been the principle

of alternate protection described briefly. This principle

was put through by the Soviet side order to increase

reliability of electrical diagram. Besides, some elements

corresponding to the principle 2) mentioned in the preceding

section have been applied at these plants. At Temelfn

generating station, French circuit breakers-contactors

INTEGRAL had been used at first in outlets of technology

subdistribution boards. At present, also circuit breakers in

other parts of distribution are being replaced for products

of MERLIN GERIN, France.

Using of new limiting circuit breakers has enabled to

apply qualitatively new system of selective protecting with

very short time of fault cutting-off and limiting of their

thermal effects. It enables to shorten time setting also for

protections in inlets of main distribution boards and to
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inprove standard of protection of distribution by basic as

well as by these alternative protections.

LV cables are protected by limiting circuit breakers

along the all their lengths.

At present, activities have been continuing on

replacement of circuit breakers also at Unit 3 and unit A of

NPP Hochovce.

3. CONFIGURATION OF ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM AND EQUIPMENT

USED IN LV DISTRIBUTION IN NPPs

Analyses and development work on LV distribution

protection system serve for estabi 1 ishing possible ways of

reconstructions and upgrade of electrical diagrams of

existing as well as constructed NPPs. There is a brief

description of LV distribution design given in this chapter

and the most problematic areas of distribution are

est imated.

3. 1O Older* operational NPPs (Dukovany, Bohunice)

The summaries in this section result mainly from

analysis of electrical diagram of'NPP Dukovany. Unit 1 . Main

features of diagrams at other plants of this generation are

analog i cal.

1) LV distribution diagram is of ray structure. Big LV

motors are fed directly from main distribution boards.

Smaller motors are supplied from subdistribution boards,

connected to main switchboards. Considerable part of the

switchboards, main as well as subdistribution boards

(except for the Cathegory II) is equipped by automatic
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power transfer with working and alternate inlet.

The structure of electrical diagram including cable

coss-sect ions and lengths of cables has to be considered

as constant.

2) Most of subdistribution boards is set into "loops", i.e.

into passing-through system of power suplying. Supplying

cables are very long for LV distribution. Cable length

follows from overall lay-out conception of NPP. The

loops present the most difficult case in consideration

of selective protecting and sizing of electrical

equipment.

3) Instrumentation and switchboards used;

Subdistribution boards:

The Soviet RTZO distribution boards with choke in

inlet. The Soviet circuit breakers AP50 with thermal

and magnetic reläse and contactors in outlets.

The Soviet circuit breakers A 3161 with current

dependent characteristic only.

Czechoslovak distribution boards JRP. Small Czecho-

slovak non-limiting circuit breakers with additional

fuses in outlets. Circuit breakers J2UX-S in inlets.

Main distribution boards1

JRP type. In outlets there are several variants of J2UX

or AR circuit breakers. In inlets there are switches

VARV and indirect AT 31X protections.

4) From the point of protection view, diagram is

characteristic by using time selectivity with good rated

time stages (100 to 300 us). That is why protections in
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the inlets of distribution boards must be adjusted to

considerable long time intervals (0.6-0.9-1.2s) and in

the event of faults, if any, considerable thermal stress

of electrical equipment including cables ».ay occur and

hence an increase of fire danger sets in. Due to long

time adjusting, non-lining of protection ia/ also occur,

for example at interrupted arc short-circuits.

In view of reliable application of time selectivity, it

becomes entirely evident unfit use of circuit breakers

with current dependent Charakter ist ic (circuit breakers

A 3163 in inlets of distribution boards RTZO) and

J2UX-NS circuit breakers with current independent low

set selective release. In the area of real fault

currents behind reactor RTZO (about 0.7 to 1.5 kA)

characteristics of both circuit breakers are being

intersected. In addition, A 3163 characteristic may be

determited due to ageing.

On the whole, it is necessary to ascertain that method

of solution of time selectivity by long set time

intervals is in view of possibilities of the present

protecting apparatus to limit of short-circuits

rather-obsolete.

5) The protection apparatus used as well as design of

distribution boards are corresponding to the period of

NPP arising. Nowadays, they do not correspond to safety

standards and reliability requirements for protection

system in NPP.

It concens in particular of RTZO distribution boards

which are equipped by outdated Soviet protection

apparatus. Conception of these switchboards had been

estabilished largely due to low switching-off capability
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of the circuit breakers avciilable at that time in the

Soviet Union. Also, overall design of these distribution

boards, which do not have busbars and comprise a lot of

terminal circuits and indistinctly distinguished

circuits, does not inspire confidence. Horeover,

situation is bad because virtually all small loads of

reactor coolant system including emergency safety

features are fed froa these distribution boards. Due to

short life time cf AP50 circuit breakers at fault

cutting-off, there will probably be some problems with

parts in the future as well.

JRP distribution boards in secondary circuit are

designed in Bore modern way. There are busbars, the

equipnent and circuits are we11-arranged. Standard

protection apparatus (non-1initing circuit breakers,

fuses) made in Czechoslovakia are used. In case of main

distribution boards, there is recognisible endeavour of

NPP Dukovany operator to enhance reliability of the

switchboard (cubicle separation, replacement of some

insulating parts.. .) .

6) The diagram was designed and rated according to the

standards valid at that tine (CSN 3S0411 ...) and

comprising the elements which were available at that

time (Soviet deliveries). Basing on short-circuit

currents defined on main distribution board according to

at present valid CSN 33020 (25 to 30 kA), the J2UX-S

circuit breakers have entirely insufficient switching

capability (max. 14 kA). These circuit breakers are used

in outlets to some loops of subdistribution boards and

they were barely satisfactory also for circuit breakers

according to CSN 380411.
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3.20 New NPPs under contructlon

The diagraia structure is similar as in NPP Dukovany.

There are differences as follows1

t) Distribution boards of UNIBLOK type of more modern design

are used.

Subdistribution boards:

There are small circuit breakers of EBL, J7K, IJM. ITU

types in outlets. In subdistribution board inlets there

are J2UX-T circuit breakers with electronic release.

Main distribution boards:

The outlets are equipped with J2UX.T circuit breakers

with electronic release. There are AR circuit breakers

and set of indirect protections ALOX in inlets, which

ensure alternative function of cables protections

according to section 2.20 of this paper.

2) Cables have been sized in accordance with requirements of

Czechoslovak standards (for short-circuit at the end) and

added Soviet requirements - alternate protection

function. Due to classic non-limit ing circuit breakers

use, the cables are not protected against thermal effects

of short-circuit currents, when short-circuit is behind

short section of the cable.

For choice of cable cross-sections in main distribution

boards outlets, requirements of alternate protection were

decisive.

3) There is time selectivity with good rated time stages

used in diagram. Outlets from main distribution board are

up to 300 ms, supplies into main distribution boards of

600 to 900 ms.
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4) Cabling is designed this way: instantaneous release of

J2UX-T circuit breaker does not catch short circuits in

subdistribution boards. Thus, for selectivity ensuring it

is not necessary to reject instantaneous release and that

is why the sufficient swithing capability of J2UX-T

circuit breakers is ensured.

5) Cable routes are done so as to meet requirements of IEC

331 and IEC 332.3 cat. A.

6) Important contructions as well as electrical equipment

are of seismic design. For Units 3 an 4 of NPP Temelln, a

replacement of J2UX, AR, .... circuit breakers for

limiting circuit breakers (MERLIN GERIN + TELEMECANIQUE)

is worked out. Technical solution shoud be analogical as

in NPP Temelln.

3.22 NPP Temelin

From the point of LV diagram view, its structure is

analogical as in NPP Mochovce. Due to different layout of

the primary circuit, some loops of subdistribution boards

have very short legths to first subdistribution board.

Further differences are &s follows:

1) Distribution boards of UNIBLOK type of more modern design

are used.

Subdistributioon boards:

There are limiting circuit breakers of AZL type

( Klöckner-Moel1er) and INTEGRAL 32 of Télémécanique in

outlets. In supplies of subdistribution boards and in

outlets of main switchboards there are limiting circuit

breakers COMPACT MERLIN GERIN with magnetic - thermal or

electronic releases.
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In supplies of lain distribution boards there are either

disconnecters and indirect ALOX protections (Cathegory

II.) or MASTERPACT MERLIN GERIN circuit breakers with

electronic relases and indirect ALOX protection

(Cathegoï-y III.). ALOX protections ensure alternative

protection of cables according to Soviet requirements as

mentioned is section 2.20 of this paper.

2) Due to liBiting circuit breakers, cables are protected

against thermal effects of short-circuit currents also at

short circuits behind short section of the cable. From

the point of selectivity view, the cables in main

distribution boards outlets are sized for basic

protections functioning (limiting circuit breakers) and

also for alternative protections operation according to

the Soviet requirements.

3) Time selectivity is used in diagram only between inlets

and outlets of main distribution boards - setting 100 to

200 ms. In other areas, natural selectivity is used

between limiting circuit breakers, or delay of series

circuit breaker of about 10 to 50 ms. Thus, essential

shortening of switching-off time intervals is reaached as

well as of limiting of electrical equipment thermal

stress.

4) Due to excellent selectivity features of limiting circuit

breakers and due to their high switching capability, even

selectivity in short loops of subdistriibution boards

does not cause any problems.

5) Because of long cable routes in loops of subdistribution

boards, some problems concerning selectivity of circuit

breaker releases occur in places This issue is supposed
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to be solved by means of relays, which are sensitive to

rotational fault current component.

6) Cable in selected building meet requirements of IEC 331

and IEC 332.3, cat. A.

7) Essential buildings as well as electrical equipment are

of seismic design.

4.00 LESSONS DRAVN FROM DESIGN WORKS

AND FROFESIONAL ANALYSES

There are some important lessons summarized briefly in

this chapter, which are learned particularly from analyses

and design applications of the Soviet requirements for

improvement in reliability of electrical diagram (installing

of alternate protections), application of limiting circuit

breakers in NPP Temelfn and from analyses of protection

system reconstruction possibilities in NPP Dukovany.

4.10 The Soviet system of alternate protections

- The system needs installation of considerably complicated

set of protections, added by numerous interlocks, which

enable to distinguish operation and fault conditions.

- The system requires in most cases better sizing of cables

(larger cross-sections). Thus, it is aplicable only in new

contructed distributions. Larger cross-sect ions cause

heavier short-circuit currents and hence also stroger

termal effects of short-circuits currents.
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- The system utilizes time selectivity. Alternate

protections in supplies of main distribution boards have

high tine settings and thus they are unable to fulfil fire

protection of cables in full range.

4.20 Applications of limiting circuit breakers

at NPP Temeltn

- Qualitatively new system of selective protecting should be

considered essential virtue. This system has very short

fault cutting-off time intervals and hence limited thermal

effects of faults. LV cables are protected by means of

limiting circuit breakers along their all length.

Anticipated high quality of circuit breakers, reliability

and good operation features are also contributions.

- Basic protections time shortening enabled also alternate

protections time shortening and thus improvement in condi-

tions of ther operation.

- Limiting circuit breakers should have caused economy

sized cabling. Practice has been of contrary since the

circuit breakers have relatively high settings of releases

and there is a necessity of keeping sufficient level of

minimal short-circuit currents at the ends of protected

sections. Requirements for cables of main distribution

board outlets to subdistribution board loops from the

point of protection sensitivity view are the same or

rather higher than for the Soviet systems of alternate

protections. Minimizing of these requirements was one of

the main criteria at decision making on manufacturer of

circuit breakers for HPPs TemelIn and Mochovce.
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- In order to nanage protection of some very long cables,

there is a necessity of using protections wi; ĥ higher

sensitivity to non-rotational component of faul; current

or, as the case may be, modifying the structure of diagram

(partitioning of long loops of subdistribution boards into

shorter parts).

A.30 Analysis for NPP Dukovany

- When analyzing the possibilities of reconstruction of

protection system, it is necessary to take the structure

of the LV diagram and the cabling laid for a constant

component.

- For NPP Dukovany operator, reconstruction time period is a

significant factor. The operator of course tries to

perform the reconstruction in possibly shortest time

period - for example when refuelling. This will obviously

be valid analogically for other NPPs as well.

- Subdistribution boards supplying present the most

difficult case from the point of protecting view. Basic

features of all distribution, for example from the point

of set time intervals of short - circuit protections

view are determined by -way of protection solution in

subdistribution board loops. After managing of protection

issue in this area, analogical but always simplier means

are possibly to use for other cases (outlets towards

individual motors from main switchboard, . . . , ) .

- Improvement in reliability of protecting is necessary to

perform by choice of up-to-date protecting components of

high inherent reliability. In regard to the existing

cabling, it is not possible to increase reliability by
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neans if iaproved interdependent protection redundancy.

Subdistribution boards RTZO of the outdated Soviet design

are the weekest coaponenls in all LV distribution. If

these subdistribution boards remain and in superior

switchboards to them a replacement of equipment will be

done, the effect of such process will be very minor. The

outdated RTZO distribution boards with Soviet equipment

would remain and even expensive circuit breakers of high

technology in main switchboards would not be able to

assure selectivity by means of circuit breakers in RTZO

distribution boards, even by long time intervals setting.

Replacement of protecting appparatus in chain from main

distribution board outlet up to subdistribution board

outlet is the only effective way that will essentially

contribute to getting better features of LV distribution

as a whole. The variant with fuses in subdistribution

boards outlets and with limiting circuit breakers in

superior distributions to subswitchboards seems to be the

best.

• Protection with high sensitivity to non-ratational

component of fault current has to be used to manage

protecting of the existing very long cables

5.00 WAYS TOWARDS RELIABILITY AND TECHNICAL

STANDARD ENHANCEMENT IN PROTECTING

When determining the ways towards improvement in

reliability and enhancement of technical standard of LV

distributions, it is necessary to issue from conditions of

the respective NPP.
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The plants can be possibly divided as follows:

a) NPPs in operation- VI, V2, Dukovany

b) NPPs under construction - Hochovce, Temelin.

When analyzing the possibilities of LV distribution

reliability improving, it is necessary to issue from

respective actual conditions of the given NPP. In particular

"the «atter is:

- Electrical diagram configuration, parameters of electrical

sources "installed, amount and arrangement of electrical

loads on individual distribution facilities.

- Operating conditions of electrical diagram and its loads.

- Types, cross-sections and lengths of LV cables. These

cables have to be considered constant elements and they

have to be respected when designing.

- Design of distribution boards and technical features of

their instrumentation equipment.

- Operating experience, ideas and suggestions of

improvements conveyed by the plant staff.

- Circumstances concerning time period, financing and

others, which are coupled with the reconstruction.

The following essential view-points have to be observed

in order to enhance technical standard, protecting, sizing

and reliability of LV distribution:

- Proper and selsctive protecting assurance in regard to

characteristics of the existing as well as new designed
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equipment and to parameters of electrical circuit (cables.

Getting lower switching - off time intervals of

protections in order to limit consequences of the faults.

Getting higher sensitivity of protecting, in particular to

non-symmetrical ground faults.

Improvement in reliability of protecting by means of

choice of up-to-date protection elements of high inherent

re1i ab i1i ty.

To prefer simple protecting systems which derive their

function directly from physical state of the protected

c i rcu i t.

To prefer instruments of the features, which comply with

conditions of the respective NPP. The instruments should

have reference of their use in NPPs.

5.10 NPPs in operation

The following proposal of backfittings resulted from

analysis performed for NPP Duftovany. In regard to the

analogical structure of electrical diagram and

instrumentation equipment in other NPPs of this group,

these suggestions are suppposed to be valid also for all

plants of this group.

5.11 To carry out complete replacement of RTZO

subdistribution boards and other switchboards of the

Soviet origin including thir protecting devices.
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New subdisLributIon boards have to be of up-to-date

construction (at least UNIBLOK) and thes have to be

able to be put on places of the original switchborads

including inlets/outlets structure (cabling).

5.12 To perform replacement of outlet cubicles equipment of

main switchboards and inlet cubicles equipment of

subdistribution boards JRP. Limiting circuit breakers

shall be used in these places.

To carry out replacement of supplying cubicle

equipment of the main distribution boards. Circuit

breakers of MERLIN GERIN firm COMPACT and MASTERPACT

seem to be the best after comparison of circuit

breaker features of various aanufacturers.

5.13 Equipment of subdistribution board outlets by fuses (up

to about 25 A) - contactors seems to be the only

possible way of selective loop protection assurance.

The fusses are desired to be installed into fuse

disconnecters (OEZ Letohrad) in order to open an

outlet when one-or two-phase short-circuit occur,

which is cut off by fuses.

Note:

In case that limiting circuit breakers are used in

outlets of these switchboards, expensive circuit

breakers and time selectivity shall be used. However,

even this solution may be insufficient in some cases.

5.14 Enhancement of sensitivity to fault earth currents.

For protection sensitivity enhancement on long cables,

either ring transformers with passing phase conductors

and corresponding earth relay or special electronic

releases, evaluating of non-rotational fault current

component in three phase conductors are considered.

Substantially higher sensitivity to one-phase or other
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earth short-circuit is reached this way.

Ring transformers are installed at the beginning of

ouiles cables from nain distribution boards. In some

cases it is necessary to install these transformers

also behind supply circuit breakers of subdistribution

boards. These protections have to be insensitive to

operation asymmetries, which arises for example due to

certain share of one-phase loads in subdistribution.

Operating current of subdistribution board loops is

virtually always below about 100 A. Products of proper

features are being offered by some manufactures and at

present a possibility of their respective utilizing is

being investigated.

5.20 NPPs under construction

In regard to difficulties at design of protections for

long cables, utilizing of earth differential relays

metioned in point 5.14 is supposed.

6.00 ANTICIPATION OF AREAS WHERE FURTHER

DEVELOPMENT IS NECESSARY

In connection to above .mentioned proposals for

improvement of LV distribution features, futher development

and working out are necessary to be carried out in areas as

fol lows :

- Accomplishment of replacement project of the existing

Soviet subdistribution boards in NPP operational. It needs

cooperation of designers manufacturers, mounting and

technical support organizations.
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Proposal of suitable equipment (fuses. disconnecting

switches, relay of asymmetry, contactors, . . .) and

charakteristies of fuses into new subdistribution boards.

Complex review of fuses issue in NPP technology

distributions (Soviet side did not allow using of fuses).

Elaborating of selectivity conditions among limiting

circuit breakers, fuses and differential earth

protect i ons.

Elaborating of necessary sensitivity of protections

related to fault current feedback impedance, arc short

circuits and of proposed use of differential earth

protect i ons.

Mutual balance of requirements for fire safety assurance

of electrical equipment and cable routes. Conditions of

cables and cable routes separation, choice of cable types,

function of basic and alternate protections are involved.

Research of LV distributions design ways, design of

electrical diagrams, defining of basic criteria of rating

and distribution protecting philosophy, review of

equipment features used in NPPs abroad.

7.00 REVIEW OF NPPRI SUGGESTIONS FOR UPGRADING

These suggestions were sent to EGP by fax dated 13th

November 1992. There are some comments to suggestions,

related to analyses performed in EGP given in this chapter.

EGP would be able to express its opinion to other

suggestions after minute clarification of the issues.
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- Utilizing of "differential protections" which are

sensitive to non-rotational current component.

EGP considers this the only way en&bling to protect long

cable lines without considerable tio«; selectivity. That is

why it lias been proposed into NPPs Mochovce and Temelin

designs after consulting with «ERLIN GERIN, as well as

into reconstruction study of NPP Dukovany LV distribution.

- Fuses usäe

Replacement of outdated subdistribution boards of Soviet

manufacture shall be done in order to improve LV

distribution features essentially in the existing NPPs. In

regard to long supplying cables, it is necessary to use

fuses in subdistribution board outlets so that selectivity

with up-to-date liai ting circuit breakers Bay be ensured.

- Use of protections with delayed change-over switching of

set value. The suggestion has to be considered for

respective application in electrical diagram. EGP is

afraid that for distinguishing of steady and transient

conditions of station service load (startup mechanism,

self-startup after voltage drops and after

short-circuits), a number of further interlocks and logic

circuits will have to be used. It will make for more

complicated diagram and reliability decrease.

As far as change over switching of protection set value

is chosen, it has to be derived not from time, that is not

in direct relation to state of electrical circuit, but for

example from power factor that is measured by the

protection.
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- Relay of asymmetry

Installation of relay of asymmetry, that inhibits

asymmetrical operation vhen one ot two fuses; melt is

considered by EGP essential.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE UP-TO-DATE
TECHNOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY IN LOW

VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND PROTECTION

Ir. Philippe JARDON
Design Engineer
Tractebel Energy Engineering - Belgium

SUMMARY :

After a brief description of the low-voltage distribution plvilosophy ixi the
Belgian PWR Power Plants, the paper reviews the main components of a
low-voltage board as designed at present for nuclear power plants.

An outline is proposed for standardization between the various types of
outgoing feeders, mentioning the main electrical equipment included for
these.

For each type of outgoing feeder, the electric protective devices are
reviewed, and some practical guide-lines are suggested aimed at eiôuring
total selectivity between the different levels involved in !ow-voltage
distribution.

Finally, some overall criteria are defined fur selecting the low-voltage
neutral grounding method and for sizing the cross-section of low-voltage
cable.
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1. General description of a low voltage alternating current
system in nuclear power plant
Nuclear power plant auxiliaries can be classified into two separate
groups :

- normal auxiliaries (according to the U.S. terminology, these are non
class IE)

- safeguarding auxiliaries (class IE) which essentially have a safety-
related function, i.e. they are to preserve the safety of both the plant
and the surrounding population in the event of an internal acident.

A number of power plants (as in Belgium, for instance) also have
"bunkerized" auxiliaries (which are also class IE) for protection against
external accidents (aircraft impact,...)

The electricity supply systems to these auxiliaries (and, therefore, also the
low voltage distribution systems) present a similar distinction as above,
and , accordingly are composed of normal or of safeguarding equipment,
depending on the case.

Safety-related equipment must be resistant to earthquakes and, in the case
of the Belgian regulations, also to both thermal and mechanical ageing.

Again, burikerized equipment must withstand external accidents, such as
aircraft impact, external explosion,...

Generally, and particularly as regards low voltage distribution systems, it
is obviously advisable that, with a view to standardization, the specific
requirements of safeguarding equipment should not necessitate
equipment that is different from the normal equipment.

Furthermore, so as to avoid selectivity problems, the number of successive
vertical levels in the distribution of the low-voltage boards has to be
restricted :

. main low-voltage boards placed close to the corresponding medium-
voltage boards,

or,

. general services boards

level 2

. repartition low-voltage boards of the auxiliaries decentralised over the
plant site
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1.1. Low voltage normal boards

1.1.1. Level 1

1.1.1.1. Normal 380V main boards (without emergency supply by Diesel generator set)

Their number varies, depending on :

the nuclear line

. the number of primary loops

. the design regulations adhered to (number of redundant systems)

The normal auxiliaries are distributed so as to spread out the loads evenly
over the various 380V normal boards.

Each of these normal boards is supplied normally from the corresponding
MV board through a MV/LV transformer. With regard to their use, they
may be associated two by two. In that case each board has a second
supply from the board which is associated in the corresponding
redundant system to the first one. Switchover from one supply to the
other is automatic (slow transfer -2 seconds).

The auxiliaries (e.g. lubricating pumps) of equipment that are supplied
from a 6,6 kV board are connected to one of the 380V boards fed from the
same 6,6 kVboard.

1.1.1.2. Normal 380V main boards with emergency supply back up

There are also two boards for "backed up, but non class IE" auxiliaries
supplied, in normal service, from a 6.6 kV/380V transformer, and in
emergency service from a Diesel generator set.

The auxiliaries supplied from these two boards are intended to avoid the
destruction of costly equipment in the nonclassified portion of the
installation. Each of these two 380V boards feeds a non class IE backed up
system comprising the monitoring and control sources related to the
normal system. Possibly the two non class IE backed up boards are
incorporated in the main boards referred to in above 1.1.1.1.).

1.1.1.3. General services boards

These (usually two) non class IE boards are normally supplied from the
corresponding 6,6 kV board through a 6,6 kV/380 - 220V transformer.

The emergency supply to a beard is normally provided from the other
board.
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1.1.2. Level 2

1.1.2.1. Repartition boards or motor control centers

In general, these boards have a low rated current. They" supply motor-
operated valves and small pumps/and are located near the users.

THe backed up 380V normal main boards supply individually,-via a :
delta/zig-zag coupled 380V/380 - 220V transformer, the backed up
lighting boards. Transformation with such coupling reduces the
unbalance between phases at the primary side when an unbalance is
present at the secondary side.

1.2. Class 1E LV Boards

Most of the safety-related auxiliaries are doubled, trebled or quadrupled
and, therefore are spread over 2, 3 or 4 trains, with possibly 1, 3 or 4
additional boards in the bunker.

Each of these normal boards is supplied from the corresponding MV
board through a MV/-LV transformer. The board associated to one train is
completely separated from the boards of the other train.

Exceptionally, in the case of a considerable number of safety-related
auxiliaries, pairs of two boards per train may be provided.
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2. Genera! description of the LV Boards .

The boards fed with 380 V are intended for supplying alternating current
to the low rated power auxiliaries (motors rated less than 160 kW,
emergency transformers of the 220 V inverter sources, heating elements,
rectifiers, motor-actuated valves, lighting, etc.)

2.1. Composition

The 380 V boards are composed of side-by-side columns and vertically
stacked withdrawable units. Each column consists of :

- a main bars compartment (horizontal)

- a derivation bars compartment (vertical)

- a power cables and monitoring /control compartment

- a compartment for the withdrawable units.

Furthermore, each board is equipped with a "voltage transformer"
compartment and the earthing device for the main set of bars.

2.2. Detailed descriptions :

2.2.1. Main bars compartment :

This compartment is made up of a steel box closed on all sides, top and
bottom. It houses the main set of bars, made of electrolytic copper. The
bars are fixed by synthetic material (polymer) supports. The compartment
contains also the contact terminals of the colums' vertical set of bars. It
contains no mobile components and requires no maintenance.

2.2.2. Derivation bars compartment

This compartment contains the ver deal set of bars that supports the
isolating links through which the withdrawable equipment is supplied.
The set of bars is also made of electrolytic copper, and is connected
directly to the main set of bars. It is protected by a removable sheet of
steel and is fitted on synthetic material supports (in polymers).

2.2.3. Cables compartment

This compartment contains, for all of the column's withdrawable
equipment :

- the connection terminals of the power cables

- the terminals associated with each withdrawable unit, to connect the
monitoring and control wires

- an earthing collector, made of a non insulated copper rod, and
connected to the general earthing collector of the board.
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2.2.4. Cells compartment

The cells contain the various withdrawable equipment. Each set is
composed of a functionally independent package that comprises the frame
supporting the partitioning, the slide rails on which the mobile
components will be placed and the fixed contacts for the circuits regarding
power, control and signalling.

2.2.5. Withdrawable units

Each withdrawable unit is composed of a movable set which contains :

- the insert/withdraw mechanism

- the contacts to supply the power and monitoring/control circuits

- an isolating switch with interlock, to ensure voltage-free operation

- the switching device, consisting of a breaker or a contactor with fuses.

The actions for bringing a withdrawable unit from its service position to
its isolated position, and vice versa, are possible only if the switching
device (breaker or contactor) is in opening position.

The rated current of the breakers and contactors, as well as the size of the
fuses depend on the rated power of the equipment that will be supplied.

Identical outgoing feeders shall be interchangeable; if different types of
outgoings can be mounted on the same size cells, a mechanical fool-proof
device shall prevent that one type of outgoing can be inserted in a cell
intended for another type.

The current tendency is to make as short as possible the remedial action in
the event of a component failure in the cells of the LV boards. Therefore,
the current trend is to group all the components associated with the cell in
the withdrawable units (movable part of the cell), i.e. avoiding that these
be mounted on the stationary part.

Accordingly, the protective breakers of the control circuit, the current
transformers and the protective relays, if any, are mounted in the
withdrawable element. However, so as to restrict the number of types of
outgoing and incoming feeders, the withdrawable units need to be
standardized in function of the type of equipment to be powered and their
rated power.

a) Outgoing feeders

type 1 : motor > 40 kW and < 160 kW feeder

type 2 : motor < 40 kW feeder

type 3 : valve actuator motor feeder
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type 4 : manual feeders (alternating or direct current)

-125 Amps

- 250 Amps

- 400 Amps

- 630 Amps

b) Incoming feeders

type 5 : 1250 Amps incoming

type 6 : 2000 Amps incoming

type 7: 4000 Amps incoming

2.3. Description of the withdrawable units

2.3.1. Type 1 : motor > 40 kW feeder

remote controlled outgoing feeder comprising

- a "moulded case" breaker limitting the short-curcuit current, motorized
and rated 400 Amps, with 110 V d.c. control and direct magnetic relay
(rated current : 320 A) with raised trip level (12 x rated current
minimum)

- an isolating switch

- a current transformer for "instrumentation"

- two current transformers for "protection"

- one indirect motor protection relay with microprocessor

- the 24 V d.c. control relays

- the local control

- the test circuit for the unit, with open isolating switch.

Remark : In the case of a motor rated higher than 40 kW which is subject
to frequent stops and starts, the mechanical and electrical
durability of the breaker may be insufficient.

In this case it is replaced by a set composed of "contactor and
fuses" or "contactor and limitting circuit breaker with magnetic
relay".
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2.3.2. Type 2 : motor < 40 kW feeder

remote controlled outgoing feeder comprising mainly :

- a 100 Amps contactor with 110 V d.c. control

- an isolating switch with motor protection fuses

- a standard bimetal thermal relay

- the 24 V d.c. control relays

2.3.3. Type 3 : valve actuator motor feeder

remote controlled outgoing feeder comprising :

- two 50 Amps contactors with 110 V d.c. control and mounted as an
inverter

- an isolating switch with fuses for motor protection

- a standard bimetal thermal relay

- the 24 V d.c. control relays for opening, closing and locking.

2.3.4. Type 4 : manual outgoing feeder

outgoing with local manual control, comprising a "moulded case" breaker
for short-circuit current limitting, with direct magnetic-thermal protection
relay

. thermal adjustment between 0.8 and 1 x rated current of the protection
relay

. magnetic adjustment between 5 and 10 x rated current of the protection
relay.

2.3.5. board incoming feeder

remote controlled cell comprising mainly :
r

- an open selective breaker, withdrawable with incorporated current
transformers and magnetic-thermal protection with microprocessor.
Short circuit withstand in closed position : 3 seconds.

- the 24 V d.c. remote control relays

- the breaker test circuit with the breaker withdrawn in "test" position
(intermediate position).
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3. Protection philosophy

Genera I Rem ark :

As a result of evolution in technology, the "contactor-fuses" association is
increasingly abandoned in favour of breakers that have an incorporated
direct magnetic-thermal relay.

3.1. Motor protection

3.1.1. Thermal protection

3.1.1.1. Motors < 40 kW (type 2)

protection by temperature-compensated standard bimetal protection
relay.

Bimetal protective relays are most commonly used now because they are
simple and inexpensive. However, a number of drawbacks, a few of
which are mentioned below, results in the use of bimetal relays being
restricted to motors rated less than 40 kW :

- fixed trip curve

- approximate thermal image

- poor capability in the event of difficult starting or intermittent cycle

- slow protection, if any protection at all, against single-phase running
(depending on load)

- the cause of the trip is not visualized

- limitted short-circuit withstand

- auto control of the trip curve is impossible.

The adjustment range of the trip level is usually between 0.63 In to 1 In.

So as to standardize the withdrawable elements, it is necessary that the
number of thermal relay rated currents be restricted. In theory, however,
10 different sizes will be necessary to cover the whole of the range up to
40 kW.

As regards the outgoing feeders to feed the valve actuator motors (type 3),
whose operation is intermittent, the thermal relay does not provide an
accurate image of the thermal behaviour of the actuator motors.

Under these circumstances, the thermal relay for outgoings feeding class
IE actuator motors is :

- either, cancelled, or "

- inhibited in the presence of a safety signal.
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3.1.1.2. Motors > 40 kW and < 160 kW

Thermal protection is provided by an indirect relay with microprocessor.

. protection is provided against :

- balanced overloads

- unbalanced overloads

- single phase running * •

- negative sequence currents *

* The trip is delayed in function of the value of the negative
sequence current, so as to allow the motor to start (possible
saturation of the current transformers) and with a view to avoiding
unwanted trip during dissymmetry faults of the network.

- too long start-up

- rotor blockage

. authorization to start-up

The relays can be tested by injecting a test current at the secondary circuit
of the current transformers.

3.1.1.3. In all cases, thermal protections of motors are to allow simultaneously :

- starting of the motor, the starting current of which may be 5 to 8 times
the rated current during several seconds or even tens of seconds if the
motor is started on load

- the thermal protection of the power supply cable

- the operation at nominal voltage -15 % : it is, therefore, necessary that
the trip level of the thermal protection relay for "safety-related" motors
be set at a value not less than 1.18 rated current of the motor
(compatible with the' permanent overload capacity of the current
transformers, normally 1.3).

3.1.2. Short-circuit protection

3.1.2.1. Motors < 40 kW (type 2) and actuator molors (type 3)

, - motor protection by means of fuses

Adequate coordination is required between the fuses and the contactor.
This coordination must be verified by a typical short-circuit test : the fuses
will be able to fully trip the maximum presumed short circuit current
before the contacts of the contactor become welded (to avoid the
destruction of the motor because of single phase running in the case of a
solid phase-to-earth short-circuit with earthed neutral).
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The contactors are capable of switching off the load current, switching off
or re-establishing the motor starting current, and to withstand the severe
fault current (short circuit) during the time it takes the fuses to eliminate
the severe fault. The fuses eliminate the severe faults (short circuit) by
limiting the value reached by the fault current.

3.1.2.2. Motors > 40 kW (type 1 )

The protection against short circuits is obtained via a direct magnetic relay
incorporated into the limitting type circuit breaker. The adjustable range
of the relay is between 6 and 12 x rated current minimum (instead of 5 to
10 x).

This makes possible :

. the difficult start-ups

. the slow transfer of the sources of supply of the LV boards for which
the motor's residual flux is not necessarily zero when the voltage is
restored. Under these conditions, the called current may be 1,4 x higher
than the starting current during 1 or 2 period(s) at the time when the

-= voltage returns. It then stabilizes at the starting current.
Remark : In the event of a voltage drop or loss at a board which lasts
longer than 3 seconds the high-rated low-voltage motors fed from that
board are automatically shed.

3.2. Protection of manual control "feeders"

Thermal and magnetic protection by direct magnetic-thermal relays
incorporated into the limittrng type breakers.

. thermal adjustment between 0.8 and 1 In

. magnetic adjustment between 5 and 10 In.

3.3. Protection of board incoming feeders and remote controlled
outgoing feeders to the repartition boards

Thermal and magnetic protections by direct magnetic-thermal relay (with
microprocessor) incorporated into the breakers.

Magnetic trip is time-delayed so as to ensure the selectivity with the fuses
and limitting type breakers downstream.

3.4. Performance of the tripping equipment

The performance of the tripping equipment is sucht that they ensure the
trip of the short-circuit current before it reaches its peak value (fuses and
limitting type breakers, instantaneous trip).
This remark is not valid as regards the breakers of the incoming feeders
and of the outgoings to the repartition boards (see paragraph 3.3.).
Obviously, the tripping capacity of the breakers shall be adapted to the
characteristics of the board.
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4. Selectivity philosophy

The selectivity ensures a maximum of continuity of .service of the
installation.

Two items of equipment being installed on different levels, there is total
selectivity when the downstream equipment opens the faulty circuit
before the upstream, equipment, this up to the presumed maximum value
of the short-circuit current. When this selectivity is obtained only up to a
value of the short-circuit current less than the presumed one, the
selectivity is only partial.

In power stations (as opposed to normally in industry) the selectivity must
be total.

Protective action against the various faults that may occur in power
distribution systems must be such that, on the one hand, removal of the
fault is fast enough to limit its effects on, and damage to, the faulty
equipment, and, on the other hand, the total volume of equipment put out
of-service as a result of the fault is as limited as possible. Moreover, the
fault detection systems" are to allow, whilst still complying with the above
criteria, the failure of an isolating switch to carry out its function to be
remedied (i.e. back-up protection has to be provided). All the maximum
intensity relays are of the inverse type.

Remark : "Cascading", i.e. the use of two tripping devices installed in
series, in which configuration the downstream level equipment is given a
short-circuit capacity lower than the theoretical maximum value of the
short circuit current (by limitation of the short circuit current due to the
upstream breaker) is also unacceptable in power stations.

4.1. MV transformer outgoings

The tripping equipment is a breaker.

The outgoings to the transformers feeding the 380 V boards are equipped
with a "very inverse" trip relay and an instantaneous trip relay. The "very
inverse curve " trip relay provides protection for the circuits and the
transformer against faults (short circuits) that may occur on the secondary
side; the transformer is capable of withstanding the fault current during 3
seconds. The instantaneous trip relay will cause the opening of the MV
outgoing only when higher currents are present, i.e. which arise at the MV
side or within the transformer itself. The MV outgoing feeder-need not be
selective with respect to the 380 V board incoming, though it has to be
selective with respect to the outgoings of this board.
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Remarie :

In addition to the "very inverse" trip relay which protects the MV/LV
transformer against overloads, the transformer's thermal protection is also
provided via temperature probes placed at the hot spots of the windings.

If the transformer is class IE and has a safety-related function, an excess
temperature will not cause the tripping of the MV breaker, but will simply
generate an alarm.

If the transformer is non class IE, the temperature probes do cause a trip
when an excess temperature occurs.

4.2. LV board incomings

The incoming selective breaker provides protection back-up for the
outgoings, whilst at the same time making possible the selective removal
of the downstream faults. In order to achieve this :

- The time-delay of the thermal trip is set higher than that for any of the
outgoings (inverse curve with a tripping threshold always higher than
that of any outgoing)

- The protection against short-circuits is time-delayed. The putting out
of service of the short-circuit protection (trip threshold adjusted above
the value of the short-circuit current at the secondary side of the
transformer) is not advisable.

4.3. Outgoings to repartition boards

Depending on the type of load and the necessary power, either

a selective open breaker with thermal and time-delayed magnetic
protection as described above in 4.2.,

or,

a limitting type "moulded case" breaker with direct thermal and
instantaneous magnetic trip protections.

The outgoing feeder of the main board does not have to be selective with
respect to the incoming feeder of the repartition board, but it has to be
selective with the outgoings of this board.
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4.4. Selectivity between LV board incoming and outgoings

4.4.1. incoming breaker :

open selective breaker, see paragraph 4.2.

4.4.2. incoming breaker :

limitting type "moulded case" breaker

4.4.2.1. outgoings : limilting "moulded case" breaker

type 1 : motor > 40 kW

type 4 : manual outgoings

Overload : comparison of the thermal trip curves (tolerances on these
curves must be taken into account).

Short circuit : Under these conditions, the rules to be followed with a view
to achieving selectivity have to be supplied by the manufacturer, since
these rules depend on :

- the energy I^t which the breaker lets cross during the fault

- the current intensity beyond which the limitting device begins to
operate

- the minimum time during which the fault current has to remain higher
than this energizing current to entirely free the limitting device

With the limitting type "moulded case" breakers, the comparison of the
well-known curves (tripping time /presumed short circuit current) is not
sufficient to study with certainty selectivity problems.

The total selectivity between limitting breakers will be secured only
through a high ratio of protective relay rated currents between upstream
and downstream breakers (ratios comprised between 2.5 and 10)

Remark : With "moulded case" breaker, selective magnetic trip relays also
exist which, placed on the upstream breaker, cause the tripping to take
place during the second wave of the fault curent, this leaving the
downstream breaker enough time to open. This type of trip relay makes
sure the selectivity is achieved regardless of the protective relays rated
currents protective relays ratios (higher than 1) between the upstream and
downstream breakers.

4.4.2.2. outgoings : fuses

type 2: motor < 40 kW

Overload : like for par? graph 4.4.2.1., comparison between the thermal
trip curves.

Short circuit : principles identical to paragraph 4.4.2.1.
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The size ratios between breaker protection relays and fuses providing total
selectivity between the upstream limitting breaker and the fuses vary
between 4 and 10.

A usual ratio for intensities less than 400 Amps is 6.25.(e.g..: 250 Amps
relay is selective with 40 Amps fuse).

An upstream limitting type "moulded case" breaker equipped with a
selective magnetic trip relay is selective regarding any lower size fuse
downstream.

4.4.3. Board incoming and outgoings protected by fuses (small repartition board)

Overload : As regards the value of the overload current, a comparison
must be made between the pre-arcing time of the upstream fuse and the
total operating time (pre-arc + arc) of the downstrean fuse.

If the upstream pre-arc time< total downstream fuse time, then selectivity
is achieved.

Short circuit : It is necessary that the pre-arc transited energy (I2t) of the
upstream fuse be compared to the total energy (pre-arc + arc) transitting
through the downstream fuse.

If the (I2t)Upstream pre-arc < (I2t) total downstream/ then selectivity is
achieved.

In practice, it is considered that a size ratio of at least 1.7 between
upstream and downstream fuses is sufficient to guarantee total selectivity.

5. Selection of the neutral grounding system

Since the 380 V system is very extensive and the insulation level is less
than for MV systems, the likelihood of an earth fault occurring is higher.
Therefore, in order to prevent having to interrupt service while the'fault is
being investigated, the neutral of the LV system is insulated.

The risk of contact with live components being considerably high (e.g. at
the cable terminals), the insulation of the neutral improves the safety of
personnel.

The 380 V - 220 V system is neutral to earth.

The (single-phase) auxiliaries and those related to the process supplied
from the 380 V - 220 V system are not protected by differential relays (for
reasons of continuity of service).

In turn, single-phase loads that are not related to the process (lighting,
space heating,...) axe protected by differential relays.
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6. Selection of cable cross-sections

The sizing of the cable cross-sections has to comply simultaneously with
three criteria :

6.1. Sizing in function of the average effective intensity

In this case, the cable cross sections vary according to :

- current intensity

- ambient temperature

- cable routing method used

- type of insulation (PRC, PVC, rubber)

- type of cable (single; two or three-phase).

- the number of conductors loaded per cable

6.2. Sizing In function of the short-circuit current

The value (I^t) acceptable per cable, in function of the type of insulation
and ambient temperature, must be higher than the energy I^t which the
tripping device (breaker or fuse) lets cross in the event of a short circuit.

For very long cables, it is also necessary to check that, in the case of
magnetic-thermal protection, the minimum short-circuit current

(i.e. the two-phase short circuit at the cable end in the case of a network in
which the neutral is not distributed, and the plvse-neutral short circuit at
the cable end in a network where the neutral is distributed)

is higher than the set value of the magnetic relay (in effective value).

6.3. Sizing in function of voltage drop

The voltage drop must be calculated in normal operation, though, for the
motors, also during the starting phase.

The voltage drop shall be restricted to 10 % under normal operation, and
to 25 % during starting (it is assumed the motors are capable of starling on
load at nominal voltage -30 % and continuously operating at nominal
voltage -15 %).
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Automatic recording of overvolages originating in some specific
spots of electric networks

Ing. Ladislav Kostelecky, Alois Lemon

EGÜ Power Institute Brno, pic

Since man has started to generate electricity and to use

electric devices, problems with network faults arose and had to

be coped with. At the begining the flickering of light due to

power flow into the electric network from a motor braked by

induced energy was typical.

Now, in the computer era, problems are far more complex.

Through high integrated circuits electronic devices have

approached nearly ideal perfectness; they are more rapid, exact

and sensitive. They react both on slow variation of the network

voltage and on fast interference signals superimposed to the

network voltage. Except for natural faults, as lightning strokes

into electric equipment, man is the creator of all other faults.

We are especially interested in faults originating at

switching operations. Switching of networks, transformers,

motors, and capacitors is involved, both under normal operational

conditions and under faulty states (overloading, short circuits,

ground faults).

Types of faults

An ideal network voltage is characterized by a constant

amplitude, frequency and shape of curve. However, a real network

voltage is often characterized by deviations from this ideal

pattern. The most important faults are:

1. Slow voltage variations with the period longer than 2 sec.

2. Past voltage variations.

3. Network outage.

4. Overvoltage phenomena caused by voltage and by current.
5. Frequency variations.
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Origin of overvoltages

Overvoltages arise always when there is some change in a

current circuit. When switching-in the circuit contact bounces

may arise and, consequently, the current circuit is interrupted

and closed several times. When the circuit contains an

inductance, fast interrupting (contact bouncing) may produce high

overvoltages.

If such phenomena occur in the networks it is suitable to

identify them by using appropriate devices and to increase the

reliability of operation and of feeding equipment by an efficient

elemination of these phenomena.

Measuring devices for assessing faults

At present a number"of devices suitable for these purposes

are markete. In fact we may divide them into three groups:

1. recorders

2. memory oscilloscopes

3. network analyzers

ad 1. Recorders

They follow the electro-mechanical principle. Fault

phenomena are recorded on a paper strip with a speed up to 100

mm/sec. Such devices are suitable for recording slow phenomena

with respect to the speed of the paper strip.

ad 2. Memory oscilloscopes

The devices are suitable for recording faut phenomena. The

internal memory of the oscilloscopes is too limited. They are

especially suitable for recording single separate phenomena.

ad 3. Network analyzers

These are devices specially designed for recording network

faults. The simplest versions only indicate by an accoustic

signal the surpassing of defined voltage limits. Others

are destined for slow and/or LF phenomena: Modern network

analyzers can record single- or multi-chanel faults. They are
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able to monitor the network respecting all above given types of

faults. Data are stored in a memory.

Basic requirements on a modern network analyzer

a) regarding a rare occurrence of faults the ability of a

long-term observation is necessary

b) it is also necessary to determine exact time of every

deviation

c) the device must be capable of distinguishing various types of

faults

d) the volume of data must not be too big and should be

accommodated to user's requirements

e) the analyzer should be capable of continuous recording

f) data must be immediately graphically recorded and written in a

protocole

g) capability of the analyzer's cooperation with a PC is

necessary

h) the device should have a simple maintenance

i) its construction must be so robust so as the device be capable

of outdoor utilization

The network analyzer DRANETZ

The EGÜ Power Institute Brno pic performs network

measurements and long~term monitoring" of network phenomena on

networks of any voltage level using two types of network

analyzers Dranetz (types 656 and • 658). Basic parameters and

characteristics of both devices are in fact the same. Their

description is equivalent.

The analyzer is a portable device with a big capacity.

Faultz in AC and DC networks are detected, recorded, analyzed and

grafically presented. A graphic record of the fault's history can

be monitored on a screen. The pattern frcr.i the screen may be

printed out by a built-in printer. The record is

automatically stored in a memory.
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Monitoring the voltage pattern in the 400 kV substation Slavétice

In connection with verifying the voltage stressing of 400 kV

bushings a long-term monitoring of the voltage on 400 kV busbars

of the substation Slavétice was carried out.

Switching of a 400 kV block transformer by a remote circuit

breaker

Even such tests that are prepared according to a test

schedule are better performed with an automatic device as neither

in this case the test circuit can be controlled directly. The

synchronization must be performed by a count down and problems

with the reliable recording appear again, especially in the case

when the device is available for tests only for a limited time.

Using an automatic analyzer the personnel may perform a series of

tests without the necessity of special agreement with technicians

in charge of measurements.

Switching of a 400 kV line by means of a circuit breaker

15 W R 400

An example of utilizing a network analyzer for service

tests, when the synchronization is also difficult, relates to the

measurements in Podunajské Biskupice when a 400 kV line from Györ

to Podunajské Biskupice was being switched.

Switching of 110 kV instrument transformers by means of a

circuit-breaker 15 W R 110

This is an example of utilizing a network analyzer for

service tests when a dangerous switching manipulation was to be

eliminated.

The switching was performed in the 110 kV substation

Jaslovské Bohunice*
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The recording of events is automatic and in the switched

main channels it is set for the following cases:

- the wave shape in the channel varies more when compared with

the set voltage value

- the amplitude of the impulse in the channel surpasses the

sensitivity level of the impulse set for this channel

- the synchronization channel frequency (measured during 20

periods) deviates from the last frequency registered by more

than the set deviation limit

- if the rms value of some period surpasses the set value or

declines below it

- if a limit value is set and the preset sensitivity limit is

surpassed

Examples of the automatic recording of overvolates

The methodology of performing field tests is based on

simulating such states and manipulations at which the origination

of overvoltages or resonance phenomena is supposed. Complexness

and verification strength of such tests is based on the fact that

such a network state could be hardly modelled in which a fault or

an overvoltage occurs. Another important problem is the

synchronization of the recording device with the perfomed

manipulation when the controlling of the test circuit by an own

command automatic device is not available. Then arise problems

connected with the quantity " of the recording photographic

material and with its processing.

A suitable recording device for such tests is the network

analyzer programmable in such a way that it is automatically

Startes by the developing phenomenon. Completely impossible is a

long-term monitoring of overvoltage phenomena in certain spots.

For survey measurements the so-called level counters may be used

which are capable of recording the number of overvoltages and

their magnitude but they cannot record the shape of overvoltages.

The time of fault may also be determined only approximately - it

is defined by the interval between the counter recordings.
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No-load unit transformer switching off •• • •

Voltage on 6 kV busbars in 38A switchboard
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No-load unit transformer switching on

Voltage on 6 kV busbars in 330 switchboard



Closing of 400 kV line from Györ
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656 GRAPHICAL AMJ) HARMONIC AHALVSÏS Cc;)1988-B9 »ranstz Technologies, fric.
Jaslovshs Bohu-nics-ïiK~4183ty -••• ' 7
Event Nunta» 2.1 :' ' Chcinneï B • Setup 4 89/19/99 15:08:27.42

a Ï 58 'MJ i

Oscillograph record of instrument transformers switching off

by disconnecter 7V3 without RC divider. Phase L2 (K=2.3)
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ISyent KuraLep 24 Channel C Setup 4 : '89/19/96 15:88:38/58
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Uopst !yojp=iî54.4 Mjpïc, 28 deg

Oscil lograph record of instrument transformers switching on
by d isconnecter 7V3 without RC d i v i d e r s . Phase 13 (K=l,5)
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Long-term monitoring of network voltage fluctuation.
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Waveform of voltage on contact line



Some topical problems of overvolfcacres and reliability

Ing. Miroslav DVORAK, CSc. - Ing. Antonin KALÎK, CSc.

EGÜ Power Institute Brno, pic

Cvervoltages arise in the electric network under various

operational modes and manipulations. The origination of

overvoltages is physically connected with the momentaneous

configuration of the circuits (network), as well as with the

properties of switching" apparatus and with processes in the

electric arc arising under the given manipulation. Fhysicai

process at the current tripping or origination are of a

statistical character and thus the switching overvoltages are

also of the same character. The magnitude of overvoltages depends

on both the circuit configuration, i.e. on the grounding of the

neutral point of the network, on the degree of its compensation,

and, from the other side, on the properties of switching1

apparatus.

Ths- cvs rvo It acre s originating in the electric I--CK<?-T sryrstcm in

this way propagate through the network and are also transferred

across the transformer. For slower phenomena the transfer ox

overvoltages is electromagnetic, i.e. in the ratio of turns,

while for rapid phenomena it is electrostatic, i.e. in the ratio

of the capacities of windings and the connected equipment. As the

components of individual overvoltages are being transferred

differently a distortion of both the shape and the relative

magnitude of overvoltages (with regard to operational voltage)

may take place.

Transfer of overvoltages across the block transformer

The influence of the propagation of overvoltase waves across

the transformer into the seIf-consumption of power plant was

tested. During the tests four types of surge waves were injected

into one phase of the transformer 110/10.5 kV 63 MVA to which a

seIf-consumption transformer 10.5/6.3 kV 8 MVA was connected

including a 6 kV switchgear with drives both connected and not

connected. The measured values are summarized in the following
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table where the magnitudes of the voltage transferred onto

transformer, generator, switchgear and remote motor terminals are

given for each wave shape. The transferred voltages are indicated

in Fei—cent values, the incoming- wave is 100 % and other values

are related to the transformer ratio. The cscillograms of

cvervoltages transferred onto the equipment are shown in Fig. 1 .

Wave

/ jj.se c/

0.9/2.5

0.7/ co

2/ co

0 . 3/1 . 1

Transformer

110 fcV

100
100

iOO
100

100
100

100
100

10.5 kV

30

22

57 -
IS

72
17

33
7

6. 3 kV

cr.

5

63
6

72
20

IS
1

Generator

10.5 kV

5
2

11
q

15
16

2
7

Switchgear

6. 3 kV

3
1

15 .
7

22
12

1

Motor

5. 3 kV

2

12

2

1

Table 1. The magnitude of the transferred voltage injected onto

the terminal of a 110 kV transformer and on other

equipment in the power plant

In individu3.1 spots of measurement' the injected wave

rise to a- transient phenomenon which was strongly damped. The

following frequences have been derived from the oscillograns

(kHz):

Measured
with

Drives not
connected

Drives
connected

Transformer
10.5 kV 6.3 hV

85 10

17.5 8.5

Generator
10.5 kV

37

35

Switchgear
6. 3 kV

12

9.1

Motor
6. 3 kV

8.5

Table 2. The frequency of the self-consumption circuit in the

spots of measurement
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At the S3.;ne time the switching of a transformer from the 110

kV side, with both isolated and grounded neutral point at the

primary side was performed. The results of tests revealed that

the overvoltages en the 10.5 kV winding- are higher at the

isolated neutral peint: for the probability of occurrence of

overvoltages 50 S it is 1.9 : 1.16 £ar switching-in and 2.7 :

1.69 for switching-off. For the 5.3 kV winding the values are

comparable in both cases being about a 1.5-multiple. The

oscillograms of switching the transformer under a different

neutral point connection are given in Tigs 2 and 3.

It can be seen frc;n the measured data that the cvervoltage

waves :nsy be transferred from the network across the transformer

onto another equipment. For the reduction of these overvoltages

either an equipment not producing overvoltages during its

operation or cvervoltage protection devices may be used.

Reliability information system

For securing a failure-free operation of heavy current

electric equipment it is necessary to know its indisponibility

rate, technical parameters and reliability indices determining

its quality. The reliability indices may vary during operation

according to the duration of equipment operation, its loading and

other conditions. In the Czech and the Slovak electric power

system several systems have been developed for monitoring the

operational reliability of electric equipment:

- monitoring the operational reliability of stesjn power plants

- monitoring the operational activity of nuclear power plants

with WWER 440 reactors

- recording of failures in electricity distribution

From the data obtained by recording the failures in

electricity distribution we may assess the frequency of

occurrence of failures, the undelivered energy, cost of repair,

outage duration etc. However, from such data it is not possible

to assess the reliability indices of equipment and its stressing

under operation. For that reason, the following reliability

indices have been set up for the equipment in electricity
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distribution complying with the standard CSN 010605

"Dependability engineering. Procedures for select-ion of list of

specified measures" and with international standards :

- mean time between failures

- mean time to the first failure

- mean lsbcricusness of maintenance or repair

- mean duration of repair, maintenance and defect

- coefficient of technical utilisation

- specific outage

- intensity of failures

We have proposed for the treatment of the given reliability

indices that the hitherto used monitoring based on the recording

of failures be extended- by a report en maintenance, revisions and

defects and by a survey of the equipment operation including

identification data, data en the operation and stressing of

equipment and the number and duration of equipment outages due to

maintenance carried out on another equipment. This system was

verified in the practical operation of our electric power system

s. P. d fulfilled t. h ç c- :• : ~ c c t s. t i - r. s .

A special daybook has been proposed for each monitored

equipment to which all data are recorded in two copies. Original

records are used by the exploiter as a device chart (with

operations history) and data are processed by a PC. This system

has been verified for HV circuit breakers and was found useful.

To simplify the evaluation a PC program was developed for

processing operational data.

The program has been developed as a database system running

under FoxEase. Database files may be changed and completed in

real time. From database items may be created simple printouts or

numeral code lists, and/or reliability indices of the monitored

equipment may be evaluated.

The reliability indices may be used directly by exploiters of

equipment and/or when planning maintenance and revisions,

including spare parts etc.
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Individual reliability indices may be used for:

- defining- optimum intervals of maintenance and revisions

with respect to typical operational conditions of the

equipment

- securing failure-free operation

- preparing- schedules of maintenance, economic costs and for

evaluating efficiency of labour

- determining time schedules, incl. manpcwer

- solution of the efficient utilisation of equipment

- comparison of similar products and comparison of

manufacturers

- assessment of economic costs

- comparison cf operational reliability of manufacturers

- choice of the most suitable types and manufacturers of

equipment

A reliable generation and supply of electricity depends on

the quality of electric equipment used in power plants and in the

electricity distribution system. Introduction oi the reliability

information system for the chosen equipment should contribute to

increasing the reliability of heavy current components used in

power plants and in the electric power system. The costs of

monitoring- the equipment will return through the increased

reliability and availability of power plants and of the

transmission network, through the optimum planning oi

maintenance, its optimisation, and through determining the

technical life of equipment.

Fast over-voltages in gas—insulated substations

The operation of gas-insulated (STe) substations (GISs) gave

rise to many new and unexpected problems comprising, among

others, the problem of special steep transient phenomena

(overvoltages) denoted in the English written literature as "fast

transient overvoltages".

Fast transient overvoltages represent a special case of

switching overvoltages and originate in GISs mainly as a result

of switching small capacitive currents by disconnectors.
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However, too fast voltage chances (ilsshovers) arise between

the disconnector contacts with duration about 5 ns. These last

voltage chancres produce travelling waves with a very steep front

which propagate through the GIS. The properties and disposition

of GISs enable an easy propagation of waves which travel through

the substation with small losses only.

Switching- by means of a disconnector and its impacts in GISs

When small capacitive currents are being- switched by a

disconnector which is thG normal use of it travelling- waves arise

at the flashover between the contacts of the disconnector and

propagate from it in -both directions. They reflect . in places of

the non-hcmogenity of wave resistance. The characteristic of the

voltage on the side of capacitive load being switched—oif by a

SFs-insulated disconnector is given in Fig. 4a. A pattern of a

fast transient is given in Fig. 4b.

Beside the £ lasho-'ers between th? contacts of the

disconnector that are frequently encountered in switching

operations, the travelling waves may also originate due to a

flashover of the arc onto the grounded cladding which is already

a fault. However, such flashovers are very rare under operation.

"A;<rough the connection between the., metal-clad line and the

claci'-ii r.g the waves are partly transferred onto the grounding

cladding where they propagate with a speed that differs from

their propagation along the metal-clad conductor.

A transient increase of potential then arises at the grounded

cladding, characterized by high steepness and short duration. The

Transient on the cladding mostly manifests itself as flashovers

(arcing) between individual grounded parts of the cladding or

between the cladding and the metallic support.
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of .3. very short duration only they do not impose a more serious

danger to persons. The dangerous energy level of high frequency

shocks has not yet been univocally determined for human body.

Some foreign data assume the values from 5 J to 15 J.

Measures for mitigating some undesired impacts of fast transient

over-voltages

For mitigating the influences of a transient increase of the

ground potential it is convenient to place the outlets from the

GIS as far ss possible frcm the substation building to enable the

Attenuation of the transient increase of the ground potential at

the entry into the building and to reduce the hazard for persons

and control systems. The transient increase of the ground

potential near the outlets frcm the substation will not be

mitigated by this measure. It is also convenient to satisfy the

requirement that the outlets SFs-air and the adjacent bus-bars be

as close to the ground as possible. As a result of this the wave

r?si.st."r.re cf. the bus-bar shest-h to ground will deer'?;.?'? sndt the

maximum magnitude of transient phenomena at the sheath will be

reduced. A lower position reduces the wave resistance of the

grounding strip and its length and thus increases its efficiency.

The surface of the grounding strip should be as long as possible

and the strip should be placed in small distances along the

cladding. These measures have a modest effect on the magnitude of

the transient increase of the ground potential at the bushing but

they increase the attenuation, of the transient travelling to the

substation.

Special attention should be paid to electromagnetic

disturbances which may not only disturb the secondary systems but

may also damage them. These problems have been known fer a longer

time yet and are being solved by electromagnetic compatibility

methods. The contemporary design of electronic devices respecting

the EMC requirements usually enables the operation of control

computers and the application of modem microelectronic devices in

the intermediate vicinity of the high voltage equipment.
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Computational modelling of fast transient ovei-voltages

At early beginninç the investigation of transient phenomena

in GISs was mainly carried out basing on the measurement of these

phsncnena. However, as the measurement ox fast transients is

a very demanding task and its realisation in the electric power

system operation meets various troubles, efforts are made more

and more often in the last time to set up a suitable

computational model which would enable these problems to be

solved by computational methods.

The computations of fast transient overvoltages performed by

using equivalent schemes ccrr.posed of elements with concentrated

parameters provide onty a much simplified and inacurate picture

of fast overvoltsges. The respective equivalent circuit usually

consists of a voltage source, transformer inductance and

resistance, total capacity of feeding side, inductance and

resistance of lead s?ide, total capacity of load side and oî an

ideal switch.

Only the situation with one flashcver is usually being

computed (the whole course of the switching manipulation is thus

not modelled) and the flashover is being considered in the

unfavourable case, i.e. when a great voltage difference between

contacts exists.

The transients produced by switching made by the disconnector

in the GIS are typical wave processes. For that reason, more

precise modelling methods are based en the wave character aï

transients. These so-called wave computational models utilize the

wave parameters, e.g. the rapidity of wave propagation and the

duration of wave travelling through individual metal-clad

sections, and the wave resistances of a particular connection

scheme of the GIS.
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Wave computational model of a mstal-clad conductor- lor

computations of fast transient overvoltages

The wave computational model respects the fact that the wave

produced by Ilashover between the contacts of the disconnector

propagates alor.g the metal-clad line. In the place of the

non-horacgenity of wave resistance a part of the wave reflects and

its another part propagates further on. As a result of connection

between the conductor and its cladding- the waves propagate also

a 1 ong the c 13.dding.

Whan computing- the transient by using the wave computational

method the computation runs in time steps. In each such step it

is possible to calculate the instantaneous value of the voltage

in each node (i.e. in the place of the non-homogenity of wave

resistance). For this purpose we must know the magnitude oi waves

which came in into the node at the considered moment. Together

with the magnitude of the voltage we may also calculate the

magnitude of the current passing through the particular line

section s.t- th<? given rr.o~.ent.

The line with its conductive cladding (sheath) represents an

unsymmetrics.1 system which must be symmetrised. Thereby we obtain

the possibility of solving the processes running- in the

components as mutually independent phenomena. The result will be

then arrived at by composing both components.

The wave computational model of the metal—clad line was

verified by using a simple calculation program elaborated for

a microcomputer. V/e have considered a section 17.3 m long oi a

metal-clad line with wave resistance 60 Q. The cladding is

grounded at the end. The connecting- of the metal-clad line to

a bus-bar by means of the disconnector was considered and a fast

transient at the first flashover between the contacts of the

disconnector was calculated which occurred at voltage equal to

1 p.u. The calculated voltage pattern at the beginning of the

metal-clad line (U2), at the line end (U 3), at the cladding at

the line beginning (Gz ) and at the grounded end of the cladding

(Ga ) is shown in Fig. 5. The voltage scale at the metal-clad line

beginning is enlarged 5-times while that at the grounded end is
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enlarged 100-ti;nes. The calculated voltage patterns at the

beginning of the metal-clad line end at its end under various

magnitudes of the residual voltage ai-<= given in Fig. o.

Magnitudes and frequency of last transient over-voltages according

to the results of measurement and computations

Fast transient overvoltages 3.t-e a wave phenomenon.

Consequently, their magnitude is determined by travelling waves,

by their reflections snd interferences. It first of all depends

on a particular arrangement of the GIS, on the spot where the

magnitude of cvervoltages is being assessed, oil initial

operational conditions, on the type 3.nd properties of the

disconnector and on the electric strength of gas insulation.

Complying with the results of our research studies and with

the latest foreign publications dealing with this topic the

highest magnitudes of fast transient overvoltages do not surpass

t!\s VPIV.SS 1.8 p.u. to 2.5 p.u. but they ?.re usur.liy lever than

1.5 p.u. (when 1 p.u. value is equal to the amplitude of the

highest phase voltage of equipment). The frequencies of fast

transient. overvoltages do not as a rule exceed 40 MHz though

considerably higher values Cup to hundreds of MHz) have been

measured in exceptional cases.

Impacts of fast transient over-voltages

The waves on the cladding especially produce the following

undesired secondary phenomena :

— transient increase of the cladding potential

— electromagnetic disturbances in secondary electronic systems

near the metal-clad equipment

— induction of disturbing voltages into the secondary equipment,

mainly by connection across instrument voltage transformers and

current converters.

The transient increases of the ground potential at the

cladding attain the values of 10 to 40 kV. However, as they are
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Conditions concerning the problems of fast transient ovoi-vcltsçres

The existence of fast transient overvoltages is one of the

problems which should be solved in connection with the

implementation of GIS techniques into the electric power system.

Many of new problems did not occur in the past at s.ll or - due to

their small seriousness - they represented only a marginal

matter. The switching operations made by disconnectors in GISs

are connected with the origination of high frequency transients

between high voltage conductors and the substation cladding, at

the external surface of the cladding and in low voltage circuits

used for measuring instruments and protection devices.

A relatively wide range of the highest magnitudes of fsst

transient overvoltages results in a spectrum of different

opinions concerning the d<3-3ve<3 of hazard caused by these

phenomena for the insulation of switching apparatus and GISs.

Unsolved remains especially the protection of sensitive

electronic devices against the conséquences of a transient

increase ox the ground potential.

Evidently, the described fast transient phenomena are of a

wave character. When analysing them it is therefore necessary to

respect the wave view of these problems consistently.

The problems of fast transien overvolts.ges in GISs should

remain even in future a topic of active

manufacturers of the GIS technique.

interest of users and

Ferroresonsjice

elimination

in MV substations and the possibility of its

Changes of the phase voltage sometimes occur in the

self-consuaption substations of power plants after switching

(e.g. connection of bus-bar lines, reclosing). These changes are

recognised by the oscillation of pointers of voltmeters for

individual phases. In some cases the phase voltages increase in

such an extent that a ground fault will be signalled though it

has not occurred in reality. The originated overvoltages
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endanger the insulation ci equipment, especially of instrument

voltsge transformers. A specific feature of this phenomenon is

the fact that it originates suddenly and sometimes irregularly,

too. In some cases it disappears in itself, in other cases it

survives practically permanently.

These phenomena are caused by the so-called ferroresonance

in circuits with wir.dir.cs with iron cores (transformers,

reactors) . The inductance- of these windings is not constant but

it depends on the magnitude of the magnetic saturation of the

iron core. The windings of the instrument voltaçe transformers

together with the capacities of lines and cables from an

oscillatory circuit. Contrary to a circuit with linear inductance

the oscillatory circuit with non-linear inductance is submitted

to sudden changres when the circuit comes from one state into

another suddenly.

Oven/oltages originating as a result of the ferroresonance

may be classified as the so—called temporary overvoltaçes.

Ferroresonance in the circuit with a voltage changer

A. simplified scheme of the circuit in which ferroresonance

occurred is demonstrated in Fig. 7a. The instrument voltage

transformer is a non-linear inductive element in this circuit

having a substantial influence on the origination of

ferroresonance. Sudden changes in- the circuit comprising the

instrument voltage transformer may be avoided by inserting an

active resistance into the primary circuit of the transformer

which results in reducing the magnetic saturation of the

•transformer and in shifting its working area into the linear part

of the characteristic. The loading of some of the secondary

windings of the instrument voltage transformer has a similar

effect. However, the insertion of the resistance into the primary

circuit of the transformer has unfavourable impacts on its

accuracy. On the other hand the elimination of ferroresonance by

a permanent loading of the secondary winding could lower the

accuracy of the instrument voltage transformer and, besides, its

winding would be exposed to excessive thermal -stress. But the
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instrument voltage transformers are often equipped with an

auxiliary winding-, usually open ./.'-connected and used lor

indicating the ground fault. It is convenient to close this .A

across an active resistance. When operating without a ground

fault the accuracy of measurement is not affected in this case

because the sum of voltages in /'i-connected auxiliary windings

equals zero. A schematic illustration of the instrument voltage

transformer with auxiliary windings, A-connected across

resistance, is to be seen in Fig. 7b.

Fig. 3 presents an oscillogram indicating the development of

the resonance overvoltage in 5. 6 kV circuit. The originated

overvoltage remained practically permanently on the instrument

voltage transformer.

Fig. 9 shows an oacillogram of voltage characteristics in the

5 3sV circuit when the ,/j; oi auxiliary windings of the instrument

voltage transformer was closed across the active resistance

•40 Q. Alter switching-in only a small cvervoltage originated and

after several periods it was attenuated by the action of the

inserted resistance. At other moments of the switching-in process

the overvoltage did not occur at all with the resistance 40 Q

connected.

The described simple method of ferroresonance elimination

may contribute to increasing the operational reliability of the

seIf-consumption distribution in power plants. However, the

problems of ferroresonance overvoltages are \zer-y complicated and

will therefore deserve increased attention even in future.
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Experimental results of overvoltacre measurements in a
self-consumption

Ing. L. BARTÜSEK

EGÛ Power Institute Brno, pic

1. Introduction

From the point of view of neutral connection the operation

of self-consumption networks of power plants is different in

worldwide practice. The networks with

- isolated neutral

- ground fault current compensation

- direct-grounding or impedance-grounding

are used.

Technically, under a normal operation of the

self-consumption network the mode of neutral connection has no

substantial significance but it essentially determines the

operational behavior of the network under faults, especially

under single-phase ground faults. In the Czech Republic and the

Slovak Republic the MV networks are operated (except for several

cases) as compensated ones and the connection with isolated

neutral is being used in self-consumption networks.

In principle, each of the variants of neutral connection has

its advantages and deficiencies and tha particular choice should

always be a certain compromise. The basic features of individual

variants may be characterized as follows:

a) isolated network

- enables the continuation of operation of the network/faulty

feeder under single-phase ground faults

- little effects of the ground fault current on communication

and telecommunication equipment

- little effects of ground currents on equipment with a ground

fault

- difficult localization of ground faults

- possible origination of higher switching overvoltages

- voltage increase in sound phases at ground fault
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- risk of the originating of multiple ground faults

b) compensated networks

- continuation of operation under ground faults

- smaller ground fault currents than in an isolated network

and; consequently,

- smaller interferences and smaller effects in the ground

fault

- difficult localization of ground faults

- voltage increase in sound phases

- risk of the originating of multiple ground faults

- additional cost of compensation equipment

c) network with direct grounding or with low-resistance grounding

-interruption of operation of the faulty feeder under ground

faults

- explicit and fast identification of the ground fault location

- disturbing interferences under short circuits

- higher fault currents at ground faults - short circuits

- limitation of transient and steady-state voltages

fulfillment of requirements on the magnitude of step and

contact voltages, imposes higher demands on ground equipment

- additional cost of grounding resistors

The theory of the origination of overvolages under ground

faults has already been published in technical literature for

more times.

A question arises at the origination of ground faults of

what are the values to ground that the voltage of sound phases

might attain.

It follows from theoretical relations that in those cases

when

Zo = -2 Z l

the magnitude of voltage in sound phases increases without any

limitation.
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Theoretical assemptions for the origination of higher

voltages could be fulfilled in isolated networks, namely when the

short-circuit power of the network is small and when, on the

contrary, the network is relatively big-sized.

In compensated networks or in networks with a grounded

neutral the resonance state cannot arise at all because XQ will

not be negative either, or the ration XQ/X-J^ may attain a negative

value under insufficient compensation but this value will be high

enough to be far beyond the resonance area. In spite of this it

is recommended to perform check calculations of the XQ/X-J^

ratios.

The following values of the phase overvoltage factor have

been derived for the magnitude of overvoltages under interrupted

ground faults :

k = 3.85 - in phase with a ground fault

k = 4.5 - in sound phases

The magnitude of overvoltages produced by interrupting the ground

faults was analyzed analogically.

2. Test circuit and the program of tests

Depending on neutral connection of the feeding network the

test switching was carried out in the following variants:

- isolated network

- network with a connected arc-suppression coil

- network with resistance grounding, R = 62 0

- network with resistance grounding, R = 31 O

In each variant the test switching was performed with a

ground fault both on the bus-bar side and on the side of the

feeder being switched. The ground faults were alternatively

metallic (direct connection of the phase conductor to ground) and

arc-type (by means of drilling the 6 kV cable and forming a

conductive path between the phase conductor and the grounded

cable sheath). The resistance grounding was established by

connecting neutral resistors instead of the arc-suppression coil.
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The magnitudes of overvoltages were evaluated from

oscillographic recordings. The maximum values are presented in

Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1 - Switching overvoltages at ground fault on the network

side

Type of network

isolated
compensated
resistance-grounded, R = 62 Î1
resistance-grounded, R = 31 ft

Ground fault
metallic arc-type

3.65 4.59
2.35 2.7
3.64 2.88
3.35 3.53

Table 2 - Switching overvoltages
side

at ground fault on the feeder

Type of network

isolated
compensated
resistance-grounded, R = 62 Ü
resistance-grounded, R = 31 12

Ground fault
metallic arc-type

3.53 3.76
3.02 3.17
3.06 3.29
3.76 3.06

3. Conclusions

The performed measurement had to provide data for assessing

the variant neutral connection in networks for feeding the self

consumption from the point of view of the magnitude of

originating overvoltages.

The lowest of overvoltages were measured in the network with

a connected arc-suppression coil. Contrary to this it was proved

that the highest overvoltages may be expected in networks with

the isolated neutral. The network with the resistance grounding

did not give the expected results, specially as far as the number

and the magnitude of overvoltages at an arc-type ground fault are

concerned. The majority of ground faults appearing in real

networks are of the arc-type character. The metallic ground

faults are rare. This referrs mainly to cable networks which is
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also the case of the self-consumption networks in power plants.

Undoubtedly, the network with a directly grounded neutral is

the moat convenient from the point of view of the magnitude of

overvoltages. However, several facts stand against the choice of

such a network:

- the origination of a single-phase ground fault results in the

immediate tripping of the faulty feeder

- the ground fault results in the origination of the

short-circuit current and, consequently, a several times higher

short-circuit stressing takes place compared with indirectly

grounded networks

- the vast majority of faults are single-phase faults and,

consequently, a several times higher short-circuit stressing

takes place in the directly grounded network

- a very serious fact is that in the vicinity of sources the

magnitude of the single-phase short-circuit current is higher

than that of the three-phase one due to a lower value of the

zero-sequence reactance XQ against the direct-sequence

reactance X1.

This results in increased requirements on the dimensioning of

the distribution system and in the necessity of using the

circuit breakers with a higher switching capacity-

Though the network with the resistance grounding satisfies the

requirement concerning the identification of the faulty feeder,

it does not bring about the expected decrease of the magnitude of

overvoltages.

Basing on the results of measurement the compensated network

may be considered to be an optimum mode of connecting the

self-consumption networks of power plants. The reasons are as

follows:

- the magnitude of overvoltages is comparable with the

resistance-grounded network but their number is higher several

times

- the lowest requirements as for step and contact voltages

- interference influencing at single-phase ground faults is not

worth considering

- the disadvantage of a difficult fault localization should be
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overcome by the development of a sufficiently sensitive ground

fault protection

For that reason we propose to present the above results to

the competent commission of IAEE dealing with the self

consumption networks of nuclear power plants. As the matter

concerns new experimental data we consider useful to verify them

experimentally again and then to elaborate a study on problems

connected with the neutral connection in networks feeding the

self-consumption of nuclear power plants.
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OVERVOLTAGES AND APPLICATION OF METAL OXIDE ARRESTERS IN

HIGH - VOLTAGE AND EXTRA - HIGH - VOLTAGE NETWORKS.

Ing. Jaroslav KUCERA, EGÛ Praha a.s.

In all networks three types of overvoltages may be

distinguished which stress the insulation of lines and

stations: lightning, switching and temporary overvoltages.

The aim of installed arresters is to limit impulse type of

these overvoltages to a safe value. On the other side they

must withstand all 50 c/s - overvoltages which do not

endanger the insulation of the equipment.

1) Lightning overvoltages

They are initiated in three different ways:

- induced overvoltages arise after strokes to earth near to

the overhead lines

- back - flashovers occur after strokes to line support

structures and shielding wires

- direct strokes to line phase conductors (Fig.l)

Induced overvoltages have amplitudes below 200 kV, they

are frequent, but their short duration results in a very low

energy absorption in surge arresters of all kinds.

Back - flashover overvoltages arise mainly in 110 kV

- networks because the resistance of line supports is

usually lower than 20 n and the mean lightning current is

30 kA. The flashover voltage in the crest of overvoltage

impulse is about 600 kV. As the shielding wires form a link

between supports, this overvoltage drops after few

microseconds to a low value and therefore the resulting

energy in arresters is fairly below 1 kJ for 1 kV of the

rated voltage of arresters. In networks above 110 kV with

shielded lines the backflashover failure rate decreases with

increasing nominal voltage of overhead lines, so that in

400 kV - lines their failure rate is negligible.
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The most serious case are direct strokes to phase

conductors. As the mean half - time value of the current

impulse of the first stroke is 75 ixs (5 % value is 200 \is,

•95 % value 3 0 \is) and several strokes may appear in the same

channel (the mean value 2.3), the energy stressing arresters

may approach considerable values under unfavourable

conditions. The mean overvoltage amplitude on overhead lines

is Z x 1/2, where the wawe impedance 2 is 300 - 500 fl, and

therefore the mean total overvoltage would be about 6 MV.

BecauF2 the basic insulation levels are much lower, this

case results in a flashover to earth always in medium

voltage networks and in 110 kV - networks, in 400 kV

networks some surges with a certain probability may reach

the arresters in stations. There the insulation level in the

microseconds - range is about 2 MV.

The energy absorbed in an arrester is calculated on the

basis of both the residual voltage and the shape of

lightning currents. For the 22 kV - overhead lines the

analysis of various cases of incident strokes gives the

energy of 3 kJ/kV in one arrester as an estimate with an

annual frequency lower than 0,005. As it will be shown

later, this energy value corresponds safely to the nominal

energy class 2 (energy 2 x 2 kJ/kV one impulse about

3 kJ/kV). In networks of higher nominal values the

resistance of arresters under high impulse currents is

proportionally higher and therefore the impulse currents

flowing in phase conductors reduce more the energy (thermal)

stressing arresters. Therefore the lightning plays

a subordinary role in networks above 110 kV in the choice of

the energy class. This fact is underlined by the influence

of shielding wires, especially with a low shielding angles,

which suppresses the frequency of direct strokes to phase

conductors to a very small figure.

log p =
75

- 3,95
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2) Switching overvoltages

Switching of small reactive currents (e.g. when

starting inductive motors, no-load transformers) yields

relatively high overvoltage factors, but their energy is low

(especially on transformers with no-load small losses) and

it means reduced energy absorbtions in arresters of all

kinds. The maximum overvoltage factor 4 is usually

recommended for the medium-voltage networks in insulation

coordination analysis. Switching out short-circuit currents

normally produces overvoltage factors below 2 in networks of

all nominal voltages.

The combination of high overvoltage factors and

energies is associated with switching condenser batteries

and no-load overhead lines, where they are proportional to

their length (Fig.2).

The most stressing case is the reclosing of overhead

lines with. a residual charge (lines with capacitive

potencial transformers instead of electromagnetic types) or

in the past switching with breakdowns during switching

procedure. This yields coefficients up to 3,5. Without

residual charges and breakdowns, the maximum overvoltage

factors on circuit breakers of a modern production 2,6 is

supposed nowadays as the basis for insulation coordination.

Resistors are an effective measure for a reduction of

overvoltages in circuit-rbreakers which decrease the

coefficients below 2.

The switching of large condensers and reclosing of long

overhead lines requires generally arresters of a higher

energy class e.g. 3 or 4, while in all other cases (small

reactive currents) usually energy class 2 is sufficient.

The corresponding long current waves have amplitudes up

to 1 kA or a little higher.
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3) Temporary overvoltages

Information corcerning temporary overvoltages is

fundamental for the choice of the rated voltage of

arresters. Under this overvoltage all the arresters must

function properly, clearing out all the lightning and

switching ov.ervoltages (duty test). For the gapped arresters

only highest r.m.s. value of overvoltages are needed, but

for the metal oxide (ungapped) arresters their duration is

also very important.

Overvoltages on healthy phases associated with

one-phase or two-phase earth short circuits (connections)

are most serious. In the range of medium voltages various

sorts of short circuits or connections are possible

according to the treatment of neutral points of networks.

Using an arc suppression coil or a resistor the maximumm

overvoltage factor is 4 3 an<3 its duration several hours

(depends on the layout of the coil) or seconds (with

resistors). This coefficient may be even slightly higher in

large cable networks.

In networks with the neutral point solidly grounded the

overvoltage values (K-̂ , K2) depend on the relations of

network impedance: positive (X^ , negative (X2) and zero

(XQ) sequence.

The formula for single phase short circuit is

1 +

2 +

for two-phase

3 XQ/X1

K2 =
1 + 2 Xo/X1
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The most moderate values occur during short circuits behind

block transformers in power plants, the reason is low Xo of

generators and X-,̂  = X2 = Xo of transformers. The values

close to 1 are common. In networks with a large contribution

of overhead line impedances (XQ/X-J^ = 3 - 6 ) the overvoltage

coefficients increase up to 1,3 - 1,4. Higher values may

have lines with steel shielding wires. The resulting

overvoltage may be also slightly increased by the resistance

of short circuit arcs.

Load rejections are another cause of overvoltages. The

reactive component of the load plays the deciding role. As a

rough estimate of evervoltage factors. K3 for the nominal

load of lines serves

K3 = 1,05 uk) sin ] [(X
d p i uk

) cos f ]

where X"d is longitudinal subtransient reactance of

generators, u k is short-circuit reactance of transformers

and fis the angle shift of load. The accurate shape of

overvoltage on generators is exponential (Fig.3.).

The Ferranti - effect after load rejection on long

overhead lines (K4) is the last cause of overvoltages. The

correspoonding influence of line capacitances is well known.

According to time sequence of network faults

resulting temporary overvoltage factor K may be

the

K = or K2 ) K3

4) Fundamental properies of metal oxide arresters

In the last years everywhere in the world the old

classic gapped surge arresters (Sic) are replaced with

metal-oxide ungapped arresters (ZnO). The dependence voltage

- current for Sic and ZnO resistor elements of classic and

metal oxid arresters is shown in Fig. 4. At the nominal
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voltage U r and normal service voltage the current in

metal-oxide arresters is 1mA and lower and no gaps are

therefore needed, whereas with SiC-arresters, correspoonding

currents are hundreds of amperes and an arc suppresion

device (gap) must be inserted. The simplicity of

ZnO-arresters is one of their important advantages.

The nominal (rated) voltage of gapped SiC-arresters

must be higher than all temporary overvoltages shown above,

because their function in an opposite case would lead to

their failure.

Producers supply the curve 50 Hz - withstand voltage

versus time f(tu) for ZnO - arresters which all the possible

temporary overvoltages on a site of installation must not

surpass (Fig. 5). The relation between normal service (Uj)

and rated voltage (Ur) is about Uf a o,8 Ur. If the maximum

temporary overvoltages e.g. U t l and U t 2 with durations of

fa t,, and ^ t2 are known, an acceptable rated voltage U r

can be tested using expressions

Utl/Ur = a - b.log t u l, Ut2/Ur = a - b log.tu2

S =
At, A t.

-ul "t,u2

where a, b are coefficients in the function f( t
u) given by

the producer. If S .—•> l or > 1 then an other higher value

U r must be tested. Only if S « le.g. S «0,1 the rated

voltage is adequate. The higher Value calculated from the

service voltage uf and temporary voltages is the resulting

rated voltage.

In case of an exponential temporary overvoltage
(Fig.3)

ut - UK

lasting for t K till the overvoltage will be further
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decreased, where T is a time constant, the chosen rated

voltage may be tested using the formula

,-t/T

S = dt
LK

where

- UK> (a-UK)

A = 10 and TK = 10

Also in this case S must be much lower than 1 - An

example for Um/Ur = 1,1, UK/Ur = 0,9 and T = 10 is shown in

Fig.6. The values of S are given there for various t K up to

40 s (Electro No. 4, 1993).

Following rated voltages may be applied under common

service conditions in hig-voltage and extra-high-voltage

networks as a rough conclusion:

stations 22 kV with arc-suppression coils (tK up to 2

or 4 hours) require U r = 25/0,8 = 31,5 kV

stations 110 kV, solidely earthed neutral point, Ur = 96 kV

stations 220 kV, solidely earthed neutral point, Ur = 196 kV

stations 400 kv, solidely earthed neutral point, Ur= 360 kV.

In the last two cases, where two or more units are

connected in series in one device, a safety coefficient 1,1

is included for the pollution effects (shown later).

Nevertheless, in some cases a thorough analysis of service

influence is required. Especially in the first stage of

application, when their lower protection levels cannot be

economically exploited, rather higher values are applied.

The second important parameter is the line discharge

class, which is particularly important for arresters charged

by switching overvoltages on overhead lines. Energies

dissipated due to lightning overvoltages have been dealt
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with above. Energy coming from overhead lines can be

calculated using the formula

" U

A =
uv

T . 10 3 (kj/kv,kv,n,|j.s)

where A is energy dissipated on one kilovolt of rated

voltage, Us is switching overvoltage, Ua protection level of

arrester, Z is wave impedance and T is the duration of

overvoltage. The international standard IEC specifies five

discharge classes from 2 x 1 kJ/kV to 2 x 5 kJ/kV, where 2

expresses the effect of reclosing, when the thermal effects

are summed up. Up "to now Sic arresters of the class 2 were

only applied in the former Czechoslovakia, excluding few

devices of the class 3 in last years.

Following line discharge classes are recommended in our

countries as a rough general conclusion:

station 22 kV, class 2

station 110 kV, classes 2 or 3

station 220 kV, class 3

station 400 kV, classes 3 or 4

In this respect, rather higher values are also

recommended in the first stage of application, taking into

account unknown effects of pollution.

Further advantages are evident from the comparison of

protection levels of Sic and ZnO-arresters. The gaps in Sic

arresters cause a significant overshoot during lightining

and switching overvoltages which may obtain up to 20 % (Tab

1, network 110 kV). The steepness in the last column is 800

kv/iis. The analogous differences would appear for arresters

in the 400 kV-network. The overshoot is shown in Fig.7.
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Tab.l

Arrester type

VA 96/10.2
VA 96/10.3
3 EP 2 96 3PN
EXLIM Q 96

10 kA,8/20 \is

270 kV
230
231
231

switch.imp.

300 kV
260
198
192

steep imp.

> 300 kV
315
260
245

The simplicity of construction is also one of the

reasons for a better service reliability, though the service

statistics shows that 95 % failures of Sic arresters are

caused by the defective seal and the penetrating humidity.

Service costs are also power, because inspection

measurements can be made without dismounting if any are

required or recommended by manufacturers- In this case

special current analyzers are supplied which are connected

to the counters without switching out service voltage. Also

the weight of metal-oxide arresters is lower. E.g.

SiC-arrester VA 360/10.3 weighs 1100 kg whereas ZnO-arrester

of the same rated voltage and class weighs 545 kg only. The

number of units in one ZnO-arrester is also lower, which is

of importance from the point of view of under pollution.

The problem of pollution cannot be considered to be solved.

The single units of ZnO-arresters are relatively stable and

reliable under relatively heavy conditions, too, if their

creepage distance is adequately long. Arresters with two or

more units are endangered by two possible abnormalities:

unhomogeneous voltage distribution due to different

pollution layers and transition of surface leakage currents

to ZnO-blocks across armatures and the other way round. In

order to lower the probability of thermal instability

(runaway) it is recommended to take the rated voltage by

about 10 % higher. It has been found out that a long-term

light pollution is more dangerous than a short-term heavy

pollution. A long time constant of the ceramic mass - 1 to 3

hours - is the reason.
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5) installation of ZnO-arresters

There is no specific difference in the installation of

ZnO-arresters. First of all, • power and potential

transformers exposed to lightning overvoltages are

protected, further bus-bars and cables, if necessary.

Arresters are the basic elements in the coordination of

insulation levels. Maximum protective distances for power

transformers are specified in CSN 38 0810 for nominal

voltages up to 35, 110 and 300 kV as 35, 50 and 75 m, they

are doubled for potential transformers (70, 100 and 150 m)

when classic SiC-arresters are assumed. With lower

protection level ZnO-arresters eihter increased distances or

lower insulation levels of equipment will be used in the

future. Another way is to reduce the number of arresters in

larger stations. The difference between insulation and

protection level is decisive.

The choice of the rated voltage and line discharge

class must be cautious. E.g. a similar rule may by thereby

used as for the calculation of power supply reliability in

stations i.e. n-l ot n-2 rule in compliance with importance

of supply. That means that e.g. a failure of voltage control

on generators, a failure of circuit breakers, relay devices

and so on should be taken into account in order to prevent

the runaway or deterioration of arresters. Because

SiC-arresters have rated voltages above all possible

temporary voltages, there is a lower danger of such

accidents.

New large fields of application are open thanks to

features and service reliability of ZnO-arresters. If they

are used to reduce switching overvoltages on lines, their

nominal service voltage can be increased in "uprating". E.g.

in USA lines 55 and 69 kV have been uprated to 115 kV and

lines 115 kV and 180 kV for 230 kV. Reported service results

are satisfactory.
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Simple, light construction and reduced costs of low

line discharge class make it possible to place ZnO-arresters

on pole arms either parallel or instead of pole insulators

and in this way to limit outages due to lightning to

negligible or practically zero values. This technology was

applied on double circuits line of 33 to 230 kV where some

30 % to 13,5 % of outages occured on both circuits. Service

statistics in Japan and USA have fully confirmed theoretical

assumptions. This method was found more effective than other

methods e.g. increased insulation level, reduction of

footing resistence and double shielding wires. In USA these

arresters are only mounted on elevated sections of overhead

lines or -on the low phase conductors of transmission lines.

New possibilities of applications consist in the

construction of transformers and switching devices. Research

experiments have shown that ZnO-blocks are stable in oil

also at high service temperatures and insulating gases (e.g.

SFg). Magnetic fields mechanical vibrations and shocks have

also no deteriorating effects. The installation of arresters

in transformer tanks, in SFg-circuit breakers and in

disconnecting switches simplifies the layout of substations

and improves their compactness.

Because of their high power dissipation (absorbtion)

they can be used in cable networks of nuclear power plants

to suppress overvoltages due to intermittent earth

connections and this way to assure higher service

reliability. But for this case special types of ZnO

arresters are delivered with discharge energies up to 10

kJ/kV or even higher.

6) Conclusion

This contribution represents a very short review of

both the features and service behaviour of metal-oxide

arresters and of the conditions for their high service

reliability. These arresters can be applied in all other

cases, where SiC-arresters have been used so for with
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unnegligible economical profits. It is evident that their

application offers new ways to increase service performance

of networks and to reduce service and investment costs.
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induced backflash direct

Fig.

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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Fig.5
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FAST OVERVOLTAGES TRANSFER THROUGH CAPACITIVE CONVERTERS

Vaclav ASCHENBRENNER

Faultless functioning of all measurement, control and safety
systems securing the power equipment operation, including the
nuclear power plants, is an important factor affecting both the
reliability and safety of the power equipment. The reliability of
those systems is influenced by both the quality of applied parts
and design elements, and resistance of the systems against exter-
nal effects. Large monitoring, control and supervisory systems
reach different kinds of environment by means of their input or
output elements (sensors, transducers, control elements). In case
of systems operating in power generation plants, the environment
is mainly characterized by different electromagnetic disturbance
levels. The disturbances can have the form of either overvoltages
on the system input or output terminals, or electromagnetic field
affecting individual parts of the systems or cabling. Two basic
types of failures can result from disturbances affecting the sys-
tem:

- a change in the system functioning that can sometimes be
eliminated by means of the software or by a system opera-
tor action (e.g. RESET action),

- damage to system parts causing that the system fails to
operate.

The importance of the system resistance assurance is increa-
sed along with the larger application of electronic and micro-
electronic elements within systems operated in connection with
the power generation equipment. The systems can be affected by
the power equipment operation. Voltage converters represent one
of the points of contact between the power and light-current equ-
ipment. The re-introduction of capacitive voltage transformers
(CVT) induces, among others, a question related to the primary
voltage fast change transfer to output terminals. See Fig. 1 for
the Capacitive Voltage Transformer Diagram, comprising following
components :

- capacitive divider consisting from Cl and C2,
- protection arrester G,
- transformer TV,
- Fe-resonance suppression circuit F,
- compensation choke Lr.

Measurements of capacitive voltage transformer responses to
input voltage pulses with three different pulse rise time magni-
tudes of 5 nsec, 10 - 40 nsec and 1 jisec were made in the
Power Engineering Research Institute (EGÜ) very-high-voltage la-
boratory in Prague. Fast overvoltages are produced as a result of
manipulating circuit breakers and disconnecting switches in
power plant switchyards. A circuit making simulation of connec-
ting a bar fitted with a capacitive voltage transformer possible
was prepared in the EGÜ Prague. See Fig. 2 for the wiring diagram
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of this circuit. The LI section is discharged into the circuit
made up of the L2 section and the measured capacitive voltage
transformer at the moment of a sparkover between the D disconnec-
ting switch poles. The converter input voltage time trend is mea-
sured by both the electric field capacitive sensor and the OSC 1
storage oscilloscope situated under the L2 line section. The res-
ponse of the capacitive voltage transformer is measured on its
output terminals by the OSC 2 storage oscilloscope. See Fig. 3
for an example of the input voltage time trend and Fig. 4 for an
example of the response time trend. Table 1 provides a summary of
the measurement results obtained with three types of capacitive
voltage transformers.

Another measurement was made while applying a cut-off ath-
mospheric pulse of 1.2/50 nesc. See Fig. 5 for the test circuit
diagram and Fig. 6 for the input voltage time trend. The
capacitive voltage transformer response comprises both the fast
and slow components as seen on Fig. 7. The fast component is re-
presented by the response to both the input voltage pulse front
edge and cut off. The input voltage time trend is approximately
followed by the slow component. Table 2 provides a summary of the
measured values obtained with three types of capacitive voltage
transformers.

The fastest change in the input voltage was produced by the
NEMP generator-simulator. See Fig. 8 for the test circuit wiring
diagram. The input voltage was computed from the simulator field
that was measured by means of the electric field capacitive sen-
sor S. See Fig. 9 for an example of the input voltage time trend
and Fig. 10 for the corresponding response time trend. Table 3
provides a summary of the measured values obtained with three ty-
pes of capacitive voltage transformers.

The measured values make it obvious that the amplitudes of
capacitive voltage transformer responses to fast changes in the
input voltage exceed several times the maximum amplitude of the
rated output voltage (U2m - 100/^3*^2). The response damped
oscillation frequency ranges from units of Hz to 20 MHz in accor-
dance with the capacitive voltage transformer type.

In addition to the laboratory measurements, measurements we-
re made at power plants, too. Following response terminal values
were measured:

- voltage amplitude U = 4 00 V,
- frequency f = 1.5 - 20 MHz.

Voltage magnitude up to 350 V was measured on the converter
cables with one conductor grounded. Voltages of the order of
1 - 2 kV were, however, measured between the ground and respecti-
ve conductors coming from the voltage converters within the con-
trol cabinet situated at one of the switchyard fields. Voltage is
strongly induced into conductors while transients on the VHV si-
de.
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In order to assure the high operation reliability of the
light-current equipment functioning at power plants, it is there-
fore necessary to pay great attention to them as they can be ex-
posed to effects of fast electromagnetic fields as well as over-
voltages on their terminals. The resistance against disturbing
effects should be one of the power engineering equipment selec-
tion criteria. The equipment should comply with the IEC 801 - 3,
4 and 5 tests, as well as the pulse electromagnetic test, at le-
ast. The equipment resistance issues have to be considered while
their design, installation, cabling design, etc. That is the only
way to achieve a safe co-existence between the light-current and
power equipment in the area of power engineering.
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Fig. 1 Capacitive voltaas transformer
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L

MK - double-shielded measuring chaubre
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EQUIPMENT CONDITION MONITORING AND ITS UTILIZATION
IN MAINTENANCE

Ëudovit RAVAS, EBO, Jaslovke Bohunice

1. INTRODUCTION

At present efforts are made to expand the existing scope of
electrical equipment maintenance, the goal being to make the
respective components life-time longer while keeping both their
reliability and availability.

This programme aimed at the life-time extension of various
system components is called "Equipment Ageing". It follows from
the name itself that both the equipment operability and reliabi-
lity are time-dependent. The time factor must be taken into ac-
count, because a considerable number of nuclear power plants ap-
proach the end of their design-based life-times or they have al-
ready exceeded them. The regulatory bodies require to prove the
operated equipment reliability, mainly the safety related equip-
ment. These requirements hold especially true for the primary
circuit equipment.

In addition to the time factor, the overall equipment condi-
tion is also deteriorated by its operation environment (moisture,
temperature, chemical influences, radiation), by changes in the
environment, as well as by transients that damage certain ele-
ments significantly. All the influences or their combinations
affect particular components of the equipment which are made of
different materials (metals, insulation substances, rubber, lu-
bricants, etc.) in a different way.

The purpose of the "Ageing" project is to determine recom-
mendations for surveillance, monitoring and recording of power
equipment ageing effects. Criteria of the equipment operation,
maintenance, repairs or replacement will be specified on the ba-
sis of the above-mentioned findings.

At present it is well-known that there are many unknown fac-
tors related to the identification of the age-related degrada-
tion, such as the rates of degradation under both normal and
harsh conditions and their effects upon the equipment ability of
performing its safety functions. The ability of detecting degra-
dations and incipient failure conditions is of particular inte-
rest so that preventive action (e.g. maintenance or replacement)
can be taken. The goal is to detect the weakest elements of the
equipment that are more sensitive to both the degradation and
failures in the particular equipment.
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Cost effective techniques have been developed or they are
being developed applications of which will contribute to the
equipment condition monitoring. Effective use of condition moni-
toring in nuclear power plants can improve the plant safety and
availability. When the monitored condition is evaluated, equip-
ment repair and replacement periods will be determined that will
be based on actual parameters of the damaged equipment.

2. EQUIPMENT CONFITION MONITORING AS A MAINTENANCE, REPAIR
AND REPLACEMENT STRATEGY

The equipment condition monitoring can be defined as a con-
tinuous or periodical monitoring of critical parameters to deter-
mine the equipment capability of further performing its specific
safety functions during the period that follows the monitoring
period. Monitoring can be performed in the form of measurements
or inspections. The term "Condition Monitoring" must be distin-
guished from surveillance or equipment diagnostics'. In general,
the objective of surveillance and diagnostics is to determine
whether the equipment is functioning properly during the period
of its condition monitoring. The purpose of condition monitoring
is to determine whether the equipment will be operable during the
period that follows the monitoring period. Condition monitoring
is expected to reveal not only the functional status at the mo-
ment of monitoring, but also the ability of the equipment to re-
main capable of performing as specified for the period following
the monitoring period. In an ideal case, simple functional para-
meters recording could be sufficient for the functional capabili-
ty identification. Accurate criteria based on the monitored para-
meters could be apllied when making decision what is necessary to
do with the equipment, i.e. whether to resume its operation, per-
form maintenance or adjustment activities, repair or replace it.

Equipment condition monitoring requires to collect and re-
cord data and to have an analytical system available which could
determine both the extenc of degradation and nearness of inci-
pient failure. Each monitored parameter must be evaluated so that
a decision can be made which type of corrective action is neces-
sary to take, if needed. The analysis of data collected over
a long period can detect the causes of degradation and systematic
preventive actions can eliminate or diminish the level of equip-
ment degradation.

A simple case of an ideal situation is depicted in Fig. 1.
The solid line curve represents a functional capability, the das-
hed line curve represents parameters or indicators correlated to
the functional capability or age-related degradation. The "Accep-
table Indicator" of the condition monitoring indicates a change
ratio higher than the functional capability. This warns us of
a future functional degradation (not obvious at present). On the
contrary, if the indicator change ratio is lower than the func-
tional capability, the indicator is not appropriate (it is called
"Unacceptable Indicator"). A high change ratio indicator with
a good correlation to the functional capability is highly appro-
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priate for the purpose of condition monitoring. Figure 1 shows
that the functional capability can be relatively stable during
a long period. No damage to the equipment can, therefore, be jud-
ged from this curve. A monitored indicator can, however, indicate
an equipment condition deterioration and reveal an approaching
incipient failure status.

Maintenance criteria will be specified if monitored parame-
ters are deteriorated to a specific level or they vary in a spe-
cific manner. The criteria will be specified on the basis of ex-
perience gained at the NPP or laboratory research results. In Fi-
gure 1, the interval between the monitoring time and the time
corresponding to the minimum permitted functional capability re-
presents the estimate of the equipment residual life-time unless
corrective actions are taken aimed at the equipment life-time ex-
tension.

A real curve of the equipment condition deterioration moni-
toring looks much more complex than it is depicted in Figure 1.
In many cases, the equipment operation can not probably be cha-
racterized by only one parameter. The operability will have to be
characterized by means of a combination of several parameters.
The minimum functional capability can be known in certain appli-
cations, but the equipment degradation level is not known. It is
much more difficult to estimate both the service wear level and
the residual life-time of the equipment. Condition monitoring is
very useful" in case of equipment that can be characterized by
a rapid functional capability decrease during a relatively very
short time after putting into service. The functional capability
level indicates the degradation level. In this case, a slowly
decreasing parameter is ideally desirable from the condition mo-
nitoring point of view. The equipment can be subject to either
maintenance or replacement before its condition achieves the pre-
determined parameter degradation level.

Following each maintenance action the equipment functional
capability is improved, as shown in Figure 2, while both condi-
tion monitoring indicators and functional capability curves are
shifted to the right until they achieve the point in which it is
necessary to replace the equipment.

3. MOTOR-OPERATED VALVES (MOV) AND THEIR MONITORING SYSTEMS

A large number of MOVs are used at a nuclear power plant
that are of great significance for the plant technological dia-
gram. They are usually operated by either electrical servodrives
or air. Increased attention will be necessary to pay to valves
and servodrives installed in the plant safety systems, directly
affecting the nuclear safety.

Approximately 30 types of MOV misadjustments and degraded
conditions have been detected by utilities so far. This fact re-
sults in a conclusion that MOVs require increased attention to be
paid to them and their characteristic parameter measurements to
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be made to confirm their proper functioning.

Both the MOV dissasembly and overall inspection represent
the only means of getting information on it. Such activities, ho-
wever, require sufficient maintenance or, eventually, they result
in the staff additional radiation exposure. It is just the need
to get better knowledge on the MOVs operation condition without
dissassembling them that results in using different MOV diagnos-
tic techniques.

3.1. AVAILABLE MOV MONITORING TECHNIQUES

A MOV monitoring system performs measurements of one or more
MOV parameters and provides graphic displays (signatures) that
make manual or automatic analyses possible. The signatures provi-
de detailed wide-range quantitative information on the motor,
servodrive and valve conditions including:

- average values,•
- overall changes in the course of the valve lift ,
- transient statuses,
- periodical effects.

MOV monitoring systems are used above all to facilitate the
servodrive switches proper adjustment. Moreover, they provide
useful information on both the MOV ageing and service wear. Their
sensitivity and selectivity provide the capability of both the
MOV failure type identification and location detection. Thus,
fast and effectuive maintenance actions can be taken.

In general, MOV monitoring systems monitor one or more para-
meters out of the following:

- valve stem position, torque and thrust,
- sprong pack displacement,
- acting time of all the control switches,
- motor current, voltage and power,"
- servodrive output torque,
- servodrive vibrations.

Although many commercial MOV diagnostic systems monitor si-
milar parameters (e.g. motor current, spring pack displacement,
etc.), they use different transducers, signal conditioners and
they provide various levels of signature analysis (interpreta-
tion). The only measurable parameter, i.e. motor current, is mea-
sured by all the commercial MOV monitoring systems. Motor current
can be monitored remotely and non-intrusively. Measured electri-
cal current provides a relatively large amount of information on
the motor, servodrive and valve conditions.

The valve stem thrust is also an often monitored parameter.
Most systems use sensors sensing either directly the stem thrust
(stem strain) or reaction forces in other parts (yoke, bolts,
etc.). The stem thrust monitoring using one of the mentioned
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techniques is generally more accurate than indirect techniques
(e.g. derivation of the stem thrust from some other measured pa-
rameters ) , as relations among the stem thrust and other measurab-
le parameters (e.g. spring pack displacement, motor current, gear
mesh friction, etc. ) can vary in time due to changes in the men-
tioned parameters.

Since each measurable MOV parameter provides different (and
complementary) information, simultaneous monitoring of more para-
meters can provide additional diagnostic details that can not be
got by any single parameter measurement. For example, an unusual-
ly increased running current may indicate increased running load,
although it is difficult to determine the exact cause from the
motor current measurement alone. If, however, the stem thrust is
measured simultaneously, it can be judged that the load has been
increased due to the valve itself (e.g. increased packing tight-
ness or increased rubbing inside the valve) rather than the ser-
vodrive. The"other way round, if the stem thrust level is normal,
the increased load is due to a servodrive failure (e.g. increased
gear or bearings friction, etc.).

The diagnostic accuracy of these systems also depends on
their operating staff skills. Both the number and capabilities of
different monitoring systems available has increased lately. If
they are continuously utilized and developed, their capability to
identify and quantify the MOV ageing and service wear effects
will be improved. These systems provide the utilities not only
with means of the MOV operability determination, but they also
offer tools necessary to perform predictive maintenance.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The equipment ageing in the course of a nuclear power plant
technological process affects essentially the plant operability
and safety. Good knowledge on the ageing process and an appro-
priate monitoring system to determine the respective component
condition is a substantial contribution to increasing maintenance
effectivity and greatly affects the nuclear power plant reliable
operation.
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PROPHYLACTIC AND THERMOVISION MEASUREMENTS
OF ELECTRIC MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT

R. JEDLIÖKA, £. BRESTOVANSKY, EBO Jaslovské Bohunice

ABSTRACT:

High-voltage measurements of generators, unit and
service transformers and some significant motor drives used
at a nuclear power plant are described in this paper.
Thermovisi.on measurements of electric machines and
distribution systems are dealt with in the second part of
the paper.

Power electric equipment represent one of the most
significant components, of a nuclear power plant. Turbine
mechanical energy is converted into the electrical energy
within these equipment. Power generated by generators is
transformed by transformers so that it can achieve
appropriate parameters for both the transmission over the
distribution system and the power plant service power
supply. The service power supply switchboards and cables
provide power supply to motors and other consumers necessary
for the nuclear power plant technological process. The whole
complex of equipment has to be maintained in good technical
condition.

It is necessary to make thermovision and prophylactic
measurements to identify and verify the electric equipment
technical condition. The mentioned measurements warn the
operation staff in advance against both gradual
deterioration of power connection contact resistances, i.e.
power connections overheating, and the machine insulation
systems condition deterioration,
prevent the electric equipment
removing the detected failures,
safety.

The operation staff try to
operation accidents by early
thus, improving the nuclear

In order to provide the above-mentioned activities
a special prophylactic measurement group was established at
the NPP Bohunice in 1983. The group specialists make
following types of measurements:

1. a) Prophylactics of 220 MW generators and 6 MW service
power generators,

b) Prophylactics of both unit and service transformers
and VHV bushings,

c) Prophylactics of major 6 kV motor drives.
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2. Thermovision measurements of c u r r e n t connec t ions .

Measurements enumerated in paragraph 1 are made on
disconnected electric machines during refuelling outages,
.thermovision measurements are made under reactor unit full
operation conditions, i.e. on equipment energized to the
rated level.

1. a) Prophylactics of 220 MW Generators and 6 MW
Service Power Generators

A generator is disconnected from both encased
conductors (in the points of bushings) routed to the
respective unit transformer and connectors routed to the
neutral point during measurements. The main generator stator
winding must be dried up by means of pressure air so that
water remaining in the winding can not distort measured
values.

Phase-to-Earth Insulation Resistance Measurements

Measurements are made with the TETTEX HV-10 type 5430
megaohmmeter steplessly controllable up to 10 kV. Insulation
resistance of a respective phase is measured against earth
under voltage of 5 kV, the remaining phases being earthed.
Measurements are made in function of time: readouts are
taken after 15, 60 and 600 seconds. Polarization indices
Pil an(^ PilO a r e calculated that equal to:

Pil = 60' 15 PilO = R600'R60 *

If polarization index values exceed 1.3, the stator
insulation condition is sufficient, if they range over 2.0,
the condition is good. Polarization index values depend on
both moisture contents and pollution of the insulation
system. The higher is the value, the drier is the
insulation. The polarization index is used for approximate
review of the insulation condition. Subsequent measurements
are only made if the winding insulation resistance equals to
at least 700 Mn.

Non—Measured
Windines

_o Measuring
Equipment

F ig . l : In terconnect ion between a measured winding and
the measuring equipment
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Capacity and Loss Factor Measurements

The loss factor tg 5 is defined as a ratio of active to
reactive current. In case that measurements are made on an
•insulation material, it represents the extent to which
electrical energy is converted into heat. Rise in the loss
factor tg 5, as well as delta tg 5, is a generally accepted
criterion of insulation material ageing. It is important to
measure both loss factor and capacity against applied
voltage if the ageing insulation material conductivity
mechanism is being changed. Capacity C is measured in |xF,
loss factor tg 5 is a dimensionless quantity.

Measurements are made with a semi-automatic measuring
bridge TETTEX 2809, supplied from HV power sources TETTEX
5281 and 5287. Voltage levels of 3.1, 4.7, 6.3, 7.9, 9.0,
9.4 and 10.0 kV are applied to respective phases when
measurements are made. Non-measured phases are earthed.
Values of ~tg 5 are compared within ranges of 0.2 - 0.6 Un,
0.4 - 0.6 Un and 0.2 - 0.4 Un.

Values of tg 5 must not exceed 2%. If a higher value
has been measured, it indicates that the stator winding is
ageing and getting wet.-

Fig. 2: principial Wiring Diagram of C and tg 6
Measurements Made by Means of a Measuring
Bridge
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Charging Current Measurements

Chargimg currents are measured with the BAUR PGK/45 DC
power source. Measurements are made phase by phase, the
non-measured phases being earthed. Charging current values
are read out at voltage levels of 5, 8, 10, 12 and 15 kV in
time periods of 60 and 300 seconds. Rx resistance is
calculated out of measured values:

= U / I300*

High-Voltage Test

A high-voltage test is made following each generator
major overhaul involving winding repairs. DC voltage of 41
kV is applied to each of the phases for 60 seconds.
Measurements of windings are made with the BAUR PGK/45 DC
power source. The -15.75 kV generator bushings high-voltage
tests are also made by means of the application of 65 kV DC
voltage supplied from the PGK/100 DC power source.

The mentioned measurements helped us to detect
insufficient insulation condition of the NPP V-l generator
bushings. Insulation resistance must be always measured by
means of 5 kV DC voltage prior to and following each
high-voltage test.

b) Prophylactics of both Unit and Service Transformers
and VHV Bushings

Oil represents an essential component of transformer
insulation. The special prophylactic measurement group
specialists have no Chromatographie analysis equipment of
their own available. That is why they co-operate with the
Diagnostic Center Krizovany in this field.

The transformer must be disconnected at both primary
and secondary sides during measurements and its bushings
must be cleaned up.

Winding Insulation Resistance Measurements

Insulation resistances of the windings are measured
with the TETTEX HV-10 type 5430 megaohmmeter by means of
2.5 kV DC voltage application. Readouts are taken after 15
and 60 seconds. Polarization indices are calculated out of
the measured values in a way simitar to the generator
insulation resistance measurements. Following winding and
support connection combinations are used for the
measurements :

HV
HV + S
S
VHV
VHV + S
S

I.
II.

III.
IV.
V.

VI.

VHV
VHV
VHV
HV
HV
HV
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Note: VHV - very-high-voltage side
HV - high-voltage side
S - Winding support

Capacity and Loss Factor Measurements

10kV/50 Hz voltage is applied to different connection
combinations as mentioned above. If the major overhaul takes
place in winter, measurements must be done immediately
following disconnecting the transformer from the grid, i.e.
before the transformer temperature drops below 20°C, because
the loss factor value is temperature-dependent.

Magnetizing Current Measurements

Magnetizing currents are measured with digital
multimeters by means of 380 V/50 Hz AC voltage application.
Windings of lower voltage are only measured on unit
transformers, as the windings are wound over each other (HV,
VHV).

If any higher-voltage winding displacement or short
circuit, etc. occurred, this would always be transformed
into the lower-voltage--winding, too. Both VHV and HV sides
are measured on the plant service transformers. Transformer
taps No. l, 9 and 19 are measured on the VHV side, whereas
tap No. 9 is measured on the HV side.

Winding Ohmic Resistance Measurements

Measurements are made by means of the TETTEX 2285
computer system running under special transformer ohmic
resistance measurement software.

The measurement sytem provides following measurement
possibilities :

- single current source I = 1 - 50 A,
- two current sources for separate measurements, i.e two ob-
jects can be measured at a time,

- a couple of current sources connexed in parallel, current
supply up to 100 A.

The measuring system measures either ambient
temperature or oil temperature by measurement probes.
Measured values are subsequently used for ohmic resistance
correction in relation to selected reference temperature
(20 C is the selected value). The measuring system provides
remote switching over of plant service transformer taps.

Following the measuring system start up it takes the
power source (or power sources) several seconds to supply
the selected current to the winding. The ohmic resistance
value should be stabilized. It is important to observe
whether the value only drops or fluctuates, i.e. it can not
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be stabilized. The stable value is logged and next
transformer tap of a higher number is switched over by the
measuring system. All 19 taps of the plant service
transformer are measured in this manner. The higher-voltage
side is supplied with current of 100 A, the lower-voltage
side with 50 A.

A trend line connecting measured value points must form
a straight line in case of the NPP V-l plant service
transformers, whereas that of the NPP V-2 plant service
transformers must form a parabola. The difference consists
in different types of change-over switches. In case that
some values are not located on the straight line or parabola
or they fluctuate, a definite conclusion can be drawn that
there is a defective current connection . inside the
transformer. Practice indicates it is just this type of
measurements that gives the best idea of the transformer
current connections condition. It has enabled early
identification of " severe failures inside transformers at
both the NPP Bohunice nad Dukovany several times.

400 kV (220 kV) bushings represent very important
components of unit transformers. Their insulation resistance
is measured by means of 2,5 kV voltage application between
the measured point and the transformer frame. Besides, both
their capacity and loss factor are also measured.

Capacity Cl7 as well as loss factor tg S-̂ , are measured
by means of 10 kV voltage applied to the bushing outlet
(top). The measuring cable is connected to the measured
point of a bushing and the earthing cable is connected to
the transformer frame. The measuring bridge is connexed in
UST wiring scheme, i.e. VHV:HV.

Capacity C2, as well as loss factor tg S2, are measured
under the voltage of 2 kV after both voltage and measuring
cables have been interchanged. The measuring bridge is
connexed in GST wiring scheme, i.e. VHV:HV+S.

c) Prophylactics of major 6 kV motor drives

The scope of measurements has been extended nowadays to
cover also some major motor drives at the NPP. Both 4.8 MW
cooling water pump motor drives and 2.1 MW steam generator
feedwater pump motor drives are included. Both motors are of
the three-phase asynchronous type, their stators being
connexed in Y or 2Y-connection. Unlike the cooling pump
motor drives, neutrals of the feedwater pump motor drives
Y-connection are not connected to terminal boxes. Thus, it
is not possible to make measurements on each respective
phase. Following motor drive parameters are measured:

- insulation condition - by means of 5 kV voltage
application,

- capacity and loss factor at voltage levels of 2, 4
and 6 kV,

- partial discharges.
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Insulation condition, capacity and loss factor are
measured in the way described in paragraph la).

Partial Discharges Measurements

Insulation systems of electric machine stator windings
are never perfectly homogenous. They contain lots of tiny
cavities arisen during the machine manufacture and
operation. The relative permittivity of gases inside the
cavities is er times as low as that of the insulation
material. This results in a fact that gases inside the
cavities are subjected to er times higher gradient than the
insulation material. Moreover, electric strength of an
insulation material is higher than that of a gas. That is
why breakdowns occur inside cavities at a voltage level much
lower than the insulation material breakdown voltage.
Discharges" occurring inside the cavities are called partial
discharges, as they do not span the whole distance between
electrodes, but only a short section.

The TETTEX 9126 measuring device is available for
partial discharge measurements. It is equipped with its own
measuring, processing and recording device and an
oscilloscope. The TETTEX 5287 and TETTEX 5281 control
transformers are used as HV power sources. The wiring
diagram is depicted in Figure 3. The coupling capacitor
compensating the partial discharge power must be located as
close to the measured machine as possible so as to eleminate
the condenser - machine connection interfering effects as
far as possible. The aim is to measure both the voltage
level at which the discharges start to be displayed on the
oscilloscope screen and capacity and current levels of the
discharges. Measurements are made at selected voltage levels
(e.g. 4, 5, 6 kV).

It is of high significance to eliminate interfering
effects of the environment as far as possible during
measurements. Following interfering effects are among the
most dangerous ones: close located conductive objects
without fixed potential, electromagnetic waves of radio
transmitters, coupling capacitor, (wrong earthed), tips near
both the measuring and HV cables connecting points.

The group specialists have only been making this type
of measurements for less than two years. The measured values
data bank is, therefore, not very large. Yet, the
specialists unambiguously detected insufficient insulation
conditions of four feedwater pump motor drives on the basis
of both partial discharge and capacity and loss factor
measurements.
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Measured
Object

Versatile
Measuring
Impedance

Fig. 3: Partial Discharge Measurements Principal
Diagram

The results of all the mentioned prophylactic
measurements are logged. Thus, an accurate idea of the
nuclear power plant electric equipment present-day
insulation condition is available. Ten years' experience in
generators and transformers measurements provides a serious
basis for possible measured anomalies review. Each machine
has its own "curriculum vitae". It makes it possible to
observe annually either a slightly deteriorating insulation
condition or a step change in if; this indicates a possible
failure of the machine. Copies of measurement logs are
handed over to both the equipment owner and Maintenance
Division engineers. If the group specialists give
recommendations to repair a machine, the maintenance staff
will do it. Following each repair work, the machine is
subjected to repeated complex measurements prior to putting
back into service.

In 1992 the TETTEX INSTRUMENTS Co. mounted the
capacity, loss factor, ohmic resistance and partial
discharge measuring devices into an AVIA FURGON truck,
subjected the devices to certification tests, and connected
them to a processing and evaluation computer. Thus, a mobile
measurement center was completed that enables to make the
mentioned HV measurements reliably and promptly both on and
off the NPP site.
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2. THERHOVISION MEASUREMENTS OF CURRENT CONNECTIONS

Thermal defects, especially in cable corridors, both
indoor switching stations and outdoor switchyards and in
electric machines themselves, represent dangerous factors.
Above all, the fire risk may occur, as well as major
electric equipment may fail to operate which results in the
NPP nuclear safety violation. Current connections in
electric equipment represent a basic source of thermal
defects. The connections are made by means of different
technologies: pressed connection, screwed connection,
contacts of switches, circuit breakers, contactors, etc. The
current connections are inspected by means of a thermovision
system which operates within the infrared section of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Thermovision measurements are made
in 110, 220 and 400 kV switchyards, unit transformers,
generator outlets, generator switches, generator collecting
equipment, 6 kV, 0.4 kV switching stations and 6 kV, 0.4 kV
power cable current joints. The above-mentioned equipment
are inspected once a year, prior to the reactor unit major
overhaul. VHV equipment are inspected twice a year. In
addition to the the regular measurements, generator stater
windings are measured during an inductive warm up and
measurements are made• on some non-electric technological
equipment.

The electric equipment inspection periods are specified
by directions. Detected failures are removed by the
maintenance staff during reactor unit major overhauls, more
severe failures are removed as soon as possible. The value
of temperature difference between the current connection and
its incoming feeder is the criterion of a thermal defect
occurrence. If both the current connection and its incoming
feeder are of equal temperature under the conditions of both
a steady thermal state and a constant current flow, there is
no thermal defect in the connection. If the current
connection is warmed up in relation to the incoming feeder,
i.e. the temperature difference is not equal to 0°C, the
current connection is considered to be defective. In
practice, the defect is in . most cases identified reliably
due to thermal gradient detected along the current route in
the neighbourhood of the connection, even if the defect is
small. The group specialists are able to detect a warm up by
means of the thermovisiom set. The accuracy of detection is
±0.1 C for materials with a defined emittivity the value of
which does not drop too deep below "1" (this condition is
met in practice). The extent of a defect is defined by the
warm up value (°C). This value is approximately kept even if
the ambient temperature fluctuates. That is why if a defect
is observed in function of time, we can judge by the warm up
value whether the defect remains unchanged or expands, while
the ambient temperature can even drop.

The special prophylactic measurement group has a couple
of thermovision measurement workplaces available. One of
them is specialized in the NPP V-l electric equipment
inspections. It is equipped with the AGEMA 782 SW
thermovision set that comprises: a thermovision camera,
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a monitor, accumulator batteries, a Videorecorder and
photocameras for both thermal and real photographs. This set
is of older design. Isothermic degrees must be calculated
into degrees of Celsius by means of a programmable
calculator. The other workplace is specialized in the NPP
V-2 electric equipment inspections. It is equipped with the
AGEMA 880 LWB thermovision set that comprises similar
components to the AGEMA 782 set. Its sensitivity is, however
higher and isothermic degrees are calculated into degrees of
Celsius by means of the HUSKY computer. The computer is
connected to a monitor. It runs in the real-time mode.
Moreover, the camera can be controlled remotely. This is
especially appreciable when measurements are made near
strong current fields, e.g. in case of the generator
inductive warm up.

Both the workplaces are operated in the following way:
equipment that have already been enumerated are inspected by
means of the mobile thermovision set in compliance with
their significance. The group specialists have recorded and
registered data on all the power plant switchboards, as well
as all 6 kV and 0.4 kV power cable joints. The latter,
situated in cable corridors, have been labelled to
facilitate their later use.

If a defect is detected, it is recorded by the
Videorecorder with the accompaning audio explanations,
involving both a more detailed defect description and the
date of the defect detection. Both thermal and real
photographs are taken, because a thermal picture differs
much from a real one which makes the orientation more
difficult. The measurement results are further processed.
More complex thermal pictures are processed by means of the
TIC 8000 computer code providing a very large scale of
measured picture processing including historical defect data
collection.

The group specialists hand the log of reactor unit
equipment, thermovision measurements over to both the
maintenance staff and the equipment owner two weeks prior to
commencing the reactor unit major overhaul. The log involves
both a list of measured equipment and a list of defects;
each defect item includes either a thermal picture
photograph or a colour picture generated by TIC 8000, e real
defect photograph, date of the defect detection, a measured
value of the defective current connection temperature
difference, temperatures of surrounding properly operating
connections, and, finally, a value of current flowing
through the connection.

There are two basic measurement techniques: direct
temperature measurements and temperature measurements by
means of a reference source.

The reference source technique has proved to be better
for the group specialists. If an accurate reference
temperature source is available, both temperature and warm
up can be measured with a high accuracy of ±0.1 °C. Either
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the switchboard structure or
as the reference temperature
value is not measured with
temperature referred to as a

the related equipment are used
source. The object temperature
a high accuracy (the ambient
reference source can fluctuate

by ±1 C) , but the value of warm up that is decisive for the
measurement purposes does not
at lower temperatures.

lose its accuracy, especially

The advantage of this measurement technique consists in
a good accuracy with which the warm up can be determined and
smaller amount of efforts needed to make measurements,
because lower number of measurements are to be made to
determine the value of warm up. This results in both shorter
defect recording time by the Videorecorder, as well as less
time needed to process the defect records (an advantage with
respect to a large number of recorded defects).

If a more severe defect occurs, e.g. a high warm up of
a disconnecting switch in a 0,4 kV panel, this results in
a remarkable warm up of the switchboard construction that is
considered to be a reference source with a constant
temperature. In such a case, if possible, the direct
technique of both the construction and the faulty object
temperature measurement is used. The measurement accuracy
still complies with the measurement purpose.

The thermovision measurements have been made since
1986. A sufficiently wide overview of the electric equipment
current connection condition has been got at the NPP during
this time period. While 120 to 130 thermal defects were
detected at one reactor unit annually during the first
years, this number dropped to one half nowadays. In 1992
110 kV switchyards thermovision measurements were made to
order of Vodné elektrârne Trencin Company. More than 10
defects were detected in each of inspected switchyards that
are identical to the NPP Bohunice VHV switchyards, the warm
up values being relatively high - up to 25°C. 1 thermal
defect per a switchyard is detected during the inspection in
the NPP Bohunice at the most at present. This proves
doubtlessly the significant contribution of the thermovision
measurements to the nuclear safety.
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FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF PARTIAL DISCHARGES AND INSULATION
POLARISATION SPECTRUM IN POWER TRANSFORMERS

Ing. Leos Valenta, esc, EGÜ Praha a.s. laboratof w n

ABSTRACT

This paper presents some experience from application of
partial discharge measurements in site and some information about
practically new diagnostic method of insulation polarisation
spectrum measurements (recovery voltage measurement).

PREFACE

The integrity of electrical high-voltage insulation systems
is using a variety of different test. In the past, only
insulation resistance tests or dissipation factor (power factor)
measurements could be performed to evaluate the insulation of
installed equipment.

Partial discharge measurements (PD), in general, were
limited to the laboratory because of high levels of electrical
noise in the switchyards. Nowadays, PD measurements are carried
out usually in workshops in space without special screening and
in the field, too. Measurement of insulation polarisation
spectrum (RVM) was developed in Hungary. The method consists in
measuring polarisation phenomena in the paper/oil insulation.
This method makes it possible to assess the state of oil/paper
insulation systems, such as those in power transformers.

PD - measurements

Recently, the high failure rate of high voltage power
transformers of up to 420 kV of soviet design caused some
utilités to search for methods allowing them to predict
insulation breakdowns. Although present values obtained from PD
measurements are nevertheless a recognized qualitative tool to
evaluate the state of the insulation. Furthermore, weak points
can usually be detected in the insulation systems of high-voltage
equipment at an early stage by PD measurements.

It was, therefore, inevitable to develop necessary methods
which would allow PD measurements to be made in the field, at
a power-station, in substations and in workshops. The
High-Voltage Laboratory of EGÜ Praha, PLC, have been successful
in adapting of both the existing PD test method and
instrumentation to testing in site. Since 1981 more than 200
field measurements and more than 100 workshop measurements were
made.

INTERFERENCE - the major problem of field measurements

In practice, low level PD are hampered by many electrical
noise sources. The various measuring methods differ in their
abilities to suppress noise signals.

Basically, all electromagnetic noise signals may be
subdivided into pulse and periodic noise. Pulse noise is more or
less statistically distributed in time and occupies a wide
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frequency band. Noise penetrates into the PD measuring circuit by
the following three main paths:
- through the power supply of the PD measuring equipment and the

tested object
- through the high-voltage terminals of the object under tests
- by means of electromagnetic induction within the loop of the

testing circuit
During field measurements, radio station signals, corona

discharges and switching pulses are the main culprits of
interference. For comparison, the background noise level for a PD
test circuit placed within a sreened laboratory may well be less
than 1 pC, the noise level in an energized switchyard for the
same arrangement may easily amount to 500 pC or more if no
countermeasures are taken.

The tunable narrow-band amplifier method and the bridge
circuit method are a couple of widely used methods.

The tunable narrow-band PD detector with a bandwidth of
approximately 10 kHz and tuned anywhere between 50 kHz and 2 MHz
can well suppress harmonic interference voltage induced by the
magnetic components of electromagnetic waves. On the other hand,
the bridge circuit will suppress the electric component of
electromagnetic waves as well as other common mode noise
currents.

Fig.l shows the bridge test circuit suitable for both the PD
detection and measurements in high-voltage equipment. The
detector is connected between the impedances Z._ and Zml. Both
low-voltage side, of the tested object and the coupling capacitor
must be isolated from earth. The tap connector of a transformer
bushing serves as the low-voltage side of the tested object. The
capacitance CPal is in our case created by the coupling capacitor
MICAFIL 600 kV. The capacitances of the parts connected to Z m l
and Z m need not be equal to each other, but they should be of the
same order, and their dielectric loss factors should be similar
so as to get the best results.

In our case, the capacitance of bushing is 600 pF
approximately and the capacitance of the coupling capacitor is
600 pF, too. Before actual measurements are carried out, the
elements Zm and Z m l are adjusted to a minimal noise signal over
the bridge of the detector. When an external interference occurs,
common-mode currents I occur in both' circuit branches. These
currents cause identical voltage drops in both impedances. The
differential voltage on the measuring instrument is zero which
results in a complete elimination of the interference signal. On
the contrary, a PD in the transformer Ca still causes a circular
current i(tj. The polarity of the voltage drops in both
impedances is opposed now and the differential voltage is
detected by the detector. The capacitance of the coupling
capacitor is 600 pF, too.

Another method of PD measurement we use is called the
"direct method". In the test circuit, the impedance Zm is placed
at the earth side of the test transformer. This arrangement
(Fig.2) has the advantage of simplicity, the tested object is
connected directly across the measuring impedance to the
detector. Ca is the tested transformer.
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Description of measuring circuits

The majority of our measurements were
detector E.R.A. Robinson Model III. The
identical to circuit in Fig.2. This detector
wide-band amplifier of 40 to 200 kHz.

In case of PD-measurements at a power
transformer was supplied directly from
connected directly to the primary winding,
disconnected from the transmission line (400
(diameter 600 mm) were placed on the bushings

The range of test voltages is between
rated voltage.

performed with the
used circuit was
uses a conventional

station, the tested
the unit generator
The transformer was
or 200 kV). Spheres

20% to 110% of the

The measuring channel of each terminal is calibrated with
repetitive pulses between the terminal of bushings and earth.
This calibration is used for the evaluation of readings during
the test.

Before and after the aplication of the test voltage,
we record the background noise level from all measuring channels.
The bridge detector TETTEX Instruments Type 9120 is used for the
PD measurements in fields with a very high background noise
level.

Method of measurement evaluation

The duration of measurement is, as a rule, 30 min. During
the whole time period the partial discharge level is observed.

The test is successfull if the continuous level of apparent
charge does not show a significant, steadily rising trend and if
the PD shape records do not indicate partial discharges typical
for discharges from internal insulation. Occasional high kicks
are disregarded.

If any discharges are detected, we use any suitable method
for location of the source or sources in terms of the electrical
circuit of the transformer.

There are several known and published method.
In the first place, we carry out the investigation by

ultrasonic detection of the "geographical" location of the source
within or without the tank. Afterwards, we use a method based on
the correlation between readings and calibrations at different
pairs of terminal.

The procedure of obtaining the profile comparison is as
follows :

While the calibration generator is connected to a specific
pair of calibration terminals, the indications at all pairs of
measuring terminal are observed. The procedure is then repeated
for other pairs of calibration terminals. Calibrations are made
between winding terminals and earth, but they may also be applied
between the live terminals of the high-voltage bushings and their
capacitance taps (simulating partial discharge in the bushing
dielectric), between high-voltage and neutral terminals, and
between high-voltage and low-voltage winding terminals (see IEC
Publication 76-3).
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Results of PD tests

During 10 years of field PD measurements, we obtained a very
large set of experience. We were successful in discovering 16
damaged bushings 400 kV, 3 failures of regulating connection
assembly, 6 abnormalities caused by magnetic shield or clamping
devices not solidly grounded, 1 failure of interphase pressboard
barrier, 2 failures of primary bushings 20 kV of block
transformators and 5 causes not identified (high PD values were
reduced after additional impregnation cycles).

We also collected a very large set of experience in
distinguishing of background noise interferences and real PD
within insulating systems.

Polarisation spectrum analysis

At present we busy ourselves with a practically new test
method for assessing the state of oil/paper insulation systems,
such as those in power transformers. This new method is of
significant importance since the non-destructive methods used
until now only provided partial information on the state of the
oil/paper insulation systems.

The principle of the method is simple.
Electric field stress on a dielectric material gives rise to

two fundamental, electric phenomena: current conduction and
electrical polarisation.

Current conduction is a continuous wandering of charge
carriers, i.e. electrons and ions. Electrical polarisation, on the
other hand, is an alignment of dipoles in the field direction,
with limited wandering of charge carriers.

Electrical conduction and polarisation of a dielectric
material subjected to electrical field stress can be measured in
a non-destructive way. Both phenomena are influenced strongly by
the material properies, structure and state of the dielectric
material.

Electrical conduction is a relatively simple phenomenon: it
can be expressed in terms of more or less constant quantity
called specific conductivity. -

Polarisation spectrum of oil/paper insulation

As the name implies, these insulation systems are composed
of two insulating materials: cellulose fibre (paper) and
insulating oil. This structure shows space-charge polarisation
effects which are strongly influenced by both the moisture
content and ageing products. Both materials cause a rection of
the time constant. The time constant exceeds 10 ms and, in case
of a new dry insulation, even 1000 s.
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Determination of the polarisation spectrum with a RVM

The diagram (Fig.5 shows the basic circuit of a recovery
voltage meter (RVM). Switch S is closed for a time tc and DC
voltage cource Uo applies a certain charge to the capacitor.
Switch S-, is then opened and switch S, is closed for the time td
(normally td=tc/2). Part of the capacitor charge is dissipated,
then switch S2 is also opened and the residual capacitor charge
produces a voltage at the capacitor electrodes.

Both the recovery voltage maximum value (Vm, ) and initial
slope (tan alfa) are its typical parameters. If the time tc is
systematically increased, along with time t^, from a small
initial value, a different value of V m a x and initial slope tan
alfa will be obtained for each time tan alfa (Fig.6).

Fig.7 shows the variation of V m a x with tç. It can easily be
proved that the V_ax/tc curve peaks at the time-constant value,
i.e. t c r i t =T. This result shows that the V m a x/t^ curve also
represents a polarisation spectrum with its maximum value at the
insulation time-constants.

Test set up for RVM on power transformers

As shown in Fig.8, the terminals of the transformer must be
disconnected from the system. All the ends of the measured
winding must be joined together connected to the high-voltage
core of the instrument test lead. The ends of all other -windings
must be joined together and connected to the ground and the
low-voltage core of the test lead.

Evaluation of measured polarisation spectra

The electrical properties and reliability of the oil/paper
insulation used on most power transformers depend very heavily on
the state (ageing and moisture content) of the oil and, even
more, on that of the paper. The oil state is very easily assessed
by conventional oil samples analysis methods such as Karl-Fischer
moisture measurement, resistivity and tan delta, but these
provide very little information on the state of the paper.

As will be seen from the following examples, the state of
oil-impregnated paper can be ascertained directly from the
polarisation spectrum without any need to take and analyse an oil
sample.

Fig.9 shows spectra measured at constant temperature on
oil-impregnated paper insulation laboratory models.

Fig.10 shows the curves recorded at varying moisture content
on the insulation model.

Fig.11 shows simular curves obtained under artificial ageing
conditions of varying duration. These curves clearly show that
the behaviour of the spectrum (especially dispalcement of the
curve peak towards small time constants) closely reflects the
changes of the state, i.e. degradation of the dielectric.

Finally, brief mention should be made of the polarisation
spectrum temperature dépendance. Fig.12 shows the transformer
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spectrum curves measured at various temperatures. It will be
observed that the increasingly close to the smaller
time-constants at rising temperature, in a definitive
relationship from which a temperature conversion can be
calculated.

CONCLUSION

The introduced diagnostic methods are sensitive to the PD in
insulation system and to moisture content in oil/paper
insulation. The insulation systems of transformers are very
complicated and their failures can be caused by various reasons.
For this reason, the final decision regarding the transformer
performance must be made on the basis of an evaluation of all
diagnostic methods (gas-in-oil, leakage-inductance, P.D., etc.)
and must also take into account the construction characteristics
specific to the transformer being tested' in collaboration with
the manufacturer.

The HV laboratory of EGÜ Praha uses systematically
diagnostic tools on operating transformers in order to check
their high reliability. The EGÜ experts at diagnostic problems
improve these methods all the time not only for their using in
service but also for their application in workshops. For that
reason, EGÜ Praha cooperates with top producers of diagnostic
devices.
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FIG. 1 — Schéma d'un circuj\équilibré.
Balanced circuit arrangement.

2- — Circuif d'essai pour la mesure faite à une prise de la traversée.
Test circuit for measurement at a foil tapping of a bushing.
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Fig.3 Preparation of PD measurement in power-station Vojany.

Block transformer ZTZ 400 kV.

Fig. 4 PD measurement in power-station Chvaletice.

(Balanced circuit arrangement).
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Fig.5 The principle circuit of recovery voltage meter

Fig.6 Time diagram of the RVM procedure.
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Fig.11 Spectrum curves measured on various old transformers.
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Fig.13 Recovery voltage meter (RVM) TETTEX Instruments

Type 5461.

Fig.14 Measurement with TETTEX Instruments RVM

in substation of HV laboratory EGÜ Praha.
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Jaroslav Chrobâk

(NPP DUKOVANY, CZECH REPUBLIC)

DESIGNING AND PROVIDING OF
INDIVIDUAL QUALITY ASSURANCE

INSTRUCTIONS

In literature there are plenty of definitions which

characterize the quality of products. If we imagine a nuclear power

plant as a product it would not be difficult to specify all the

properties which are necessary to meet the given or supposed needs

of the operator or possibly of the consumer of electrical energy.

In this definition, "t;he terms as nuclear safety, realiability

and effectiveness of electrical energy generation would not be

missing.

The situation becomes more difficult when we try to establish

the methods how to evaluate the level of the quality we have

reached. For my introductory paper, I have chosen the problems of

realiability. I have tried to answer the question - what are the

main causes of non-desirable operational occurrences, i. e.

deviations, anomalies, problems, failures, or accidents? The

occurance of these non-desirable occurrences proves that there are

weak points which have not been found and removed in time. The

causes of these non-desirable occurrences show that the quality

assurance during design, production, installation and commissioning

was not as effective as to find out the hidden weak points of

equipment, documentation, and personnel anr* to provide a remedy. The

other possible cause of non-desirable operational occurrences is an

imperfect system of weak point detection during operation of a

nuclear power plant.

When speaking about a programme or a system of weak point

detection, we must, during operation, understand it as a continuous

observance and evaluation of personnel qualification, suitability

of documentation - especially of documentation oriented on
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operation, i.e. operating instructions, maintenance procedures,

programmes of tests, surveillance and examinations, etc. - and

functional qualification of equipment so that the system can

identify the weak points which can result in the failure of

personnel, equipment or documentation in case of non - desirable

occurences.

In the process of innovations and enhancement we must

concentrate on exclusion of weak points which would mean a

repetition of the same failures and shortcomings. In practice it

means to remove the shortcomings in quality assurance programmes of

different preparatory activities related to quality assurance of

personnel, equipment, or documentation.

With personnel, it is necessary to better recruitment, special

preparation and training, motivation, process of giving and taking

of qualification and licence.

With equipment, it will be necessary to better the process of

design and verification of the design correctness and constructional

solution (e.g. by using methods which are used in safety evaluations

of a constructional solution in car or aircraft industries), further

the process of ordering, storing, installation, tests, and

maintenance. In this connection, we shall use the system of product

certification which is now being commence'd.

With documentation, we must re-evaluate the whole system of

managment, derived and main working' documentation, optimalize its

form, effective content and the system of continuous enhancement.

In the next period we will not be able to avoid changes in the

design state of equipments this being based on our up-to-now

experience, use of European standards, criteria and, mainly, on

results of reliability studies and analyses. We can add the results

of evaluation of the processes of the equipment natural ageing to

this.

This process is quite logical and I have seen ihat the western

power plants operating 1 3 00 MW Units did not avoid these changes

either.
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When formulating the principles for implementation of the

necessary changes we must not forget to complement the equipment,

mainly the electrical part, by a system of weak point detection

which must also influence the process of identification of causes of

non-desirable occurrences in the service power system.

Now back to the system of quality assurance.

As I have said in the introduction, the shortcomings which we

want and must remove are caused by a low quality of all activities

which are a part of the final result. A necessity to either

establish or improve the functioning of these systems in all

activities that influence nuclear safety, reliability and production

effectiveness follows from this. I have to stress again that the

system must comprise all activities which influence not only the

equipment quality but also the level of documentation and personnel.

When designing our quality assurance system we followed the

recommendations which are contatined in IAEA's programmes of quality

assurance, ISO 9000-9004 standards and rules of CAEC No. 436/90 and

Czech Institute of Industrial Safety No. 76/89. On the basis of

these rules we have woked out a programme of quality assurance. To

establish the system it is necessary to transform all the management

documentation of the plant. The changes in the system of

documentation management mean an exat specification of the character

and contents of documents for respective functional levels down to

the level of department heads. On the level of department heads,

quality instruction books are worked out which contain programme

procedures of single activities done by the workers of the

department in question. The system of operating documentation, i. e.

documentatnion which is at hand at the working place for any

activity (operation instructions, technological procedures of

repairs, test programmes, checking methods, etc.) follows these

instruction books.

At the same time it is necessary to collect documentation which

comes into existence during these activities and which proves the

requested quality. I can mention the quality plan for single

maintenance or repair activities as an example from the maintenance

work. The plan specifies exactly the documentation for respective
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work items and the kind of checking points at which the quality

should be verified or, if need be, the found-out anomaly should be

corrected.

We begin to ask the same system which we are commencing to

implement at work done by our own employees from our suppliers, too.

We are preparing a catalogue of companies which work for us as

designers, producers or suppliers of material, equipment, spare

parts, etc. or are doing any services for us. It will mean that all

our suppliers who influence nuclear safety or reliability of our

power plant shall have to document the quality assurance system not

only during production, installation or desing work of the given

product important from the safety viewpoint, but also for all their

organization. We shall try to verify the supplier's system and

co-operate with him in such a manner that there we will be in

agreement with them in this area. Should there be no agreement, the

supplier will not get any further order from our side.

In the area of choice and preparation of employees we must

implement a system of continual verification of qualification not

only with chosen workers (rule Nu. 100/91) but with all who can

influence the nuclear safety by their work.

As concerns quality improvement, we know that the bigger part

of work is still before us. Nevertheless, it is necessary to

establish such system measures which result in continuous

improvement of all processes and in reaching the necessary level of

safety culture.
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